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MSSVs 
3.7.1

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)

LCO 3.7.1 Seven MSSVs shall be OPERABLE on each main steam line.

I-- -------------------------------------------- --

During main steam system hydrotesting in MODE 3, one MSSV is 
required to be OPERABLE on each main steam line with lift setpoints 
adjusted to allow testing.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS

------------------------------------------------------------ NOTE 
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each MSS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more required A. 1 Reduce power in 4 hours 
MSSVs inoperable. accordance with 

Table 3.7.1-1.  

AND 

A.2 Reduce the nuclear 36 hours 
overpower trip setpoint in 
accordance with 
Table 3.7.1-1.  

B. Required Action and B.1I Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

O..R B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

One or more steam 
generators with less than 
two MSSVs OPERABLE.

S................................. I•1 ]

-------------------------------------------------------------

3.7.1-1 5/01/2001ANO-1



MSSVs 
3.7.1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.1.1 ------------------------------ NOTE ---------------
Only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 2.  

Verify each required MSSV lift setpoint in In accordance with 
accordance with the Inservice Testing Program. the Inservice 
Following testing, as-left lift settings shall be within Testing Program 
±11%.
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MSSVs 
3.7.1

Table 3.7.1-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Allowable Power Level and RPS Nuclear Overpower Trip 

Allowable Value versus OPERABLE Main Steam Safety Valves

MINIMUM NUMBER OF MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE RPS NUCLEAR 
MSSVS OPERABLE POWER LEVEL OVERPOWER TRIP 

(PER SG) (% RTP) ALLOWABLE VALUE 
(% RTP) 

6 85.7 89.9 

5 71.4 74.9 

4 57.1 59.9 

3 42.8 44.9 

2 28.5 29.9

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.1-3



MSIVs 
3.7.2

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs)

LCO 3.7.2 

APPLICABILITY:

Two MSIVs shall be OPERABLE.  

MODE 1, 2, and 3.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more MSIV(s) A.1 Restore MSIV(s) to 24 hours 
inoperable in MODE 1 or 2. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 12 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A not 
met.  

C. --------- NOTE --------- C.1 Close MSIV. 48 hours 
Separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each MSIV. AND 

C.2 Verify MSIV is closed. Once per 7 days 
One or more MSIV(s) 
inoperable in MODE 3.  

D. Required Action and D.1 Be in MODE 4. 24 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition C not 
met.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.2-1



MSIVs 
3.7.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.2.1 --------------------- NOTE--- ------------
Only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 2.  

In accordance with 
Verify isolation time of each MSIV is within the limits the Inservice 
specified in the Inservice Testing Program. Testing Program 

SR 3.7.2.2 --------------------- NOTE ---------------
1. Only required to be performed in MODES 1 

and 2.  

2. Not required to be met when SG pressure is 
< 750 psig.  

Verify each MSIV actuates to the isolation position 18 months 
on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.2-2



MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, 
Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and 

Startup Feedwater Control Valves 
3.7.3 

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.3 Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs), Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load 
Feedwater Control Valves and Startup Feedwater Control Valves

LCO 3.7.3 All MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control 
Valves and Startup Feedwater Control Valves shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3.  

ACTIONS 

---------------------------------------------------------- NOTE---
Separate Condition entry is allowed for each valve.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One MFIV in one or more A.1 Close or isolate MFIV. 72 hours 
flow paths inoperable 

AND 

A.2 Verify MFIV is closed or Once per 7 day 
isolated.  

B. One Main Feedwater Block B.1 Close or isolate Main 72 hours 
Valve in one or more flow Feedwater Block Valve.  
paths inoperable 

AND 

B.2 Verify Main Feedwater Once per 7 days 
Block Valve is closed or 
isolated.  

C. One Low Load Feedwater C.1 Close or isolate Low Load 72 hours 
Control Valve in one or Feedwater Control Valve.  
more flow paths 
inoperable. AND 

C.2 Verify Low Load Feedwater Once per 7 days 
Control Valve is closed or 
isolated.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.3-1



MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, 
Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and 

Startup Feedwater Control Valves 
3.7.3

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

D. One Startup Feedwater D.1 Close or isolate Startup 
Control Valve in one or Feedwater Control Valve. 72 hours 
more flow paths 
inoperable. AND 

D.2 Verify Startup Feedwater 
Control Valve is closed or Once per 7 days 
isolated.  

E. Two valves in the same E.1 Isolate affected flow path. 8 hours 
flow path inoperable for 
one or more flow paths.  

F. Required Action and F.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 

associated Completion AND 
Time not met.  

F.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.3.1 --------------------- NOTE ----------------
Only required to be performed in MODES 1 and 2.  

Verify the isolation time of each MFIV, Main In accordance with 
Feedwater Block Valve, Low Load Feedwater the Inservice 
Control Valve and Startup Feedwater Control Valve Testing Program 
is within the limits provided in the Inservice Testing 
Program.
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MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, 
Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and 

Startup Feedwater Control Valves 
3.7.3

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.7.3.2 -NOTES-
1. Only required to be performed in MODES I 

and 2.  
2. Not required to be met when SG pressure is 

< 750 psig.  

Verify that each MFIV, Main Feedwater Block Valve, 
Low Load Feedwater Control Valve and Startup 
Feedwater Control Valve actuates to the isolation 
position on an actual or simulated actuation signal.

FREQUENCY
+

18 months

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.3-3



Secondary Specific Activity 
3.7.4

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.4 Secondary Specific Activity

LCO 3.7.4 

APPLICABILITY:

The specific activity of the secondary coolant shall be < 0.17 RCi/gm 
DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Specific activity not within A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
limit.  

AND 

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.4.1 Verify the specific activity of the secondary coolant is 31 days 
< 0.17 11Ci/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.4-1



EFW System 
3.7.5

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.5 Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System

LCO 3.7.5 Two EFW trains shall be OPERABLE.

-NOTE-
Only one EFW train, which includes a motor driven pump, is required to 
be OPERABLE in MODE 4.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One steam supply to A.1 Restore affected equipment 7 days 
turbine driven EFW pump to OPERABLE status.  
inoperable. AND 

OR 10 days from 
discovery of failure to 

-NOTE meet the LCO 
Only applicable if MODE 2 
has not been entered 
following refueling.  

Turbine driven EFW pump 
inoperable in MODE 3 
following refueling.  

B. One EFW train inoperable B.1 Restore EFW train to 72 hours 
for reasons other than OPERABLE status.  
Condition A in MODE 1, 2, AND 
or 3.  

10 days from 
discovery of failure to 
meet the LCO

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.5-1



EFW System 
3.7.5

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A or B AND 
not met.  

C.2 Be in MODE 4. 18 hours 

D. Two EFW trains inoperable D.1 --------- NOTE------
in MODE 1, 2, or 3. LCO 3.0.3 and all other 

LCO Required Actions 
requiring MODE changes 
are suspended until one 
EFW train is restored to 
OPERABLE status.  

Initiate action to restore Immediately 
one EFW train to 
OPERABLE status.  

E. Required EFW train E.1 Initiate action to restore Immediately 
inoperable in MODE 4. EFW train to OPERABLE 

status.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.5.1 Verify each EFW manual, power operated, and 31 days 
automatic valve in each water flow path and in both 
steam supply flow paths to the steam turbine driven 
pump, that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise 
secured in position, is in the correct position.  

SR 3.7.5.2 - ----------------- NOTE --------------
Not required to be performed for the turbine driven 
EFW pump, until 24 hours after reaching _> 750 psig 
in the steam generators.  

Verify the developed head of each EFW pump at the In accordance with 
flow test point is greater than or equal to the required the Inservice 
developed head. Testing Program

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.5-2



EFW System 
3.7.5

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.5.3 ------------------------------- NOTE -------------------------------
Not required to be met in MODE 4 when steam 
generator is relied upon for heat removal.  
-............. ............-------------------------------------.. . . . . .  

Verify each EFW automatic valve that is not locked, 18 months 
sealed, or otherwise secured in position, actuates to 
the correct position on an actual or simulated 
actuation signal.  

SR 3.7.5.4 ------------------------------- NOTE --------------
Not required to be met in MODE 4 when steam 
generator is relied upon for heat removal.  

Verify each EFW pump starts automatically on an 18 months 
actual or simulated actuation signal.  

SR 3.7.5.5 Verify proper alignment of the required EFW flow Prior to entering 
paths by verifying manual valve alignment from the MODE 2 whenever 
"Q" condensate storage tank to each steam the unit has been 
generator. in MODE 5, 

MODE 6, or 
defueled for a 
cumulative period 
of > 30 days 

SR 3.7.5.6 Verify that feedwater is delivered to each steam 18 months 
generator using the motor-driven EFW pump.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.5-3



QCST 
3.7.6

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.6 Q Condensate Storage Tank (QCST)

LCO 3.7.6 

APPLICABILITY:

The QCST shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, and 3, 
MODE 4 when steam generator is relied upon for heat removal.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. The QCST inoperable. A.1 Verify by administrative 4 hours 
means OPERABILITY of 
backup water supply. AND 

Once per 12 hours 
thereafter 

AND 

A.2 Restore QCST to 7 days 
OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 4 without 24 hours 
reliance on steam 
generator for heat removal.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.6.1 Verify QCST volume is > 32,300 gallons. 12 hours

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.6-1



SWS 
3.7.7

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.7 Service Water System (SWS)

LCO 3.7.7 

APPLICABILITY:

Two SWS loops shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One SWS loop inoperable. A.1 --------- NOTES-----
1. Enter applicable 

Conditions and 
Required Actions of 
LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources 
- Operating," for diesel 
generator made 
inoperable by SWS.  

2. Enter Applicable 
Conditions and 
Required Actions of 
LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops 
- MODE 4," for decay 
heat removal made 
inoperable by SWS.  

Restore SWS loop to 72 hours 
OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.7-1



SWS 
3.7.7

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.7.1 ------------------- NOTE --------------
Isolation of SWS flow to individual components does 
not render the SWS inoperable.  

Verify each SWS manual, power operated, and 31 days 
automatic valve in the flow path servicing safety 
related equipment, that is not locked, sealed, or 
otherwise secured in position, is in the correct 
position.  

SR 3.7.7.2 Verify each SWS automatic valve in the flow path 18 months 
that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in 
position, actuates to the correct position on an actual 
or simulated actuation signal.  

SR 3.7.7.3 Verify each required SWS pump starts automatically 18 months 
on an actual or simulated signal.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.7-2



ECP 
3.7.8

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.8 Emergency Cooling Pond (ECP) 

LCO 3.7.8 The ECP shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. ECP inoperable. A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 

AND 

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.8.1 Verify water level of ECP is > 5 ft. 24 hours 

SR 3.7.8.2 --------------------- NOTE----------------
Only required to be performed from June 1 through 
September 30.  

Verify average water temperature is < 100 0F. 24 hours 

SR 3.7.8.3 Verify contained water volume of ECP > 70 acre-ft at 12 months 
water level of 5 ft.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.8-1



ECP 
3.7.8 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.8.4 Verify earth portions of stone covered embankments 12 months 
and spillway of ECP: 

a. Have not been eroded or undercut by wave 
action, and 

b. Do not show apparent changes in visual 
appearance or other abnormal degradation 
from as-built condition.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.8-2



CREVS 
3.7.9

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.9 Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS)

LCO 3.7.9 Two CREVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

----------------------------- NOTES ----------------------
1. The control room boundary may be opened intermittently under 

administrative controls.  

2. One CREVS train shall be capable of automatic actuation.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One CREVS train A.1 Restore CREVS train to 7 days 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Two CREVS trains B.1 Restore control room 24 hours 
inoperable due to boundary to OPERABLE 
inoperable control room status.  
boundary in MODES 1, 2, 
3, and 4.  

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A or B AND 
not met in MODE 1, 2, 3, 
or 4. C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

D. Required Action and D.1 Place OPERABLE CREVS Immediately 
associated Completion train in emergency 
Time of Condition A not recirculation mode.  
met during movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies. OR 

D.2. Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel assemblies.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.9-1



CREVS 
3.7.9

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

E. Two CREVS trains E.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
inoperable during irradiated fuel assemblies.  
movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

F. Two CREVS trains F.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
inoperable during MODE 1, 
2, 3, or 4 for reasons other 
than Condition B.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.9.1 Operate each CREVS train for_> 15 minutes. 31 days 

SR 3.7.9.2 Perform required CREVS filter testing in accordance In accordance with 
with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). the VFTP 

SR 3.7.9.3 Verify the CREVS automatically isolates the Control 18 months 
Room and switches into a recirculation mode of 
operation on an actual or simulated actuation signal.  

SR 3.7.9.4 Verify the system makeup flow rate is > 300 and 18 months 
< 366 cfm when supplying the control room with 
outside air.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.9-2



CREACS 
3.7.10

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Air Conditioning System (CREACS)

LCO 3.7.10 

APPLICABILITY:

Two CREACS trains shall be OPERABLE.  

MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, 
During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One CREACS train A.1 Restore CREACS train to 30 days 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time of Condition A not AND 
met in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4.  

B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

C. Required Action and C.1 Place OPERABLE Immediately 
associated Completion CREACS train in operation.  
Time of Condition A not 
met during movement of OR 
irradiated fuel assemblies.  

C.2 Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel assemblies.  

D. Two CREACS trains D.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
inoperable during irradiated fuel assemblies.  
movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies.  

E. Two CREACS trains E.1 Enter LCO 3.0.3. Immediately 
inoperable during MODE 1, 
2, 3, or4.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.10-1



CREACS 
3.7.10

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.10.1 Verify each CREACS train starts, operates for at 31 days 
least 1 hour, and maintains control room air 
temperature < 840 F D. B.  

SR 3.7.10.2 Verify system flow rate of 9900 cfm + 10%. 18 months

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.10-2



PRVS 
3.7.11

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.11 Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS)

LCO 3.7.11 Two PRVS trains shall be OPERABLE.

k I f'VTl'

The penetration room negative pressure boundary may be opened 
intermittently under administrative controls.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One PRVS train A.1 Restore PRVS train to 7 days 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Two PRVS trains B.1 Restore penetration room 24 hours 
inoperable due to negative pressure 
inoperable penetration boundary to OPERABLE 
room negative pressure status.  
boundary.  

C. Required Action and C.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met. AND 

OR C.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

Both PRVS trains 
inoperable for reasons 
other than Condition B.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.11.1 Operate each PRVS train for > 15 minutes. 31 days 

SR 3.7.11.2 Perform required PRVS filter testing in accordance In accordance with 
with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). the VFTP

--------------- -------------------------------------------------- III
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PRVS 
3.7.11

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.11.3 Verify each PRVS train actuates on an actual or 18 months 
simulated actuation signal.

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.11-2



FHAVS 
3.7.12

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.12 Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System (FHAVS)

LCO 3.7.12 

APPLICABILITY:

The FHAVS shall be OPERABLE and in operation.  

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel handling area.

ACTIONS

-NOTE--------
LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. FHAVS inoperable or not in A.1 Suspend movement of Immediately 
operation. irradiated fuel assemblies 

in the fuel handling area.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.12.1 Verify FHAVS in operation. 12 hours 

SR 3.7.12.2 Perform required FHAVS filter testing in accordance In accordance with 
with the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). the VFPT

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.12-1



Spent Fuel Pool Water Level 
3.7.13

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.13 Spent Fuel Pool Water Level

LCO 3.7.13 The spent fuel pool water level shall be > 23 ft over the top of irradiated 
fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks.

APPLICABILITY: During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Spent fuel pool water level A.-1 --------- NOTE------
not within limit. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  

Suspend movement of Immediately 
irradiated fuel assemblies 
in the spent fuel pool.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.13.1 Verify the spent fuel pool water level is > 23 ft above 7 days 
the top of irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the 
storage racks.

1-1
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Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentration 
3.7.14

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.14 Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentration

LCO 3.7.14 

APPLICABILITY:

The spent fuel pool boron concentration shall be > 1600 ppm.  

When fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel pool and a spent fuel 
pool verification has not been performed since the last movement of 
fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Spent fuel pool boron ---------------- NOTE-- -----
concentration not within LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  
lim it. ------------------------------------------------

A.1 Suspend movement of fuel Immediately 
assemblies in the spent 
fuel pool.  

AND 

A.2.1 Initiate action to restore Immediately 
spent fuel pool boron 
concentration to within limit.  

OR 

A.2.2 Initiate action to perform a Immediately 
spent fuel pool verification.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.14.1 Verify the spent fuel pool boron concentration is 7 days 
> 1600 ppm.
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Spent Fuel Pool Storage 
3.7.15

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3.7.15 Spent Fuel Pool Storage

LCO 3.7.15 The combination of initial enrichment and burnup of each spent fuel 
assembly stored in Region 2 shall be within the acceptable range of 
Figure 3.7.15-1 or in accordance with Specification 4.3.1.1.

APPLICABILITY: Whenever any fuel assembly is stored in Region 2 of the spent fuel pool.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Requirements of the LCO A.1 ----------- NOTE -------
not met. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable.  

Initiate action to move the Immediately 
noncomplying fuel 
assembly from Region 2.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.7.15.1 Verify by administrative means the initial enrichment Prior to storing the 
and burnup of the fuel assembly is in accordance fuel assembly in 
with Figure 3.7.15-1 or Specification 4.3.1.1. Region 2

5/01/2001ANO-1 3.7.15-1



Spent Fuel Pool Storage 
3.7.15

Figure 3.7.15-1 (page 1 of 1) 
Burnup versus Enrichment Curve for 

Spent Fuel Storage Racks
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MSSVs 
B 3.7.1 

B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.1 Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The primary purpose of the MSSVs is to provide overpressure protection for the 
secondary system. The MSSVs also provide protection against overpressurizing 
the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) by providing a heat sink for removal 
of energy from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) if the preferred heat sink, 
provided by the Condenser and Circulating Water System, is not available.  

Eight MSSVs are located on each main steam header, outside the reactor building, 
upstream of the main steam isolation valves, as described in the SAR, Section 10.3 
(Ref. 1). The MSSV capacity is adequate to meet the requirements of the ASME 
Code, Section III (Ref. 2). The total capacity of 14 MSSVs is greater than the total 
steam flow at 102% RTP. The MSSV design includes staggered setpoints (Ref. 1) 
so that only the needed number of valves will actuate. Staggered setpoints reduce 
the potential for valve chattering because of insufficient steam pressure to fully 
open the valves.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The design basis of the MSSVs (Ref. 2) is to limit secondary system pressure to 
< 110% of design pressure when passing 102% of design steam flow (100% plus 
2% heat balance error). The MSSVs ensure that the design basis requirements are 
met for any abnormality or accident considered in the SAR.  

The events that may assume use of the MSSVs are those characterized as 
decreased heat removal events. MSSV use may be assumed during mitigation of 
the following events: 
a. Loss of Load (SAR, Chapter 14 (Ref. 3)); 

b. Steam generator tube rupture; and 

c. Small break loss of coolant (Ref. 3).  

The full power turbine trip coincident with a loss of condensate heat sink 
establishes the required MSSV relief capacity (Ref. 4).  

In MODES 1 and 2, the MSSVs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 5). In 
MODE 3, the MSSVs satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.
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LCO 

The MSSVs are provided to prevent overpressurization as discussed in the 
Applicable Safety Analysis section of these Bases. The LCO requires fourteen 
MSSVs (seven on each main steam line) to be OPERABLE to ensure compliance 
with the ASME Code following DBAs initiated at full power. Operation with less 
than the required complement of MSSVs requires a limitation on unit THERMAL 
POWER and adjustment of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) nuclear 
overpower trip setpoint. The minimum number of OPERABLE MSSVs per steam 
generator for various power levels and the associated maximum allowable nuclear 
overpower trip setpoint are identified in Table 3.7.1-1. This effectively limits the 
Main Steam System steam flow while the MSSV relieving capacity is reduced due to 
valve inoperability. To be OPERABLE, lift setpoints must remain within limits, 
according to SR 3.7.1.1.  

The safety function of the MSSVs is to open, relieve steam generator overpressure, 
and reseat when pressure has been reduced.  

OPERABILITY of the MSSVs requires periodic surveillance testing in accordance 
with the Inservice Testing Program.  

With all MSSVs OPERABLE, at least one MSSV per steam generator is set at 
1050 psig nominal, while the remaining MSSVs per steam generator are set at 
varied pressures up to and including 1100 psig nominal. The lift settings 
correspond to ambient conditions of the valve at nominal operating temperature and 
pressure.  

This LCO provides assurance that the MSSVs will perform the design safety 
function.  

The LCO is modified by a Note that allows all but one MSSV on each main steam 
header to be gagged and the setpoints for the two (one on each header) 
OPERABLE MSSVs to be reset for the duration of hydrotesting in MODE 3. This is 
necessary to allow the hydrotest pressure to be attained.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the MSSVs are required to be OPERABLE to prevent 
overpressurization of the main steam system.  

In MODES 4 and 5, there is no credible transient requiring the MSSVs.  

The steam generators are not normally used for heat removal in MODES 5 and 6, 
and thus cannot be overpressurized. There is no requirement for the MSSVs to be 
OPERABLE in these MODES.
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ACTIONS 

The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each MSSV.  

A.1 and A.2 

An alternative to restoring the inoperable MSSV(s) to OPERABLE status is to 
reduce power so that the available MSSV relieving capacity meets ASME Code 
requirements for the power level. Operation may continue, provided the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER and RPS nuclear overpower trip setpoint are 
reduced as required by Table 3.7.1-1. These values are based on the following 
formulas: 

RP= Y x 100% z 
and 

SP= YXW 

z 

where: 

W = Nuclear overpower trip setpoint for four pump operation as specified in 
LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protection System (RPS)"; 

Y = Total OPERABLE MSSV relieving capacity per steam generator based on a 
summation of individual OPERABLE MSSV relief capacities per steam 
generator (the available capacity of each MSSV is 801,428 Ibm/hour); 

Z = Required relieving capacity per steam generator of 5,610,000 Ibm/hour; 

RP = Reduced power requirement (not to exceed RTP); and 

SP = Nuclear overpower trip setpoint (not to exceed W).  

The 4 hour Completion Time for Required Action A.1 is a reasonable time period to 
reduce power level and is based on the low probability of an event occurring during 
this period that would require activation of the MSSVs. An additional 32 hours is 
allowed in Required Action A.2 to reduce the setpoints. The Completion Time of 
36 hours for Required Action A.2 is based on a reasonable time to correct the 
MSSV inoperability, the time required to perform the power reduction, on operating 
experience in resetting all channels of a protective function, and on the low 
probability of the occurrence of a transient that could result in steam generator 
overpressure during this period.
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B.1 and B.2 

With one or more steam generators with less than two MSSVs OPERABLE, or if the 
Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met, the unit must be 
placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit 
must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 4 within 12 hours.  
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.1.1 

This SR verifies the OPERABILITY of the MSSVs by the verification of MSSV lift 
setpoints in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program. The safety and relief 
valve tests are performed in accordance with ANSI/ASME OM-1-1987 (Ref. 6) and 
include the following for MSSVs: 

a. Visual examination; 

b. Seat tightness determination; 

c. Setpoint pressure determination (lift setting); 

d. Compliance with owner's seat tightness criteria; and 

e. Verification of the balancing device integrity on balanced valves.  

The ANSI/ASME Standard requires the testing of all valves every 5 years, with a 
minimum of 20% of the valves tested every 24 months. Reference 6 provides the 
activities and frequencies necessary to satisfy the requirements and allows an as
found ± 3% setpoint tolerance. Although not required by the IST Program, the 
valves are reset to ± 1% during the Surveillance to allow for drift.  

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior 
to performing the SR. The MSSVs may be either bench tested or tested in situ at 
hot conditions using an assist device to simulate lift pressure. If the MSSVs are not 
tested at hot conditions, the lift setting pressure shall be corrected to ambient 
conditions of the valve at operating temperature and pressure.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 10.3.
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2. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Article NC-7000, Class 2 
Components.  

3. SAR, Chapter 14.  

4. Framatome Document 86-1266156-00, "ANO-1 Overpressure Protection," 
dated October 31, 1997.  

5. 10 CFR 50.36.  

6. ANSI/ASME OM-1-1987.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.2 Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The MSIVs isolate steam flow from the secondary side of the steam generators 
following a main steam line break. MSIV closure terminates flow from the 
unaffected (intact) steam generator.  

One MSIV is located in each main steam line outside of, but close to, the reactor 
building. The MSIVs are downstream from the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) 
and emergency feedwater pump turbine's steam supply to prevent their being 
isolated from the steam generators by MSIV closure. Closing the MSIVs isolates 
each steam generator from the other, and isolates the turbine, Turbine Bypass 
System, and other auxiliary steam supplies from the steam generators.  

The MSIVs close on a main steam line isolation (MSLI) signal as described in LCO 
3.3.11, "Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) System 
Instrumentation." The EFIC System is designed to prevent the simultaneous 
blowdown of both steam generators. The MSIVs may also be actuated manually.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The design basis of the MSIVs is established by the analysis for the steam line 
break (SLB), as discussed in the SAR, Section 14.2 (Ref. 1). The EFIC System 
design precludes the blowdown of more than one steam generator, assuming a 
single active component failure as discussed in the SAR, Section 7.1.4 (Ref. 2).  

The SLB outside the reactor building upstream of the MSIV is limiting for offsite 
dose, although a break in this short section of main steam header has a very low 
probability. The SLB at full power is the limiting case for a post trip return to power.  
With offsite power available, the reactor coolant pumps continue to circulate coolant 
through the steam generators, maximizing the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
cooldown.  

The MSIVs serve only a closing safety function in the event of an SLB and remain 
open during power operation.  

In MODES 1 and 2, the MSIVs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3). In 
MODE 3, the MSIVs satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.
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LCO 

This LCO requires that the MSIV in each steam line be OPERABLE. For an MSIV 
to be considered OPERABLE, the isolation time must be within limits and the MSIV 
must close on an isolation actuation signal when required.  

This LCO provides assurance that the MSIVs will perform their design safety 
function to isolate an SLB.  

APPLICABILITY 

The MSIVs must be OPERABLE to provide isolation of potential main steam line 
breaks in MODES 1, 2, and 3, when there is significant mass and energy in the 
RCS and steam generators.  

In MODE 4, the steam generator energy is low. Therefore, the MSIVs are not 
required to be OPERABLE.  

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are depressurized and the MSIVs are not 
required for isolation of potential main steam line breaks.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

With one or more MSIVs inoperable in MODE 1 or 2, action must be taken to 
restore the component to OPERABLE status within 24 hours. Some repairs can be 
made to the MSIV with the unit hot. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable, 
considering the probability of an accident that would require actuation of the MSIVs 
occurring during this time interval. Although not credited, the turbine throttle valves 
may be available to provide isolation for some postulated accidents.  

The main steam and feedwater systems do not provide a direct path from the 
reactor building atmosphere to the environment. Therefore, the Completion Time is 
reasonable, and provides for diagnosis and repair of many MSIV problems, thereby 
avoiding unnecessary shutdown.  

B.1 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A are not met, 
the unit must be placed in MODE 3 within the next 12 hours. The Completion Time 
is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach MODE 3.
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C.1 and C.2 

Condition C is modified by a Note indicating that separate Condition entry is allowed 
for each MSIV.  

Since the MSIVs are required to be OPERABLE in MODE 3, the inoperable MSIV(s) 
may either be restored to OPERABLE status or closed. When closed, the MSIVs 
are already in the position required by the assumptions in the safety analysis.  

The main steam and feedwater systems do not provide a direct path from the 
reactor building atmosphere to the environment. Therefore, the Completion Time is 
reasonable, and provides for diagnosis and repair of many MSIV problems, thereby 
avoiding unnecessary shutdown.  

Inoperable MSIVs that cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the specified 
Completion Time, but are closed, must be verified on a periodic basis to be closed.  
This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions in the safety analysis remain 
valid. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable in view of MSIV status indications 
available in the control room, and other administrative controls, to ensure these 
valves are in the closed position.  

D.1 and D.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times of Condition C are not 
met, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in MODE 4 within 24 hours. The 
allowed Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach 
the required unit conditions from MODE 3 conditions in an orderly manner and 
without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.2.1 

This SR verifies that the closure time of each MSIV is as specified in the Inservice 
Testing Program. The MSIV isolation time is assumed in the accident and reactor 
building analyses. This Surveillance is normally performed prior to returning the unit 
to power operation, e.g., during MODE 3, following a refueling outage, because the 
MSIVs should not be tested at power since even a part stroke exercise increases 
the risk of a valve closure with the unit generating power.  

The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.  

This test is normally conducted in MODE 3, with the unit at operating temperature 
and pressure. This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into and operation in 
MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This allows delaying testing until MODE 3 in
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order to establish conditions consistent with those under which the acceptance 
criterion was generated.  

SR 3.7.2.2 

This SR verifies that each MSIV can close on an actual or simulated actuation 
signal. This Surveillance is normally performed upon returning the unit to operation 
following a refueling outage. The Frequency of MSIV testing is every 18 months.  
The 18 month Frequency for testing is based on the refueling cycle. Operating 
experience has shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when 
performed at the 18 month Frequency. Therefore, this Frequency is acceptable 
from a reliability standpoint.  

This SR is modified by two Notes. The first Note allows entry into and operation in 
MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This allows delaying testing until MODE 3 in 
order to establish conditions consistent with those under which the acceptance 
criterion was established.  

SR 3.7.2.2 is also modified by a second Note which indicates that the automatic 
closure capability is not required to be met when SG pressure is < 750 psig. At 
< 750 psig, the main steam line isolation Function of EFIC may be disabled to 
prevent automatic actuation on low steam generator pressure during a unit 
shutdown.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 14.2.  

2. SAR, Section 7.1.4.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.  

4. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section Xl.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.3 Main Feedwater Isolation Valves (MFIVs), Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low 
Load Feedwater Control Valves and Startup Feedwater Control Valves 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The main feedwater isolation valves (MFIVs), Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low 
Load Feedwater Control Valves and Startup Feedwater Control Valves isolate main 
feedwater (MFW) flow to the secondary side of the steam generators. Closing the 
MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and 
Startup Feedwater Control Valves effectively terminates the addition of feedwater to 
an affected steam generator, limiting the mass and energy release for steam line 
breaks (SLBs) or FWLBs inside the reactor building and reducing the cooldown 
effects for SLBs.  

The MFIVs close on receipt of a main steam line isolation (MSLI) signal as 
described in LCO 3.3.11, "Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control (EFIC) 
System Instrumentation." EFIC maintains the Low Load Feedwater Control Valves 
and Startup Feedwater Control Valves closed by sending a signal to the Rapid 
Feedwater Reduction (RFR) circuit of the Integrated Control System (ICS). The 
Main Feedwater Block Valves are independently closed by a signal from the 
Reactor Protection System (RPS) upon a reactor trip. The MFIVs, Main Feedwater 
Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and Startup Feedwater Control 
Valves can also be closed manually.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The design basis of the MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater 
Control Valves and Startup Feedwater Control Valves is established by the analysis 
for the SLB as discussed in SAR Section 14.2.2.1 (Ref. 1).  

Failure of an MFIV, and an associated Main Feedwater Block Valve, Low Load 
Feedwater Control Valve or Startup Feedwater Control Valve to close following an 
SLB, can result in additional mass being delivered to the steam generators, 
contributing to cooldown.  

In MODES 1 and 2, the MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater 
Control Valves and Startup Feedwater Control Valves satisfy Criterion 3 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2). In MODE 3, the MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low 
Load Feedwater Control Valves and Startup Feedwater Control Valves satisfy 
Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.
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With the exception of the MFIVs, the valves are non-Q and powered from non-vital 
sources. This is acceptable when crediting feedwater isolation during a SLB since 
off-site power is assumed to remain available during this event.  

LCO 

This LCO ensures that the MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load 
Feedwater Control Valves and Startup Feedwater Control Valves will isolate MFW 
flow to the steam generators following a main steam line break.  

All MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and 
Startup Feedwater Control Valves are required to be OPERABLE. For an MFIV, 
Main Feedwater Block Valve, Low Load Feedwater Control Valve or Startup 
Feedwater Control Valve to be considered OPERABLE, the isolation times must be 
within limits and the valve must close on an isolation actuation signal when 
required.  

Failure to meet the LCO requirements can result in a more severe cooldown 
transient and in additional mass and energy being released to the reactor building 
following an SLB inside the reactor building.  

APPLICABILITY 

The MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and 
Startup Feedwater Control Valves must be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3 to 
ensure that, in the event of an SLB, the amount of feedwater provided to the 
affected steam generator is limited. Their closure terminates normal feedwater flow 
to limit the overcooling transient and to limit the amount of energy that could be 
added to the reactor building in the case of a secondary system pipe break inside 
the reactor building.  

In MODES 4, 5, and 6, steam generator energy is low. Therefore, the MFIVs, Main 
Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and Startup 
Feedwater Control Valves are not required for isolation of potential high energy 
secondary system pipe breaks in these MODES.  

ACTIONS 

The ACTIONS table is modified by a Note indicating that separate Condition entry is 
allowed for each valve.
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A.1 

With one MFIV in one or more flow paths inoperable, action must be taken to 
restore the affected valves to OPERABLE status, or to close or isolate inoperable 
affected valves within 72 hours. When these valves are closed or isolated, they are 
performing their required safety function.  

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy afforded by the 
remaining OPERABLE valves and the low probability of an event occurring during 
this time period that would require isolation of the MFW flow paths. The 72 hour 
Completion Time is reasonable to allow repairs and, if unsuccessful, to isolate the 
flow path.  

Inoperable MFIVs that are closed or isolated, must be verified on a periodic basis 
that they are closed or isolated. This is necessary to ensure that the assumptions 
in the safety analyis remain valid. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable in view 
of valve status indications available in the control room, and other administrative 
controls, to ensure that these valves are closed or isolated.  

B.1 and B.2 

With one Main Feedwater Block Valve in one or more flow paths inoperable, action 
must be taken to restore the affected valves to OPERABLE status, or to close or 
isolate inoperable affected valves within 72 hours. When these valves are closed 
or isolated, they are performing their required safety function.  

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy afforded by the 
remaining OPERABLE associated MFIV and the low probability of an event 
occurring during this time period that would require isolation of the MFW flow paths.  

Inoperable Main Feedwater Block Valves that are closed or isolated must be 
verified on a periodic basis that they are closed or isolated. This is necessary to 
ensure that the assumptions in the safety analysis remain valid. The 7 day 
Completion Time is reasonable in view of valve status indications available in the 
control room, and other administrative controls, to ensure that these valves are 
closed or isolated.  

C.1 and C.2 

With one Low Load Feedwater Control Valve in one or more flow paths inoperable, 
action must be taken to restore the affected valves to OPERABLE status, or to 
close or isolate inoperable affected valves within 72 hours. When these valves are 
closed or isolated, they are performing their required safety function.
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The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy afforded by the 
remaining OPERABLE associated MFIV and the low probability of an event 
occurring during this time period that would require isolation of the MFW flow paths.  

Inoperable Low Load Feedwater Control Valves that are closed or isolated must be 
verified on a periodic basis that they are closed or isolated. This is necessary to 
ensure that the assumptions in the safety analysis remain valid. The 7 day 
Completion Time is reasonable in view of valve status indications available in the 
control room, and other administrative controls, to ensure that these valves are 
closed or isolated.  

D.1 and D.2 

With one Startup Feedwater Control Valve in one or more flow paths inoperable, 
action must be taken to restore the affected valves to OPERABLE status, or to 
close or isolate inoperable affected valves within 72 hours. When these valves are 
closed or isolated, they are performing their required safety function.  

The 72 hour Completion Time takes into account the redundancy afforded by the 
remaining OPERABLE associated MFIV and the low probability of an event 
occurring during this time period that would require isolation of the MFW flow paths.  

Inoperable Startup Feedwater Control Valves that are closed or isolated must be 
verified on a periodic basis that they are closed or isolated. This is necessary to 
ensure that the assumptions in the safety analysis remain valid. The 7 day 
Completion Time is reasonable in view of valve status indications available in the 
control room, and other administrative controls, to ensure that these valves are 
closed or isolated.  

E. 1 

With two inoperable valves in the same flow path there may be no redundant 
system to operate automatically and perform the required safety function. Although 
the containment can be isolated with the failure to two valves in parallel in the same 
flow path, the double failure can be an indication of a common mode failure in the 
valves of this flow path and as such is treated the same as a loss of the isolation 
capability of this flow path. Under these conditions, affected valves in each flow 
path must be restored to OPERABLE status, or the affected flow path isolated 
within 8 hours. The 8 hour Completion Time is reasonable to isolate the affected 
flow path.  

F.1 and F.2 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times are not met, the unit must 
be in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
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must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 4 within 12 hours.  
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.3.1 

This SR verifies that the closure time of each MFIV, Main Feedwater Block Valve, 
Low Load Feedwater Control Valve and Startup Feedwater Control Valve is as 
specified in the Inservice Testing Program.  

The MFIV, Main Feedwater Block Valve, Low Load Feedwater Control Valve and 
Startup Feedwater Control Valve isolation time is assumed in the accident and 
reactor building analyses. This Surveillance is normally performed prior to returning 
the unit to power operation, e.g., during MODE 3, following a refueling outage. The 
MFIVs, Main Feedwater Block Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and 
Startup Feedwater Control Valves are not tested at power since even a part stroke 
exercise increases the risk of a valve closure with the unit generating power.  

This SR is modified by a Note that allows entry into and operation in MODE 3 prior 
to performing the SR.  

The Frequency for this SR is in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.  

SR 3.7.3.2 

This SR verifies that each MFIV, Main Feedwater Block Valve, Low Load Feedwater 
Control Valve and Startup Feedwater Control Valve can close on an actual or 
simulated actuation signal. This Surveillance is normally performed upon returning 
the unit to operation following a refueling outage.  

The Frequency for this SR is every 18 months. The 18 month Frequency for testing 
is based on the refueling cycle. Operating experience has shown that these 
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the 18 month 
Frequency. Therefore, this Frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint.  

This SR is modified by two Notes. The first Note allows entry into and operation in 
MODE 3 prior to performing the SR. This allows delaying testing until MODE 3 in 
order to establish conditions consistent with those under which the acceptance 
criterion was established.
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SR 3.7.3.2 is also modified by a second Note which indicates that the automatic 
closure capability is not required to be met when the steam generator pressure is 
< 750 psig. At < 750 psig, the main steam line isolation Function of EFIC may be 
disabled to prevent automatic actuation on low steam generator pressure during a 
unit shutdown.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 14.2.2.1.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.4 Secondary Specific Activity 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam generator tube out-LEAKAGE 
from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). Under steady state conditions, the activity 
is primarily iodines with relatively short half lives and, thus, indicative of current 
conditions. During transients, 1-131 spikes have been observed, as well as 
increased releases of some noble gases. Other fission product isotopes, as well as 
activated corrosion products, in lesser amounts, may also be found in the 
secondary coolant.  

A limit on secondary coolant specific activity during power operation minimizes 
releases to the environment because of normal operation, abnormalities, and 
accidents.  

This limit is lower than the activity value that might be expected from a 1 gpm tube 
leak (LCO 3.4.13, "RCS Operational Leakage") of primary coolant at the limit of 
3.5 !iCi/gm (LCO 3.4.12, "RCS Specific Activity"). The thyroid dose conversion 
factors used in the calculation of DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 are those identified in 
Section 1.1, "Definitions." 

Operating a unit at the allowable limits could result in a 2 hour exclusion area 
boundary (EAB) exposure of a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 (Ref. 1) limits.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

For the purpose of determining a maximum allowable secondary coolant activity, 
the activity contained in the mass released following the rupture of a steam 
generator tube, a steam line break outside the reactor building and a loss of load 
incident were considered (Safety Evaluation Report for ANO-1 License Amendment 
No. 2, 1CNA057502, dated May 9, 1975 (Ref. 2)).  

The whole body dose is negligible since any noble gases entering the secondary 
coolant system are continuously vented to the atmosphere by the condenser 
vacuum pumps. Thus, in the event of a loss of load incident or steam line break, 
there are only small quantities of these gases which would be released (Ref. 2).  

The dose analysis performed to determine the maximum allowable reactor coolant 
activity assuming the maximum allowable primary to secondary leakage of 1 gpm 
as given in the Bases for LCO 3.4.13 indicated that the controlling accident to 
determine the allowable secondary coolant activity would be the rupture of a steam 
generator tube. For the loss of load incident with a loss of 205,000 pounds of water
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released to the atmosphere via the relief valves, the resulting thyroid dose at the I
131 dose equivalent activity limit of 0.17 PtCi/gm would be 0.6 Rem with the same 
meteorological and iodine release assumptions used for the steam generator tube 
rupture as given in the Bases for LCO 3.4.13. For the less probable accident of a 
steam line break, the assumption is made that a loss of 106 pounds of water or the 
contents of one loop in the secondary coolant system occurs and is released 
directly to the atmosphere. Since the water will flash to steam, the total radioiodine 
activity is assumed to be released to the atmosphere. The resulting thyroid dose at 
the 1-131 dose equivalent activity limit of 0.17 pCi/gm would be less than 28 Rem 
with the same meteorological assumptions used for the steam generator tube 
rupture and loss of load incident (Ref. 2).  

In MODES 1 and 2, secondary specific activity limits satisfy Criterion 2 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3). In MODES 3 and 4, secondary specific activity limits satisfy 
Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific activity limit in the 
secondary coolant system of < 0.17 piCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 maintains 
the radiological consequences of a Design Basis Accident (DBA) significantly less 
than the Reference 1 guideline doses.  

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant ensures that, when 
secondary specific activity limits are exceeded, appropriate actions are taken, in a 
timely manner, to place the unit in an operational MODE that would minimize the 
radiological consequences of a DBA.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the limits on secondary specific activity apply due to the 
potential for secondary steam releases to the atmosphere.  

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not being used for heat removal.  
Both the RCS and steam generators are at low pressure and primary to secondary 
LEAKAGE is minimal. Therefore, secondary specific activity is not a concern.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 and A.2 

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 exceeding the allowable value in the secondary coolant 
contributes to increased post accident doses. If secondary specific activity cannot 
be restored to within limits within the associated Completion Time, the unit must be 
placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit
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must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours.  
The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.4.1 

This SR verifies that the secondary specific activity is within the limits of the 
accident analysis assumptions. A gamma isotopic analysis of the secondary 
coolant, which determines DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, confirms the analysis 
assumptions are met. It also serves to identify and trend any unusual isotopic 
concentrations that might indicate changes in reactor coolant activity or LEAKAGE.  
The 31 day Frequency is based on the detection of increasing trends of the level of 
DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, and allows for appropriate action to be taken to 
maintain levels below the LCO limit.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10CFR100.11.  

2. Safety Evaluation Report for ANO-1 License Amendment No. 2, 1CNA057502, 
dated May 9, 1975.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.5 Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The EFW System automatically supplies feedwater to the steam generators to 
remove decay heat from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) upon the loss of 
normal feedwater supply. The EFW pumps take suction from the safety related 
condensate storage tank (QCST) (LCO 3.7.6, "Q Condensate Storage Tank 
(QCST)"), and pump to the steam generator secondary side through the EFW 
nozzles. The core decay heat load is dissipated by releasing steam to the 
atmosphere from the steam generators via the main steam safety valves (MSSVs) 
(LCO 3.7.1, "Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs)"), or atmospheric dump valves 
(ADVs). If the main condenser is available, steam may be released via the turbine 
bypass valves.  

The EFW System includes one turbine driven EFW pump, and one safety grade 
motor driven EFW pump. Thus, diversity in motive power sources is provided for 
the EFW System. The turbine driven EFW pump receives steam from either of the 
two main steam headers, upstream of the main steam isolation valves (MSIVs).  

The EFW System supplies a common header capable of feeding either or both 
steam generators. Either pump is sufficient to remove decay heat and cool the unit 
to decay heat removal (DHR) entry conditions. The EFW System initially receives a 
supply of water from the QCST. The assured safety grade source of water is 
supplied by the Service Water System (SWS). Valves on the supply piping are 
manually opened to transfer the water supply from the QCST to the SWS. Water 
can be supplied from other sources by manually aligning nonsafety grade 
condensate storage tanks to the EFW pump suction.  

The EFW System is capable of supplying feedwater to the steam generators, if 
required, during normal unit startup and shutdown evolutions, and during hot 
standby conditions. However, EFW does not provide a normal source of feedwater 
during these conditions. The normal supplement to the main feedwater system 
under these conditions is provided by the auxiliary feedwater system.  

The EFW actuates automatically (e.g., on loss of main feedwater pumps, low steam 
generator level, low steam generator pressure, or loss of four reactor coolant 
pumps) as described in LCO 3.3.11, "Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control 
(EFIC) System Instrumentation." 

The EFW System is discussed in the SAR, Sections 7.1.4 and 10.4.8 (Refs. 1 
and 2, respectively).
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The EFW System is sized to prevent exceeding 110% RCS design pressure for a 
specified loss of feedwater scenario (Ref. 3).  

The design basis of the EFW System is to supply water to the steam generators to 
remove decay heat and other residual heat by delivering at least the minimum 
required flow rate to the steam generators at pressures corresponding to the lowest 
steam generator safety valve set pressure.  

The EFW System design is such that it can perform its function with only one EFW 
train available.  

In MODES 1 and 2, the EFW System satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 4).  
In MODE 3 and MODE 4 when steam generator(s) are relied upon for heat removal, 
the EFW System satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

This LCO provides assurance that the EFW System will perform its design function 
to mitigate the consequences of events that could result in overpressurization of the 
reactor coolant pressure boundary. Two independent trains are required to be 
OPERABLE to ensure the availability of residual heat removal capability.  

For both EFW trains to be considered OPERABLE, the components and flow paths 
are required to be capable of providing EFW flow to both steam generators. This 
requires that the turbine driven EFW pump be OPERABLE with two steam supplies 
(one from each of the main steam lines upstream of the MSIVs) and capable of 
supplying EFW flow to the steam generators. The safety grade motor driven EFW 
pump is also required to be OPERABLE and capable of supplying EFW flow to the 
steam generators. The piping, valves, instrumentation, and controls in the required 
flow paths must also be OPERABLE. The primary and secondary sources of water 
to the EFW System are required to be OPERABLE. The associated flow paths 
from the EFW System primary and secondary sources of water to both EFW pumps 
also are required to be OPERABLE.  

The LCO is modified by a Note indicating that only one EFW train, which includes 
the motor driven EFW pump, is required in MODE 4. This is because of reduced 
heat removal requirement, the short duration of MODE 4 in which feedwater is 
required, and the insufficient steam supply available in MODE 4 to power the 
turbine driven EFW pump.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 1, 2, and 3, the EFW System is required to be OPERABLE in order to 
function in the event that the main feedwater is lost. In addition, the EFW System is
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required to supply enough makeup water to replace the steam generator secondary 
inventory lost as the unit cools to MODE 4 conditions.  

In MODE 4, the EFW System must be OPERABLE when the steam generators are 
relied upon for decay heat removal since EFW is the safety related source of 
feedwater to the steam generators. In MODE 4, the steam generators are normally 
used for heat removal until the DHR System is in operation.  

In MODES 5 and 6, the steam generators are not used for DHR and the EFW 
System is not required.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

With one of the two steam supplies to the turbine driven EFW pump inoperable, or 
if the turbine driven EFW pump is inoperable in MODE 3 immediately following 
refueling, action must be taken to restore the steam supply to OPERABLE status 
within 7 days. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, based on the following 
reasons: 

a. For the inoperability of a steam supply to the turbine driven EFW pump, 
the 7 day Completion Time is reasonable since there is a redundant 
steam line for the turbine driven pump.  

b. For the inoperability of the turbine driven EFW pump while in MODE 3 
immediately subsequent to a refueling, the 7 day Completion Time is 
reasonable due to the minimal decay heat levels in this situation.  

c. For both the inoperability of a steam supply line to the turbine driven 
pump and an inoperable turbine driven EFW pump while in MODE 3 
immediately following a refueling, the 7 day Completion Time is 
reasonable due to the availability of the redundant OPERABLE motor 
driven EFW pump; and due to the low probability of an event requiring 
the use of the turbine driven EFW pump.  

The second Completion Time for Required Action A.1 establishes a limit on the 
maximum time allowed for any combination of required EFW components to be 
inoperable during any continuous failure to meet this LCO.  

The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitation on the time allowed in this 
specified Condition after discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is 
considered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B are entered 
concurrently. The AND connector between 7 days and 10 days dictates that both 
Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met.  

Condition A is modified by a Note which limits the applicability of the Condition to 
when the unit has not entered MODE 2 following a refueling. Condition A allows
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one EFW train to be inoperable for 7 days vice the 72 hour Completion Time in 
Condition B. This longer Completion Time is based on the reduced decay heat 
following refueling and prior to the reactor being critical.  

B.1 

When one of the required EFW trains (pump or flow path) is inoperable, action must 
be taken to restore the train to OPERABLE status within 72 hours. This Condition 
includes the loss of two steam supply lines to the turbine driven EFW pump. The 
72 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on the redundant capabilities 
afforded by the EFW System, time needed for repairs, and the low probability of an 
event requiring EFW occurring during this time period. The second Completion 
Time for Required Action B.1 establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for 
any combination of required EFW components to be inoperable during any 
continuous failure to meet this LCO.  

The 10 day Completion Time provides a limitation on the time allowed in this 
specified Condition after discovery of failure to meet the LCO. This limit is 
considered reasonable for situations in which Conditions A and B are entered 
concurrently. The AND connector between 72 hours and 10 days dictates that both 
Completion Times apply simultaneously, and the more restrictive must be met.  

C.1 and C.2 

With the Required Action and associated Completion Time of Condition A or B not 
met, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To 
achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and 
in MODE 4 within 18 hours.  

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging unit systems.  

D.1 

Required Action D.1 is modified by a Note indicating that all required MODE 
changes or power reductions are suspended until at least one EFW train is restored 
to OPERABLE status.  

With both EFW trains inoperable in MODE 1, 2, or 3, the unit is in a seriously 
degraded condition with no safety related means for conducting a cooldown, and 
only limited means for conducting a cooldown with nonsafety grade equipment. In 
such a condition, the unit should not be perturbed by any action, including a power 
change, that might result in a trip. The seriousness of this condition requires that 
action be started immediately to restore at least one EFW train to OPERABLE 
status. LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable, as it could force the unit into a less safe 
condition.
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E.1 

In MODE 4, either the steam generator loops or the DHR loops can be used to 
provide heat removal, which is addressed in LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4." 
With the required EFW train inoperable, action must be taken to immediately 
restore the inoperable train to OPERABLE status.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.5.1 

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and automatic valves in 
the EFW water and steam supply flow paths provides assurance that the proper 
flow paths exist for EFW operation. Correct alignment for automatic valves may be 
other than the post-accident position provided the valve is otherwise OPERABLE.  
This SR does not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in 
position, since those valves are verified to be in the correct position prior to locking, 
sealing, or securing. This SR also does not apply to valves that cannot be 
inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves. This Surveillance does not require 
any testing or valve manipulation; rather, it involves verification that those valves 
capable of potentially being mispositioned are in the correct position.  

The 31 day Frequency is based on the procedural controls governing valve 
operation, and ensures correct valve positions.  

SR 3.7.5.2 

Verifying that each EFW pump's developed head at the flow test point is greater 
than or equal to the required developed head ensures that EFW pump performance 
has not degraded below the established acceptance criteria during the cycle. Flow 
and differential head are indicators of pump performance required by Section XI of 
the ASME Code (Ref. 5). Because it is undesirable to introduce cold EFW into the 
steam generators while they are operating, this test may be performed on a test 
flow path.  

This test is indicative of overall performance. Such inservice tests confirm 
component OPERABILITY, trend performance, and detect incipient failures by 
indicating abnormal performance. Performance of inservice testing in the ASME 
Code, Section Xl (Ref. 5) satisfies this requirement.  

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the SR may be deferred until suitable 
test conditions are established. This deferral is required because there may be 
insufficient steam pressure to perform the test.
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SR 3.7.5.3 

This SR verifies that EFW can be delivered to the appropriate steam generator in 
the event of any accident or transient that generates an Emergency Feedwater 
Initiation and Control (EFIC) System signal by demonstrating that each automatic 
valve in the flow path actuates to its correct position on an actual or simulated 
actuation signal. Each automatic valve is also verified to be capable of manual 
operation by over-riding the actuation signal. This SR is not required for valves that 
are locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in position under administrative controls.  
The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under 
the conditions that apply during a unit outage and on the potential for an unplanned 
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. The 
18 month Frequency is also acceptable based on operating experience and design 
reliability of the equipment.  

This SR is modified by a Note which states that the SR is not required to be met in 
MODE 4 when the steam generator is being relied upon for heat removal. In MODE 
4, the heat removal requirements would be less providing more time for operator 
action to manually start the required EFW pump.  

SR 3.7.5.4 

This SR verifies that each EFW pump starts in the event of any accident or 
transient that generates an EFIC signal. The 18 month Frequency is based on the 
need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply during a unit 
outage and on the potential for an unplanned transient if the Surveillance were 
performed with the reactor at power. This SR is modified by a Note which states 
that the SR is not required to be met in MODE 4 when the steam generator is being 
relied upon for heat removal. In MODE 4, the heat removal requirements would be 
less providing more time for operator action to manually start the required EFW 
pump.  

SR 3.7.5.5 

This SR ensures that the EFW system is properly aligned by verifying the position 
of manual valves in the flow paths to each steam generator prior to entering 
MODE 2 after more than 30 days in any combination of MODE 5 or 6 or defueled.  
OPERABILITY of EFW flow paths must be demonstrated before sufficient core heat 
is generated that would require the operation of the EFW System during a 
subsequent shutdown. The Frequency is reasonable in view of other administrative 
controls, such as SR 3.7.5.1, to ensure that the flow paths are OPERABLE. To 
further ensure EFW System alignment, flow path OPERABILITY is verified, 
following extended outages to determine no misalignment of manual valves has 
occurred. This SR ensures that the flow path from the QCST to the steam 
generator is properly aligned.
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SR 3.7.5.6 

This SR ensures that the EFW flowpath to each steam generator is open and that 
water reaches the steam generators from the EFW System. This test is performed 
during shutdown to minimize thermal cycles to the emergency feedwater nozzles on 
the steam generator due to the lower temperature of the emergency feedwater.  
The motor-driven EFW pump is specified because of its availability at the low steam 
generator pressure conditions that exist in the shutdown condition. The 18 month 
Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions 
that apply during a unit outage and on the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 7.1.4.  

2. SAR, Section 10.4.8.  

3. NRC Letter dated January 12, 1981, (1CNA018103).  

4. 10CFR50.36.  

5. ASME, Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XA.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.6 Q Condensate Storage Tank (QCST) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The condensate storage tank (QCST) provides a source of demineralized water to 
the steam generators for removing decay and sensible heat from the Reactor 
Coolant System (RCS). The QCST provides the preferred source of water to the 
Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System (LCO 3.7.5, "Emergency Feedwater (EFW) 
System").  

Because the QCST is the normally aligned source to EFW, it is designed to 
withstand earthquakes and other natural phenomena, and a portion is protected 
from missiles that might be generated by natural phenomena. The QCST is 
designed as Seismic Category I to ensure availability of the initial EFW supply.  
Feedwater is also available from alternate sources.  

A description of the QCST is found in the SAR, Section 10.4.8 (Ref. 1).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The QCST provides the initial source of cooling water to remove decay heat and 
cool down the unit following any event with a loss of normal feedwater.  

A portion of the QCST (T-41 B) is protected from tornado generated missiles. The 
protected volume is sufficient to provide a thirty minute supply of water which is 
adequate to allow manual operator action, if required, to transfer suction of the 
EFW pumps to the Service Water System (SWS).  

The QCST satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2).  

LCO 

The OPERABILITY of the QCST with the minimum required water volume ensures 
that sufficient water is available to support EFW operation on both units for at least 
30 minutes. This provides adequate time for the operators to manually switch the 
EFW suction alignment to the Service Water System (SWS), if required. The SWS 
provides the assured long-term source of cooling water. The required volume 
considers that the EFW suctions of both units may be aligned to the QCST 
simultaneously.  

The required minimum usable volume includes an allowance for losses due to 
Unit 2 recirculation line flow. The required volume of 32,300 gallons is equivalent to
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a tank level of 3 feet 10 inches. This parameter value does not include allowances 
for instrument uncertainty. Additional allowances for instrument uncertainty are 
contained in the implementing procedures.  

The tank has sufficient capacity to support more than four hours of cooling in 
MODE 3 or MODE 4 conditions for both units. This capability is not considered to 
be a safety related design function and is not controlled by the Technical 
Specifications.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 when a steam generator is being relied upon for heat 
removal, the QCST is required to be OPERABLE.  

In MODE 4 when a steam generator is not being relied upon for heat removal, and 
in MODES 5 and 6, the QCST is not required because the EFW System is not 
required.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 and A.2 

As an alternative to unit shutdown, the OPERABILITY of the backup water supply 
should be verified within 4 hours and once every 12 hours thereafter. The 
OPERABILITY of the backup feedwater supply must include verification, by 
administrative means, of the OPERABILITY of the flow paths from the backup 
supply to the EFW pumps and availability of the required volume of water in the 
backup supply. The QCST must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days 
because the backup supply may be performing this function in addition to its normal 
functions. The 4 hour Completion Time is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, to verify the OPERABILITY of the backup water supply. Additionally, 
verifying the backup water supply every 12 hours is adequate to ensure the backup 
water supply continues to be available. The 7 day Completion Time is reasonable, 
based on an OPERABLE backup water supply being available, and the low 
probability of an event occurring during this time period, requiring the use of water 
from the QCST.  

B.1 and B.2 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Times are not met, the unit must 
be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply, with the DHR System in 
operation. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours, and in MODE 4, without reliance on steam generators for heat removal, 
within 24 hours.
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The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.6.1 

This SR verifies that the QCST contains the required volume of cooling water. The 
12 hour Frequency is based on operating experience and the need for operator 
awareness of unit evolutions that may affect the QCST inventory between checks.  
The 12 hour Frequency is considered adequate in view of other indications in the 
control room, including alarms, to alert the operator to abnormal deviations in QCST 
levels.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 10.4.8.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.7 Service Water System (SWS) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The SWS provides a heat sink for the removal of process and operating heat from 
safety related components during a transient or Design Basis Accident (DBA).  
During normal operation and normal shutdown, the SWS also provides this function 
for various safety related and nonsafety related components. The safety related 
portion is covered by this LCO.  

The SWS consists of two independent but interconnected, 100% capacity safety 
related cooling water loops. Three 100% capacity pumps are provided to supply 
the two loops. Each loop consists of a pump, piping, valving, sluice gates and 
instrumentation. The pumps, sluice gates and valves are remote manually aligned.  
In the unlikely event of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) essential valves are 
aligned to their post accident positions upon receipt of an engineered safeguards 
actuation signal. The SWS provides cooling directly to required plant equipment.  
The system is also the assured safety related source of water to the emergency 
feedwater pumps, and can also provide a source of makeup water to the 
emergency cooling pond, and to the spent fuel pool.  

The requirements of the SWS for cooling water are more severe during normal 
operation (at full power) than under accident conditions. Normal operation requires 
at least two of the three service water pumps, and the pumps in operation are 
periodically rotated. Normal operation also includes the addition of a biocide during 
the reactor building emergency cooler surveillance, when the water temperature is 
between 60°F and 800F, to prevent biological fouling of the coolers. This water 
temperature range provides conditions under which Asian clams can spawn and 
produce larvae which could pass through SWS strainers.  

Additional information about the design and operation of the SWS, along with a list 
of the components served, is presented in the SAR, Section 9.3 (Ref. 1). The 
principal safety related function of the SWS is the transfer of heat from the reactor 
and safety related components to the heat sink.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The primary safety function of the SWS is for one SWS loop, in conjunction with the 
Low Pressure Injection System and the Reactor Building Cooling System, (reactor 
building spray, reactor building air coolers, or a combination) to remove core decay 
heat following a design basis LOCA, as discussed in the SAR, Sections 6.2 and 6.3 
(Refs. 2 and 3, respectively).
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The SWS is designed to perform its function with a single failure of any active 
component, assuming loss of offsite power.  

The SWS also cools the unit from Decay Heat Removal (DHR) System entry 
conditions to MODE 5 during normal and post accident operation, as discussed in 
the SAR, Section 9.5 (Ref. 4). The time required for this evolution is a function of 
the number of DHR loops that are operating.  

The SWS is also required to transfer heat from the diesel generators (DGs).  

In MODES 1 and 2, the SWS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 5). In 
MODES 3 and 4, the SWS satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

Two SWS loops are required to be OPERABLE to provide the required redundancy 
to ensure that the system functions to remove post accident heat loads, assuming 
the worst case single active failure occurs coincident with the loss of offsite power.  

For an SWS loop to be considered OPERABLE, it must have: 

a. One OPERABLE pump; and 

b. The associated piping, valves, sluice gates, and instrumentation and controls 
required to perform the safety related function OPERABLE.  

In addition to the requirements above, for both SWS loops to be considered 
OPERABLE the required SW pumps must be powered from independent essential 
buses, to provide redundant and independent flow paths.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the SWS is a normally operating system that is required 
to support the OPERABILITY of the equipment serviced by the SWS. Therefore, 
the SWS is required to be OPERABLE in these MODES.  

In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the SWS are determined by 
the systems it supports. Although the systems it supports may be required to be 
OPERABLE, the SWS is not required to meet the same OPERABILITY 
requirements in MODES 5 and 6 as it must in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. The definition 
of OPERABILITY embodies the principle that a system can perform its function(s) 
only if all necessary support systems are capable of performing their related support 
functions. If the supported system is capable of performing its safety function 
without reliance on the SWS, then the SWS is not required to be OPERABLE.
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Similarly, operation with the SWS in a less than fully qualified state is acceptable 
provided an assessment has been performed to determine that the supported 
system remains capable of performing its safety function.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

If one SWS loop is inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status 
within 72 hours. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE SWS loop is 
adequate to perform the heat removal function. However, the overall reliability is 
reduced because a single failure in the OPERABLE SWS loop could result in loss 
of SWS function. Required Action A.1 is modified by two Notes. The first Note 
indicates that the applicable Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.8.1, "AC 
Sources - Operating," should be entered if an inoperable SWS loop results in an 
inoperable DG. The second Note indicates that the applicable Conditions and 
Required Actions of LCO 3.4.6, "RCS Loops - MODE 4," should be entered if an 
inoperable SWS loop results in an inoperable DHR loop. The 72 hour Completion 
Time is based on the redundant capabilities afforded by the OPERABLE loop, and 
the low probability of a DBA occurring during this period.  

B.1 and B.2 

If the Required Action and associated Completion Time are not met, the unit must 
be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the 
unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 
36 hours.  

The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, to 
reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.7.1 

Verifying the correct alignment for manual, power operated, and automatic valves in 
the SWS flow path provides assurance that the proper flow paths exist for SWS 
operation. This SR does not apply to valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise 
secured in position, since they are verified to be in the correct position prior to 
locking, sealing, or securing. This SR does not require any testing or valve 
manipulation; rather, it involves verification that those valves capable of potentially 
being mispositioned are in the correct position. This SR also does not apply to 
valves that cannot be inadvertently misaligned, such as check valves.
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The 31 day Frequency is based on the existence of procedural controls governing 
valve operation, and ensures correct valve positions.  

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the isolation of components or 
systems supported by the SWS does not affect the OPERABILITY of the SWS.  
However, such isolation may render those components inoperable.  

SR 3.7.7.2 

The SR verifies proper automatic operation of the SWS valves. The SWS is a 
normally operating system that cannot be fully actuated as part of the normal 
testing. This SR is not required for valves that are locked, sealed, or otherwise 
secured in position under administrative controls. The 18 month Frequency is 
based on the need to perform this Surveillance under the conditions that apply 
during a unit outage and on the potential for an unplanned transient if the 
Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating experience has 
shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the 
18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from a reliability 
standpoint.  

SR 3.7.7.3 

This SR requires verification that the normally operating SWS pumps (A and C) 
automatically restart following restoration of power to the respective bus. In 
addition, the B SWS pump, normally in the standby condition, must be verified to 
start to support each SWS train for which it is expected to be aligned upon 
associated ES actuation (with time delay) with simulated failure of the normally 
operating pump for that train.  

The 18 month Frequency is based on the need to perform this Surveillance under 
the conditions that apply during a unit outage and the potential for an unplanned 
transient if the Surveillance were performed with the reactor at power. Operating 
experience has shown that these components usually pass the Surveillance when 
performed at an 18 month Frequency. Therefore, the Frequency is acceptable from 
a reliability standpoint.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 9.3.  

2. SAR, Section 6.2.  

3. SAR, Section 6.3.
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4. SAR, Section 9.5.  

5. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.8 Emergency Cooling Pond (ECP) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The ECP provides a shared heat sink for removing operating heat from safety 
related components if the heat sink provided by the Dardanelle Reservoir is 
unavailable. This is done utilizing the Service Water System (SWS).  

The ECP is a portion of the complex of water sources which fulfill the ultimate heat 
sink requirements for ANO. This complex includes the necessary retaining 
structures and the piping connecting the sources with, but not including, the SWS 
intake structure, as discussed in the SAR, Section 9.3 (Ref. 1). The principal 
function of the ECP is dissipation of residual heat after a reactor shutdown.  

The basic performance requirements are that a 30 day supply of water be available 
for both units, and that the design basis temperatures of safety related equipment 
not be exceeded. Additional information on the design and operation of the system 
can be found in Reference 1.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The ECP is the sink for heat removal from the reactor core following an abnormality 
in which the unit is cooled down and placed on decay heat removal following a loss 
of the Dardanelle Reservoir inventory which would be considered a single failure.  

The operating limits are based on conservative heat transfer analyses for the worst 
case initial conditions that could be present considering a Unit 2 Design Basis 
Accident concurrent with a normal shutdown of Unit 1 and a loss of the Dardanelle 
Reservoir water inventory. Reference 1 provides the details of the assumptions 
used in the analysis. The minimum ECP requirements take into account: water loss 
from evaporation due to heat load and climatological conditions, fire pump usage, 
ECP bottom irregularities, suction pipe level at the ECP, and operator action in 
transferring the SWS from the Dardanelle Reservoir. Operator action is credited in 
the inventory analysis during the transfer of the SWS to the ECP. Specifically, 
pump returns are transferred to the ECP shortly after the Dardanelle Reservoir loss 
of inventory event begins and pump suctions are transferred later in the event 
depending on pump bay level. In the time frame between the transfer of the returns 
and suctions to the ECP, lake water is pumped into the ECP, increasing level. This 
additional water is required, along with that maintained in the ECP, to ensure a 
64.5 inch depth, which corresponds to a 30 day supply of cooling water. The ECP 
is designed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.27 (Ref. 2), which requires a 
30 day supply of cooling water.
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The ECP satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).  

LCO 

The ECP is a backup system that is required to be OPERABLE to support the 
SWS. To be considered OPERABLE, the ECP must contain a sufficient volume of 
water at or below the maximum temperature that would allow the SWS to operate 
for at least 30 days following the design basis event without exceeding the 
maximum design temperature of the equipment served by the SWS. To meet this 
condition, the ECP initial temperature should not exceed 1000 F, and the volume of 
water should not fall below 70 acre-feet during normal unit operation.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the ECP is a backup system that is required to support 
the OPERABILITY of the equipment serviced by the SWS and is required to be 
OPERABLE in these MODES.  

In MODES 5 and 6, the OPERABILITY requirements of the ECP are determined by 
the systems it supports. Although the systems it supports may be required to be 
OPERABLE, the ECP is not required to meet the same OPERABILITY requirements 
in MODES 5 and 6 as it must in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. The definition of 
OPERABILITY embodies the principle that a system can perform its function(s) only 
if all necessary support systems are capable of performing their related support 
functions. If the supported system is capable of performing its safety function 
without reliance on the ECP, then the ECP is not required to be OPERABLE.  
Similarly, operation with the ECP in a less than fully qualified state is acceptable 
provided an assessment has been performed to determine that the supported 
system remains capable of performing its safety function. It is important to 
recognize that single failure criteria is not applicable in MODES 5 and 6. Therefore, 
the availability of Lake Dardanelle as a heat sink during periods of ECP 
unavailability may be acceptable provided the probability of a loss of lake and the 
time to respond to a loss of lake event are considered when planning ECP 
unavailability periods.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 and A.2 

If the ECP is inoperable, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does 
not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions
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from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.8.1 

This SR (together with SR 3.7.8.3 and SR 3.7.8.4) verifies that adequate long term 
(30 days) cooling inventory is available. The level specified also ensures NPSH is 
available for operating the SWS pumps. The 24 hour Frequency is based on 
operating experience related to the trending of the ECP level during the applicable 
MODES. This SR verifies that the ECP indicated water level is _> 5 ft.  

SR 3.7.8.2 

This SR provides assurance that the heat sink for the SWS can dissipate the 
maximum accident or normal heat loads for 30 days following the design basis 
event. The temperature, measured at the point of discharge from the ECP, is 
considered a conservative average of total ECP conditions since solar gain, wind 
speed, and thermal current effects throughout the ECP will essentially be at 
equilibrium conditions under initial stagnant conditions. The 24 hour Frequency is 
based on operating experience related to the trending of the ECP temperature 
during the applicable MODES. This SR verifies that the ECP average water 
temperature at the point of discharge from the ECP (i.e., SWS suction) is < 100°F.  

This SR is modified by a Note indicating that the temperature monitoring is required 
to be performed only during the summer months (i.e., June 1 to September 30).  
During other periods of the year, the ECP temperature will not have the potential to 
reach the temperature limit.  

SR 3.7.8.3 

This SR (together with SR 3.7.8.1 and 3.7.8.4) verifies that adequate inventory 
exists to support long term (30 days) cooling. Soundings are performed to ensure 
the water volume is within limits and that the indicated water level is indicative of an 
equivalent water volume for accident mitigation. The 12 month Frequency reflects 
the gradual pace of degradation of the physical properties of the ECP.  

SR 3.7.8.4 

This SR (together with SR 3.7.8.1 and 3.7.8.3) verifies that adequate inventory 
exists to support long term (30 days) cooling. Visual inspections of the loose stone 
(riprap) placed on the banks of the ECP and of the concrete slab spillway are 
performed to ensure any physical degradation is within acceptable limits to enable 
the ECP to fulfill its safety function. An engineering evaluation is performed of any
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apparent changes in visual appearance or other abnormal degradation to determine 
OPERABILITY. The 12 month Frequency reflects the gradual pace of degradation 
of the physical properties of the ECP.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 9.3.  

2. Regulatory Guide 1.27, Rev. 1, "Ultimate Heat Sink for Nuclear Power Plants," 
March 1974.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.7.9 Control Room Emergency Ventilation System (CREVS) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The CREVS is a shared system which provides a protected environment from which 
operators can control the unit following an uncontrolled release of radioactivity.  

The CREVS consists of two independent, redundant, fan and filter assemblies.  
Each fan circulates control room air through a filter train consisting of a roughing 
filter, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, and a charcoal adsorber. For 
control room pressurization, each train provides additional outside air filtered 
through a four inch bed of charcoal adsorber.  

The CREVS is an emergency system. Upon receipt of a unit specific high radiation 
signal, the control room envelope is isolated, the associated unit's normal control 
room ventilation system is shutdown, and the associated unit's CREVS is started.  
The control room envelope is maintained sufficiently leak tight to minimize unfiltered 
air inleakage. The CREVS operation is discussed in the SAR, Section 9.7 (Ref. 1).  

The CREVS is designed to maintain the control room for 30 days of continuous 
occupancy after a Design Basis Accident (DBA), without exceeding a 5 rem whole 
body dose or its equivalent to any part of the body.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The shared CREVS components are arranged in two safety related ventilation 
trains, which ensure an adequate supply of filtered air to all areas requiring access.  
The CREVS provides airborne radiological protection for the control room operators 
for the design basis loss of coolant accident fission product release and for a fuel 
handling accident.  

The worst case single active failure of a CREVS component, assuming a loss of 
offsite power, does not impair the ability of the system to perform its design 
function.  

In MODES 1 and 2, and during the movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the 
CREVS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2). In MODES 3 and 4, the 
CREVS satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.
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LCO 

Two CREVS trains are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is 
available if a single failure disables the other train. Total system failure could result 
in exceeding a dose of 5 rem to the control room operators in the event of a large 
radioactive release.  

For a CREVS train to be considered OPERABLE, the CREVS train must include the 
associated: 

a. OPERABLE fan capable of being powered from both a normal and an 
OPERABLE emergency power source. (Note: Because this is a shared 
system, and may be powered from a Unit 2 source and distribution system for 
which there are no specific ANO-1 requirements, OPERABILITY includes 
requirements for both normal and emergency power sources and the 
associated distribution systems. If the CREVS train power sources or 
distribution system become inoperable, LCO 3.8.1, "AC Sources-Operating," is 
applicable for ANO-1 power sources, LCO 3.8.6, "Distribution 
Systems-Operating," is applicable for ANO-1 distribution systems, and 
LCO 3.0.6 allows the appropriate ACTIONS for these Specifications to be 
applied. However, if a required Unit 2 power source or distribution system 
becomes inoperable, the ACTIONS of ANO-1 LCO 3.7.9 must be applied for 
inoperable CREVS train(s).); 

b. OPERABLE HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber; and 

c. OPERABLE ductwork and dampers sufficient to maintain air circulation and 
provide adequate makeup air flow.  

In addition, the control room envelope, including the integrity of the walls, floors, 
ceilings, ductwork, and access doors, must be maintained within the assumptions of 
the design analysis.  

The LCO is modified by two Notes. Note 1 allows the control room boundary to be 
opened intermittently under administrative controls. For entry and exit through 
doors the administrative control of the opening is performed by the person(s) 
entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls consist of stationing 
a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with the 
control room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when 
a need for control room isolation is indicated. Note 2 requires that one CREVS train 
be capable of automatic actuation. The other train may be started manually, on 
failure of the first train.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CREVS must be OPERABLE to ensure that the 
control room will remain habitable during and following a DBA.
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During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the CREVS must be OPERABLE to 
cope with a release due to a fuel handling accident.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

With one CREVS train inoperable due to other than the loss of capability for 
automatic actuation of one fan or one or more isolation dampers in one CREVS 
train, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status within 7 days. In this 
Condition, the remaining OPERABLE CREVS train is adequate to perform the 
control room radiation protection function. However, the overall reliability is reduced 
because a failure in the OPERABLE CREVS train could result in loss of CREVS 
function. The 7 day Completion Time is based on the low probability of a DBA 
occurring during this time period, and ability of the remaining train to provide the 
required capability.  

B.1 and B.2 

If the control room boundary is inoperable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the CREVS 
trains cannot perform their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an 
OPERABLE control room boundary within 24 hours. During the period that the 
control room boundary is inoperable, appropriate compensatory measures 
(consistent with the intent of GDC 19) should be utilized to protect control room 
operators from potential hazards such as radioactivity, toxic chemicals, smoke, 
temperature and relative humidity, and physical security. Preplanned measures 
should be available to address these concerns for intentional and unintentional 
entry into the Condition. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on the 
low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and the use of 
compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a typically reasonable 
time to diagnose, plan and possible repair, and test most problems with the control 
room boundary.  

C.1 and C.2 

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 if the inoperable CREVS train or control room boundary 
cannot be restored to OPERABLE status within the required Completion Time, the 
unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this 
status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 6 hours and in MODE 5 
within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power 
conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
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D.1 and D.2 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, if the Required Action and 
associated Completion Time of Condition A are not met, the OPERABLE CREVS 
train must immediately be placed in the emergency recirculation mode. This action 
ensures that no failures preventing automatic actuation will occur, and that any 
active failure will be readily detected.  

An alternative to Required Action D.1 is to immediately suspend movement of 
irradiated fuel assemblies since this is an activity that could release radioactivity that 
might require isolation of the control room. This places the unit in a condition that 
minimizes the accident risk. This does not preclude movement of fuel to a safe 
position.  

E.1 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, when two CREVS trains are 
inoperable, action must be taken immediately to suspend movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies since this is an activity that could release radioactivity that could 
enter the control room. This places the unit in a condition that minimizes the 
accident risk. This does not preclude movement of fuel to a safe position.  

F. 1 

If both CREVS trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 for reasons other than an 
inoperable control room boundary (i.e., Condition B), the CREVS may not be 
capable of performing the intended function and a loss of safety function has 
occurred. Therefore, LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.9.1 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they function 
properly. As the environment and normal operating conditions on this system are 
not severe, testing each train once every month adequately checks this system.  
This test is conducted on alternating trains semi-monthly by initiating flow through 
the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers. The CREVS is designed without heaters 
and need only be operated for > 15 minutes to demonstrate the function of the 
system. The 31 day Frequency is based on the known reliability of the equipment 
and two train redundancy available.
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SR 3.7.9.2 

This SR verifies that the required CREVS testing is performed in accordance with 
the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). The VFTP includes testing HEPA 
filter performance, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the 
physical properties of the activated charcoal. Specific test frequencies and 
additional information are discussed in detail in the VFTP.  

SR 3.7.9.3 

This SR verifies that the CREVS automatically isolates the Control Room within 
10 seconds and switches into a recirculation mode of operation with flow through 
the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorber banks on an actual or simulated actuation 
signal. The Frequency of 18 months is consistent with the guidance provided in 
Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 3).  

SR 3.7.9.4 

This SR verifies the ability of the CREVS to provide outside air at a flow rate of 
approximately 333 cfm ±10%. Many factors must be taken into account to 
determine the overall expected dose consequences for control room personnel 
during various off-normal events. The CREVS makeup airflow is one of these 
factors that must be considered. Excessive makeup air or the inability of the 
CREVS units to supply design flow rates could result in an increase in the overall 
dose consequence to control room personnel. The flow verification ensures that an 
assumed amount of makeup air is available to account for boundary leak paths. If 
control room boundary leakage to adjacent areas is minimal, the makeup airflow 
rate will decrease accordingly as the differential pressure between the control room 
and adjacent areas increases. Therefore, the verification of makeup airflow 
capability may require creating leak paths (opening a door) when the control room 
envelope leak paths are minimal. The flowrate verification is consistent with SRP 
Section 6.4 (Reference 4) for those control rooms having a design makeup rate of 
> 0.5 volume changes per hour. The Frequency of 18 months is considered 
adequate to detect any degradation of the outside air flow rate before it is reduced 
to a point at which sufficient pressurization will not occur.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 9.7.  

2. 10CFR50.36.  

3. Regulatory Guide 1.52, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Post 
Accident Engineered Safety Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration 
and Adsorption Units of Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," Rev. 2, 
March 1978.
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4 Standard Review Plan, Section 6.4, "Control Room Habitability System," 
Rev. 2, July 1981.
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B 3.7.10 Control Room Emergency Air Conditioning System (CREACS) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The CREACS provides temperature control for the control room following isolation 
of the control room.  

The CREACS consists of two independent and redundant trains that provide 
cooling of recirculated control room air. A cooling coil and a water cooled 
condensing unit are provided for each system to provide suitable temperature 
conditions in the control room for operating personnel and safety related control 
equipment. Ductwork, dampers, and instrumentation also form part of the system.  
During operation, the CREACS maintains the temperature in a range consistent 
with personnel comfort and long term equipment operation. The CREACS is a 
subsystem providing air temperature control for the control room.  

The CREACS is an emergency system. On detection of high radiation, the control 
room envelope is isolated, the normal control room ventilation system is shut down, 
and the CREACS is started. A single train will provide the required temperature 
control. The CREACS operation to maintain control room temperature is discussed 
in the SAR, Section 9.7 (Ref. 1).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The design basis of the CREACS is to maintain control room temperature for 
30 days of continuous occupancy.  

The CREACS components are arranged in redundant, safety related trains. A 
single active failure of a CREACS component does not impair the ability of the 
system to perform as designed. The CREACS is designed in accordance with 
Seismic Category I requirements. The CREACS is capable of removing sensible 
and latent heat loads from the control room, including consideration of equipment 
heat loads and personnel occupancy requirements, to ensure a habitable 
environment and equipment OPERABILITY.  

In MODES 1 and 2, and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the 
CREACS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 2). In MODES 3 and 4, the 
CREACS satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.
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LCO 

Two independent and redundant trains of the CREACS are required to be 
OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, assuming a single failure 
disables the other train. Total system failure could result in the control room 
temperature exceeding limits in the event of an accident.  

For a CREACS train to be considered OPERABLE, the individual components that 
are necessary to maintain control room temperature must be OPERABLE. (Note: 
Because this is a shared system and is normally powered from a Unit 2 source and 
distribution system for which there are no specific ANO-1 requirements, 
OPERABILITY includes requirements for both normal and emergency power 
sources and the associated distribution systems. If the CREACS train power 
sources or distribution system become inoperable, LCO 3.8.1, "AC 
Sources-Operating," is applicable for ANO-1 power sources, LCO 3.8.6, 
"Distribution Systems-Operating," is applicable for ANO-1 distribution systems, and 
LCO 3.0.6 allows the appropriate ACTIONS for these Specifications to be applied.  
However, if a required Unit 2 power source or distribution system becomes 
inoperable, the ACTIONS of ANO-1 LCO 3.7.10 must be applied for inoperable 
CREACS train(s).) These components include the cooling coils, condensing units, 
and associated temperature control instrumentation. In addition, the CREACS must 
be capable of maintaining air circulation.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, and during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the 
CREACS must be OPERABLE to ensure that the control room temperature will not 
exceed habitability and equipment OPERABILITY requirements following isolation 
of the control room.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

With one CREACS train inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE 
status within 30 days. In this Condition, the remaining OPERABLE CREACS train 
is adequate to maintain the control room temperature within limits. However, the 
overall reliability is reduced because a failure in the OPERABLE CREACS train 
could result in a loss of CREACS function. The 30 day Completion Time is based 
on the low probability of an event occurring requiring control room isolation, the 
consideration that the remaining train can provide the required capabilities, and 
alternate nonsafety related cooling means that are available.
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B.1 and B.2 

In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, if the Required Action and associated Completion Time of 
Condition A are not met, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO does 
not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 within 
6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner without challenging unit systems.  

C.1 and C.2 

During movement of irradiated fuel, if the Required Action and associated 
Completion Time of Condition A are not met, the OPERABLE CREACS train must 
be placed in operation immediately. This action ensures that any active failure will 
be readily detected.  

An alternative to Required Action C.1 is to immediately suspend activities that could 
release radioactivity that might require the isolation of the control room. This places 
the unit in a condition that minimizes accident risk. This does not preclude the 
movement of fuel to a safe position.  

D.1 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, with two CREACS trains inoperable, 
action must be taken to immediately suspend activities that could release 
radioactivity that might require isolation of the control room. This places the unit in 
a condition that minimizes accident risk. This does not preclude the movement of 
fuel to a safe position.  

E.1 

If both CREACS trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, a loss of safety 
function has occurred, and LCO 3.0.3 must be entered immediately.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.10.1 and SR 3.7.10.2 

These SRs, in conjunction with periodic preventative maintenance activities, provide 
verification that the CREACS will maintain the control room temperature within 
acceptable bounds. SR 3.7.10.1 is performed on a staggered basis with one train 
being tested every two weeks. The Frequencies (31 days and 18 months) are 
appropriate as periodic preventative maintenance activities are routinely performed
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and significant degradation of the CREACS is not expected over these time 
periods.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 9.7.  

2. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.7.11 Penetration Room Ventilation System (PRVS) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The PRVS filters air from the penetration areas in the event of penetration leakage 
from the reactor building during a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).  

The PRVS consists of two independent, redundant trains. Each train consists of a 
prefilter, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, and an activated charcoal 
adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity (principally iodines), and a fan.  
Ductwork, dampers, and instrumentation also form part of the system. The system 
initiates filtered ventilation of the penetration rooms following receipt of an 
engineered safeguards actuation system (ESAS) signal.  

Following a LOCA, an ESAS signal starts the lead PRVS and if proper flow is not 
achieved within 20 seconds, the lead system is automatically stopped and 
5 seconds later the standby system starts. Upon receipt of the ESAS signal, normal 
air discharges from the area are isolated, and the air is discharged through the 
system filters. The prefilters remove any large particles in the air, and any 
entrained water droplets present, to prevent excessive loading of the HEPA filters 
and charcoal adsorbers.  

The PRVS is discussed in the SAR, Sections 6.5 and 14.2.2.5 (Refs. 1 and 2, 
respectively).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The design basis of the PRVS is established by the LOCA. The system provides 
filtration for the most likely location of reactor building leakage, i.e., at the 
penetrations. The analysis of the effects and consequences of a LOCA is 
presented in Reference 2.  

In MODES 1 and 2, the PRVS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3). In 
MODES 3 and 4, the PRVS satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

Two redundant trains of the PRVS are required to be OPERABLE to ensure that at 
least one is available, assuming that a single failure disables the other train 
coincident with loss of offsite power.  

For a PRVS train to be considered OPERABLE, its associated:
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a. Fan must be OPERABLE; 

b. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber must not be excessively restricting flow, and 

must be capable of performing their filtration functions; and 

c. Required ductwork, and dampers must be OPERABLE.  

The LCO is modified by a Note allowing the PRVS negative pressure boundary to 
be opened intermittently under administrative controls. For entry and exit through 
doors the administrative control of the opening is performed by the person(s) 
entering or exiting the area. For other openings, these controls consist of stationing 
a dedicated individual at the opening who is in continuous communication with the 
control room. This individual will have a method to rapidly close the opening when 
a need for PRVS negative pressure boundary isolation is indicated.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the PRVS is required to be OPERABLE consistent with 
the OPERABILITY requirements of the reactor building.  

In MODES 5 and 6, the PRVS is not required to be OPERABLE since the reactor 
building is not required to be OPERABLE.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

With one PRVS train inoperable, action must be taken to restore OPERABLE status 
within 7 days. During this time, the remaining OPERABLE train is adequate to 
perform the PRVS safety function. However, the overall reliability is reduced 
because a single failure in the OPERABLE PRVS train could result in loss of PRVS 
function.  
The 7 day Completion Time is appropriate because the risk contribution is less than 
that of the reactor building (1 hour Completion Time), and this system is not a direct 
support system for the reactor building. The 7 day Completion Time is based on 
the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time period, and ability of the 
remaining train to provide the required capability.  

B.1 

If the PRVS negative pressure boundary is inoperable, the PRVS trains cannot 
perform their intended functions. Actions must be taken to restore an OPERABLE 
PRVS negative pressure boundary within 24 hours. During the period that the 
PRVS negative pressure boundary is inoperable, appropriate compensatory 
measures (consistent with the intent, as applicable, of GDC 64 and
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10 CFR Part 100) should be utilized to control and minimize the release of 
radioactive materials from the reactor building to the environment in post accident 
conditions. Preplanned measures should be available to address these concerns 
for intentional and unintentional entry into the Condition. The 24 hour Completion 
Time is reasonable based on the low probability of a DBA occurring during this time 
period, and the use of compensatory measures. The 24 hour Completion Time is a 
typically reasonable time to diagnose, plan and possible repair, and test most 
problems with the PRVS negative pressure boundary.  

C.1 and C.2 

If the Required Action and the associated Completion Time are not met, or with 
both PRVS trains inoperable, the unit must be placed in a MODE in which the LCO 
does not apply. To achieve this status, the unit must be placed in at least MODE 3 
within 6 hours, and in MODE 5 within 36 hours. The allowed Completion Times are 
reasonable, based on operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions 
from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging unit 
systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.11.1 

Standby systems should be checked periodically to ensure that they function 
properly. Since the environment and normal operating conditions on this system 
are not severe, testing each train once a month provides an adequate check on this 
system. The 31 day Frequency is based on known reliability of equipment and the 
two train redundancy available.  

SR 3.7.11.2 

This SR verifies that the required PRVS testing is performed in accordance with the 
Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). The VFTP includes testing HEPA filter 
performance, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the 
physical properties of the activated charcoal. Specific test frequencies and 
additional information are discussed in detail in the VFTP.  

SR 3.7.11.3 

This SR verifies that each PRVS train starts and operates on an actual or simulated 
actuation signal. The 18 month Frequency is consistent with the guidance provided 
in Regulatory Guide 1.52 (Ref. 4).
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REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 6.5.  

2. SAR, Sections 14.2.2.5 and 14.2.2.6.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.  

4. Regulatory Guide 1.52, "Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Post 
Accident Engineered Safety Feature Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration 
and Adsorption Units of Light Water Cooled Nuclear Power Plants," Rev. 2, 
March 1978.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.12 Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System (FHAVS) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The FHAVS filters airborne radioactive material from the area of the spent fuel pool 
following a fuel handling accident.  

The FHAVS consists of portions of the normal Auxiliary Building Heating, 
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning System. The FHAVS consists of a single train 
which includes a supply fan, prefilter, high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, 
activated charcoal adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity (principally 
iodines), and two exhaust fans. Ductwork, dampers, and instrumentation also form 
part of the system.  

During operation, the exhaust from the fuel handling area is passed through the 
FHAVS exhaust filter and is discharged through the station vent stack.  

The FHAVS is discussed in the SAR, Sections 9.7 and 14.2.2 (Refs. 1 and 2, 
respectively).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The FHAVS design basis is established by the fuel handling accident. The analysis 
of the fuel handling accident, given in Reference 2, credits the FHAVS for a 
reduction in the amount of airborne radioactive material released to the 
environment. The assumptions and the analysis are further discussed in 
Reference 2.  

The FHAVS satisfies Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).  

LCO 

During movement of irradiated fuel, the FHAVS is required to be OPERABLE and 
operating.  

For the FHAVS to be considered OPERABLE: 

1. One exhaust fan must be OPERABLE; 

2. HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber must not be excessively restricting flow, and 
must be capable of performing their filtration functions; and
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3. Ductwork and dampers must be OPERABLE.  

The FHAVS must be operating since it does not automatically start following a fuel 
handling accident. A supply fan may be operating, but is not required for FHAVS 
OPERABILITY.  

APPLICABILITY 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel handling area, the 
FHAVS is always required to be OPERABLE and operating to mitigate the 
consequences of a fuel handling accident.  

ACTIONS 

LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable while in MODE 5 or 6. However, since irradiated fuel 
assembly movement can occur in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the ACTIONS have been 
modified by a Note which states that LCO 3.0.3 is not applicable. If moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3.0.3 would not specify any 
action. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4, the fuel 
movement is independent of reactor operations. Therefore, in either case, inability 
to suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason to 
require a reactor shutdown.  

A.1 

When the FHAVS is inoperable or not in operation during movement of irradiated 
fuel assemblies in the fuel handling area, immediate action must be taken to 
preclude the occurrence of an accident. This is achieved by immediately 
suspending movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the fuel handling area. This 
does not preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.12.1 

Periodic verification of the operation of the FHAVS assures immediate availability of 
filtration following a fuel handling accident. A 12 hour Frequency is sufficient, 
considering the system indications and alarms available to the operator for 
monitoring the FHAVS in the control room.
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SR 3.7.12.2 

This SR verifies that the required FHAVS testing is performed in accordance with 
the Ventilation Filter Testing Program (VFTP). The VFTP includes testing HEPA 
filter performance, charcoal adsorber efficiency, minimum system flow rate, and the 
physical properties of the activated charcoal. Specific test frequencies and 
additional information are discussed in detail in the VFTP.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 9.7.  

2. SAR, Section 14.2.2.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.13 Spent Fuel Pool Water Level 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The minimum water level in the spent fuel pool meets the assumption of iodine 
decontamination factors following a fuel handling accident. The specified water level 
shields and minimizes the general area dose when the storage racks are filled to their 
maximum capacity. The water also provides shielding during the movement of spent 
fuel.  

A general description of the spent fuel pool design is given in the SAR, 
Section 9.6.1.3, Reference 1. The Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System is 
given in the SAR, Section 9.4 (Ref. 2). The assumptions of the fuel handling accident 
are given in the SAR, Section 14.2.2.3 (Ref. 3).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, the water level in the spent fuel pool 
is an initial condition design parameter in the analysis of the fuel handling accident in 
the fuel handling building postulated by Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 4). A minimum 
water level of 23 feet above the top of the irradiated fuel assemblies seated in the 
storage racks (Regulatory Position C.1.c of Ref. 4) allows a decontamination factor of 
100 (Regulatory Position C.1.g of Ref. 4) to be used in the accident analysis for 
iodine. This relates to the assumption that 99% of the total iodine released from the 
pellet to cladding gap of all the dropped fuel assembly rods is retained by the spent 
fuel pool water. The fuel pellet to cladding gap is assumed to contain 12% of the total 
fuel rod iodine inventory (Ref. 3).  

The fuel handling accident analysis inside the fuel handling building is described in 
Reference 3. With a minimum water level of 23 feet above the top of the irradiated 
fuel assemblies seated in the storage racks, and a minimum decay time of 100 hours 
prior to fuel handling, the analysis demonstrates that the iodine release due to a 
postulated fuel handling accident is adequately captured by the water, and offsite 
doses are maintained within allowable limits (Ref. 5).  

The spent fuel pool water level satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 6).  

LCO 

The specified water level preserves the assumptions of the fuel handling accident 
analysis (Ref. 3). As such, it is the minimum required for fuel storage and movement 
within the spent fuel pool.
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APPLICABILITY 

This LCO applies during movement of irradiated fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool 
since the potential for a release of fission products exists.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.  

When the initial conditions for an accident cannot be met, immediate action must be 
taken to preclude the occurrence of an accident. With the spent fuel pool at less than 
the required level, the movement of fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool is 
immediately suspended. This effectively precludes the occurrence of a fuel handling 
accident. In such a case, unit procedures control the movement of loads over the 
spent fuel. This does not preclude movement of a fuel assembly to a safe position.  

If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3.0.3 would not 
specify any action. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4, the fuel movement is independent of reactor operations. Therefore, in either 
case, inability to suspend movement of irradiated fuel assemblies is not sufficient 
reason to require a reactor shutdown.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.13.1 

This SR verifies that sufficient spent fuel pool water is available in the event of a fuel 
handling accident. The water level in the spent fuel pool must be checked 
periodically. The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because the volume in the pool is 
normally stable. Water level changes are controlled by unit procedures and are 
acceptable, based on operating experience.  

During refueling operations, the level in the spent fuel pool is at equilibrium with that 
in the refueling canal, and the level in the refueling canal is checked daily in 
accordance with SR 3.9.6.1.  

REFERENCES 

1. FSAR, Section 9.6.1.3.  

2. FSAR, Section 9.4.  

3. FSAR, Section 14.2.2.3.  

4. Regulatory Guide 1.25.
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5. 10CFR100.11.  

6. 10 CFR50.36
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

B 3.7.14 Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentration 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

As described in the Bases for LCO 3.7.15, "Spent Fuel Pool Storage," fuel 
assemblies are stored in the spent fuel pool racks in accordance with criteria based 
on initial enrichment and discharge burnup. Although the water in the spent fuel 
pool is normally borated to > 1600 ppm, the criteria that limit the storage of a fuel 
assembly to specific rack locations are conservatively developed without taking 
credit for boron in the spent fuel pool water.  

The spent fuel storage pool is divided into two separate and distinct regions as 
shown in SAR Figure 9-53 which, for the purpose of criticality considerations, are 
considered as separate pools. Region 1 is designed to accommodate new fuel with 
a maximum enrichment of 4.10 wt% U-235, or spent (irradiated) fuel regardless of 
the discharge fuel burnup. Region 2 is designed to accommodate fuel of various 
initial enrichments which have accumulated minimum burnups within the acceptable 
domain according to Figure 3.7.15-1. Fuel assemblies not meeting the criteria of 
Figure 3.7.15-1 shall be stored in accordance with Specification 4.3.1.1.e.  

The water in the spent fuel storage pool normally contains soluble boron, which 
results in large subcriticality margins under actual operating conditions. However, 
the NRC guidelines specify that the limiting ke of 0.95 be evaluated in the absence 
of soluble boron. Hence, the design of both regions is based on the use of 
unborated water, which maintains each region in a subcritical condition during 
normal operation with the regions fully loaded. The double contingency principle 
discussed in ANSI N-16.1-1975 and the April 1978, NRC letter (Ref. 1) allows credit 
for soluble boron under other abnormal or accident conditions, since only a single 
accident need be considered at one time. Thus, for accident conditions, the 
presence of soluble boron in the spent fuel pool water can be assumed as a 
realistic condition. For example, accident scenarios are postulated which could 
potentially increase the reactivity and reduce the margin to criticality. To mitigate 
these postulated criticality related accidents, boron is dissolved in the pool water.  
Safe operation of the high density storage racks with no movement of assemblies 
may therefore be achieved by controlling the location of each assembly in 
accordance with LCO 3.7.15, "Spent Fuel Pool Storage." Prior to movement of an 
assembly, it is necessary to perform SR 3.7.15.1.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

Most accident conditions will not result in an increase in KIff of the rack. Examples 
are the loss of cooling systems (reactivity decreases with decreasing water density) 
and dropping a fuel assembly on top of the rack (the rack structure pertinent for 
criticality is not deformed and the assembly has more that eight inches of water
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separating it from the active fuel in the rest of the rack which precludes interaction).  
However, accidents can be postulated which would increase reactivity such as 
inadvertent drop of an assembly between the outside periphery of the rack and the 
pool wall. Thus, for accident conditions, the presence of soluble boron in the 
storage pool water is assumed as a realistic initial condition.  

The presence of 1600 ppm boron in the pool water will decrease reactivity by 
approximately 30% AK. Thus Kff <0.95 can be easily met for postulated accidents, 
since any reactivity increase will be much less than the negative worth of the 
dissolved boron.  

The concentration of dissolved boron in the fuel storage pool satisfies Criterion 2 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 4).  

LCO 

The specified concentration _ 1600 ppm of dissolved boron in the spent fuel pool 
conservatively preserves the assumption used in the analyses of the potential 
accident scenarios. This concentration of dissolved boron is the minimum required 
concentration for fuel assembly storage and movement within the spent fuel pool.  

APPLICABILITY 

This LCO applies whenever fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel pool, until a 
complete spent fuel pool verification has been performed following the last 
movement of fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool. This LCO does not apply 
following the verification since the verification would confirm that there are no 
misloaded fuel assemblies. With no further fuel assembly movement in progress, 
there is no potential for a misloaded fuel assembly or a dropped fuel assembly.  

ACTIONS 

A.1, A.2.1, and A.2.2 

The Required Actions are modified by a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not 
apply. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3.0.3 would 
not specify any action. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, 
or 4, the fuel movement is independent of reactor operation. Therefore, inability to 
suspend movement of fuel assemblies is not a sufficient reason to require a reactor 
shutdown.  

When the concentration of boron in the spent fuel pool is less than required, 
immediate action must be taken to preclude the occurrence of an accident or to 
mitigate the consequences of an accident in progress. This is most efficiently 
achieved by immediately suspending the movement of the fuel assemblies. This
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does not preclude movement of a fuel assembly to a safe position. In addition, 
action must be immediately initiated to restore the spent fuel pool boron 
concentration to within its limit. An acceptable alternative is to immediately initiate 
performance of a spent fuel pool verification to ensure proper locations of the fuel 
since the last movement of fuel assemblies in the spent fuel pool. However, prior to 
resuming movement of fuel assemblies, the concentration of boron must be 
restored. Either of these actions are acceptable, and once initiated must be 
continued until the action is completed. The immediate Completion Time for 
initiation of these actions reflects the importance of maintaining a controlled 
environment for irradiated fuel.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.14.1 

This SR verifies that the concentration of boron in the spent fuel pool is within the 
required limit. As long as this SR is met, the analyzed incidents are fully addressed.  
The 7 day Frequency is appropriate because no major replenishment of pool water 
is expected to take place over a short period of time.  

REFERENCES 

1. Double contingency principle of ANSI N16.1-1975, as specified in the April 14, 
1978, NRC letter (Section 1.2) and implied in the proposed revision to 
Regulatory Guide 1.13 (Section 1.4, Appendix A).  

2. SAR, Section 14.2.2.3.  

3. Safety Evaluation Report, Section 2.1.3, License Amendment No. 76, April 15, 
1983.  

4. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.7.15 Spent Fuel Pool Storage 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The spent fuel assembly storage facility is designed to store either new 
(nonirradiated) nuclear fuel assemblies, or burned (irradiated) fuel assemblies in a 
vertical configuration underwater. The spent fuel pool is sized to store 968 fuel 
assemblies. The spent fuel storage cells are installed in parallel rows with center to 
center spacing of 10.65 inches in each direction.  

The spent fuel storage pool is divided into two separate and distinct regions as 
shown in SAR Figure 9-53 which, for the purpose of criticality considerations, are 
considered as separate pools. Region 1 is designed to accommodate new fuel with 
a maximum enrichment of 4.10 wt% U-235, or spent (irradiated) fuel regardless of 
the discharge fuel bumup. Region 2 is designed to accommodate fuel of various 
initial enrichments which have accumulated minimum burnups within the acceptable 
domain according to Figure 3.7.15-1. Fuel assemblies not meeting the criteria of 
Figure 3.7.15-1 shall be stored in accordance with paragraph 4.3.1.1 .e in SAR 
Section 4.3, Fuel Storage.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

Criticality of fuel assemblies in the spent fuel storage rack is prevented by the 
design of the rack which limits fuel assembly interaction. This is done by fixing the 
minimum separation between assemblies and inserting neutron poison between 
assemblies in Region 1. Region 2 controls fuel assembly interaction by fixing the 
minimum separation between assemblies and by setting enrichment and burnup 
criterion to limit fissile materials. This is sufficient to maintain a kff of < 0.95 for 
spent fuel of original enrichment of up to 4.10%. However, fuel assemblies to be 
stored in the spent fuel pool Region 2 which do not meet enrichment and burnup 
criterion must be stored in a checkerboard pattern to maintain a kf of 0.95 or less.  
In order to prevent inadvertent fuel assembly insertion into two adjacent storage 
locations, vacant spaces adjacent to the faces of any fuel assembly which does not 
meet the Region 2 burnup criteria (unrestricted) are physically blocked before any 
such fuel assembly is placed in Region 2 (Ref. 1). In addition, the area designated 
for checkerboard arrangement is divided from the normal storage in Region 2 by a 
row of vacant storage spaces (Ref. 2).  

The spent fuel pool storage satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).
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LCO 

The restrictions on the placement of fuel assemblies within the fuel pool, according 
to Figure 3.7.15-1, ensure that the kf, of the spent fuel pool will always remain 
• 0.95 assuming the pool to be flooded with unborated water. The restrictions are 
consistent with the criticality safety analysis performed for the spent fuel pool. Fuel 
assemblies not meeting the enrichment and burnup criteria shall be stored in 
accordance with Specification 4.3.1.1.  

In the event a checkerboard storage configuration is deemed necessary for a 
portion of Region 2, vacant spaces adjacent to the faces of any fuel assembly 
which does not meet the Region 2 burnup criteria (non-restricted) shall be physically 
blocked before any such fuel assembly may be placed in Region 2. This will 
prevent inadvertent fuel assembly insertion into two adjacent storage locations.  

APPLICABILITY 

This LCO applies whenever any fuel assembly is stored in Region 2 of the spent 
fuel pool.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

Required Action A.1 is modified by a Note indicating that LCO 3.0.3 does not apply.  
If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 5 or 6, LCO 3.0.3 would not 
specify any action. If moving irradiated fuel assemblies while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, 
the fuel movement is independent of reactor operation. Therefore, in either case, 
inability to move fuel assemblies is not sufficient reason to require a reactor 
shutdown.  

When the configuration of fuel assemblies stored in the spent fuel pool is not in 
accordance with Figure 3.7.15-1, immediate action must be taken to make the 
necessary fuel assembly movement(s) to bring the configuration into compliance 
with Figure 3.7.15-1 or Specification 4.3.1.1.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.7.15.1 

This SR verifies by administrative means that the initial enrichment and bumup of 
the fuel assembly is in accordance with Figure 3.7.15-1 in the accompanying LCO 
or Specification 4.3.1.1. For fuel assemblies in the unacceptable range of
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Figure 3.7.15-1, performance of the SR will ensure compliance with Specification 
4.3.1.1.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 9.6.2.  

2. SER for ANO-1 License Amendment No. 76, Section 2.1 (0CNA048314), dated 
April 15, 1983.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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ITS Section 3.7: Plant Systems 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas 
Nuclear One, Unit 1 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-1 
Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the B&W Standard Technical 
Specification (RSTS), NUREG-1430, Revision 1. This change does not alter the 
requirements of the CTS or RSTS. Examples of this type of change include: wording 
preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering and formatting changes; and 
hierarchy structure.  

A2 The ANO-1 CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the 
NUREG-1430 RSTS Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content 
that will be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  

A3 The CTS 4.8.1 .b phrase "each EFW flowpath" is clarified to include both the water 
flow paths and both steam supply flow paths in proposed SR 3.7.5.1. This change is 
consistent with NUREG- 1430.  

A4 NUREG 3.7.8 (ITS 3.7.7) Required Action A. 1 Notes 1 and 2 are incorporated to 
retain the CTS cascading inoperability for affected emergency diesel generators and 
decay heat removal subsystems. Since these would be considered inoperable under the 
CTS, the addition of these Notes is an administrative change (necessary due to the 
differing format and implementation of ITS) to retain the CTS requirements. This 
change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A5 An explicit Applicability is included for CTS 3.10 as MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4. This is 
considered equivalent to the CTS even though no explicit applicability is identified with 
the LCO. The associated Surveillance is identified in CTS Table 4.1-3, item 5, and 
Notes (7) and (10) identify the applicability for the requirements. In MODES 5 and 6 
(CTS cold shutdown and refueling) and when the steam generators are not generating 
steam (also considered to be cold shutdown and refueling), the secondary coolant is at 
low temperature and pressure with minimal opportunity for significant release.  
Therefore, the secondary specific activity is not important. As such, the proposed 
Applicability is considered equivalent to the current application. This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A6 An additional Condition is included for CTS 3.9.1 and 3.9.2 to direct entry into 
LCO 3.0.3 if both trains of the control room emergency ventilation system (CREVS) or 
the control room emergency air conditioning system (CREACS) while in MODES 1, 2, 
3, or 4. This is equivalent to the CTS requirements and is needed as an explicit 
condition only due to differences in the implementation. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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0 A7 Not used.  

A8 The "at greater than 1600 ppm" requirement for boron concentration of the spent fuel 
pool in CTS 3.8.17 has been revised to "> 1600 ppm" in ITS 3.7.14. These are 
considered to be essentially equivalent since the parameter can be less than the limit, 
but be so close as to be imperceptible. This change is consistent with design basis and 
with NUREG-1430.  

A9 Not used.  

A10 This information has been removed from the ITS since it duplicates requirements 
provided in the regulations. Such duplication is unnecessary and results in additional 
administrative burden to revise the duplicate TS when these regulations are revised.  
Since removal of the duplication results in no actual change in the requirements, 
removal of the duplicative information is considered an administrative change. Further, 
changes to the requirements are controlled by the NRC. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.

CTS Location 
3.12.3

Duplicated Regulation 
10 CFR 30,40 & 70

All Not used.  

A12 Not used.  

A13 Not used.  

A14 This page is not yet approved as provided in this package. Therefore, this markup is 
dependent on the expected NRC approval of the January 27, 2000, 
(Ref OCANO 10004) license amendment request (LAR) related to the Q Condensate 
Storage Tank volume.

- A15 CTS 3.3.1 .E requires both low pressure injection (LPI) coolers and their cooling water 
supplies to be operable whenever containment integrity is established. The portion of 
CTS 3.3.1.E specifying the LPI coolers is contained in ITS 3.5.2 and ITS 3.5.3.  
However, the portion of CTS 3.3.1 .E specifying the cooling water supplies is 
incorporated in ITS 3.7.7. ITS 3.7.7 requires two loops of service water to be 
OPERABLE. This is acceptable because the cooling water supply to the LPI coolers is 
the service water system, and the service water system is required to be OPERABLE in 
the same MODES as the LPI system. This maintains the proper support system 
relationship for the service water system and the LPI coolers.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
SA16 The CTS 3.9.2 requirements for the control room emergency ventilation system 

(CREVS) have been revised to include a note stating that one train of the CREVS shall 
be capable of automatic actuation. Amendment 10, dated February 18, 1976, 
incorporated technical specifications for the control room emergency air conditioning 
system. Specification 3.9.1 required that two independent circuits of the control room 
emergency air conditioning system be operable whenever reactor building integrity was 
required and that one of the systems shall be capable of automatic initiation 
(Specification 3.9.1 .e). The Bases associated with these requirements stated that one 
circuit is designed to automatically start upon control room isolation and the other 
circuit to be manually started on failure of the first circuit. In the Safety Evaluation 
associated with Amendment 10, the NRC staff concluded that the proposed 
specifications provided reasonable assurance that the system would function, when 
needed, as described in the Final Safety Analysis Report and the NRC staffs Safety 
Evaluation dated June 6, 1973.  

Specification 3.9.1.e was deleted by Amendment 196, dated May 19, 1999. In the 
request to modify the technical specifications, dated April 4, 1995, ANO stated that the 
requirements of Specification 3.9.1 .e would be maintained by the proposed changes to 
Specification 3.5.1.10, the incorporation of TS 3.5.1.17, by inclusion of the control 
room radiation monitoring system in Table 3.5.1-1, and by the existing Table 3.5.1-1 
requirements on the chlorine detection system. Relocation of this requirement was 
considered to be administrative in nature. In response to NRC comments and 
questions, and to incorporate changes due to other license amendment requests, ANO 
revised the submittal by letter dated December 12, 1996, and again by letter dated 
August 6, 1998. Neither of these resubmittals provided any changes that would have 
required both circuits of the control room emergency ventilation system to be capable 
of automatic actuation. This was confirmed in the Amendment 196 Safety Evaluation, 
dated May 19, 1999, in which the NRC staff concluded that the relocation of the 
Specification 3.9.1.e requirements to Specification 3.5.1.13 and Table 3.5.1 -1 was 
administrative and acceptable. Unfortunately, the specifications, as implemented, do 
not present this specific statement in a clear manner.  

The intent of the relocation of the Specification 3.9.1 .e requirement that one circuit be 
capable of automatic initiation is clear from both the ANO and NRC correspondence.  
There was no intent to require the capability of both circuits of control room 
emergency ventilation to be capable of automatic initiation. This position has been 
evaluated by the ANO 10 CFR 50.59 process as a Bases change to the current 
technical specifications, and found to be acceptable. Therefore, the addition of the ITS 
3.7.9 LCO Note stating that one train shall be capable of automatic initiation is 
considered to be an administrative change in that it clarifies the intent of the current 
license basis.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE -- MORE RESTRICTIVE 

M1 The CTS 3.4.2 shutdown requirements have been revised to adopt the RSTS 
Completion Times which requires the reactor to be subcritical in 6 hours rather than 
12 hours. The RSTS Completion Times also do not allow the additional 48 hours to 
attempt restoration of compliance. Finally, the RSTS Completion Times for placing the 
unit in a cold shutdown condition within 12 hours are adopted in lieu of the CTS 
allowance for an additional 24 hours. These Completion Times are considered to be 
reasonable and sufficient, considering operating experience, to reach the required unit 
conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner and without challenging 
unit systems. This is considered to be an additional restriction on unit operation which 
is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M2 The CTS 3.4.1.2 requirements for MSSVs indicate only that 14 of the steam system 
safety valves are required to be OPERABLE. The CTS does not indicate that these 
14 MSSVs must be arranged such that 7 are OPERABLE on the steam line associated 
with one steam generator and 7 are OPERABLE on the steam line associated with the 
other steam generator. This specificity is considered to be more restrictive than CTS, 
but it consistent with the safety analysis and NUREG- 1430.  

M3 The CTS 3.15.1 requirements are revised to also specifically include a requirement for 
OPERABILITY of the Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System (FHAVS). Although 
specific performance criteria are included in the CTS, other ITS requirements for 
OPERABILITY such as the OPERABILITY of supporting systems could be 
interpreted as not applicable to the FHAVS. OPERABILITY requirements are 
appropriate to assure the FHAVS will perform its function when required. This change 
is considered to be additional restriction on unit operation consistent with 
NUREG- 1430.  

. M4 The CTS 3.4.1, 3.4.1.5, 3.4.2, and Table 4.1-2, Item 14 requirements have been 
revised to incorporate the main feedwater block valves, low load feedwater control 
valves and startup feedwater control valves. These valves are credited in the MSLB 
analysis and per 10 CFR 50.36, Criterion 3, should be retained in the ITS.  
Incorporating these valves in the ITS results in more restrictive requirements than 
currently specified.  

The Required Actions for an inoperable component have been revised to allow an 
inoperable component to exist for 72 hours, instead of the CTS 24 hours. This aspect 
of the change is discussed in DOC-L4. If the component is not restored to Operable 
within 72 hours, the ITS will require the unit to be placed in MODE 3 within 6 hours 
and MODE 4 within an additional 6 hours, instead of the currently specified 12 hours 
to Hot Shutdown and if not restored in an additional 48 hours, in Cold Shutdown 
within 24 hours. This results in a more restrictive requirement with respect to exiting 
the MODE of Applicability since the ITS will allow a total of 84 hours where the CTS 
allowed a total of 108 hours.
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The ITS is proposed to contain requirements for periodic verification of the closed 
status of MSIVs, MFIVs, main feedwater block valves, low load feedwater control 
valves and startup feedwater control valves which have been closed as the result of 
Required Actions. These actions are not currently required since the CTS does not 
allow continued operation with these valves inoperable, but closed (see related 
DOCs L3 & L4). These requirements for periodic verification are additional 
restrictions on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430.  

] The CTS 3.4 requirements have also been revised to provide a Required Action in the 
event two valves in the same flow path are inoperable for one or more flow paths. This 
change recognizes the addition of the main feedwater block valves, low load feedwater 
control valves and startup feedwater control valves to the ITS. Each main feedwater 
line has three possible flow paths; startup feedwater flow via the startup feedwater 
control valve and the MFIV, low load feedwater flow via the Low Load Feedwater 
Control Valve and the MFIV, and main feedwater flow via the Main Feedwater Block 
Valve and the MFIV. Should the MFIV become inoperable concurrent with an 
inoperability of the main feedwater block valve, low load feedwater control valve or 
startup feedwater control valve in the same main feedwater line, the ITS will require 
the flow path to be isolated within 8 hours. This Completion Time is appropriate, since 
the MSLB analysis assumes that the main feedwater flow line is isolated and is 
acceptable, based on the low probability of an MSLB occurring during any specific 
8 hour period of time.  

M5 The CTS requirement (Table 4.1-2, items 13.b & 14.b) to cycle the MSIVs and MFIVs 
is revised to include the stroke time testing and functional testing of the isolation 
capability on an actuation signal as normally required for isolation valves. However, 
since the testing should be accomplished under conditions of operating pressure and 
temperature and may be required to verify OPERABILITY following work on the 
valve during a shutdown, a Note is included to allow the testing to be conducted in 
MODE 3. Allowing testing in MODE 3 (rather than MODE 4, 5, or 6) more closely 
simulates the conditions under which the valve may be required to perform its safety 
function. These additional test requirements are considered to be additional restrictions 
on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M6 The CTS requirements for OPERABILITY of the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) are 
expanded to include MODE 4 when the steam generator is relied upon for heat 
removal. This is consistent with the OPERABILITY requirements for the Emergency 
Feedwater System and with RSTS LCO 3.7.6. This additional applicability is an 
additional restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M7 The CTS 3.4.2 requirements for actions with an inoperable T41B are revised to those 
presented in NUREG-1430 for the CST. Required Action A. 1 has been added which 
requires the verification by administrative means the operability of the backup water 
supply (for ANO-1 this is the service water system). This additional Required Action is 
an additional restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430.
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Additionally, if the CST is not restored to operable status or the backup water supply is 
not verified to be operable, the Completion Time for placing the unit in a subcritical 
condition is reduced to 6 hours from 12 hours, and the Completion Time for placing 
the unit in a condition in which the LCO does not apply after becoming subcritical is 
reduced from 72 hours to 18 hours. These Completion Times provide sufficient time 
to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions in an orderly manner 
and without challenging unit systems and are consistent with NUREG-1430.  

Finally, a Surveillance Requirement is incorporated to periodically verify the volume of 
the CST is within limits. The surveillance is necessary to periodically verify the primary 
EFW water source is available as assumed in the safety analysis. These changes are 
also additional restrictions on unit operation consistent with NUREG-143 0.  

M8 An additional Completion Time has been added to those in CTS 3.4.4 to not only 
require the steam supply to be restored within 7 days from discovery of the inoperable 
pump (proposed Required Action A. 1), or the train within 72 hours (proposed 
Required Action B. 1), but also within 10 days from discovery of failure to meet any of 
the requirements of the LCO. Currently, for example, if the motor driven pump and 
one steam supply to the turbine driven pump are concurrently inoperable, separate 
Actions are entered and the associated Actions are performed with separate 
Completion Times. Since there are multiple Conditions for different components that 
are inoperable, it is possible, (however it is extremely unlikely), that the unit can have at 
least one component inoperable for an unlimited time, and yet a shutdown would never 
be required (i.e., individual components are repaired within these required restoration 
times, but there is always at least one component inoperable). The new Completion 
Time establishes a limit on the maximum time allowed for any combination of 
Conditions to be inoperable during any continuous failure to meet this LCO. This is an 
additional restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M9 CTS 3.3.1 (C) and (I) requires that the service water system pumps and valves be 
OPERABLE "whenever containment integrity is established as required by 
Specification 3.6.1." CTS 3.6.1 requires containment integrity whenever RCS pressure 
is Ž 300 psig, RCS temperature is > 200°F, and fuel is in the reactor. The ITS 
requirement for service water pumps is independent of RCS pressure. The pumps and 
valves will be required with fuel in the reactor and RCS temperature Ž 2000F. This is 
an additional restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M10 CTS 3.3.1(I) requires the valves associated with the service water system to be 
OPERABLE or locked in the engineered safeguards position, but there are no 
surveillance requirements specified to verify this requirement. RSTS SR 3.7.8.1 is 
proposed to be adopted (as ITS SR 3.7.7.1) to periodically verify the position of valves 
which are not secured in the correct position. ITS SR 3.7.7.1 is also proposed with a 
Note that indicates that isolation of flow to individual components does not render the 
SWS inoperable. Overall, this new surveillance is considered an additional restriction 
on unit operation consistent with NUREG- 1430.
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Ml1 CTS 3.3.6 requires that for an inoperable service water subsystem, the unit be placed in 

a subcritical condition (hot shutdown) within 36 hours of noncompliance, and allows an 
additional 72 hours to achieve a cold shutdown condition. The ITS provides only 
6 hours to achieve MODE 3 (HOT SHUTDOWN) and an additional 30 hours to 
achieve MODE 5 (COLD SHUTDOWN). The times are reasonable, based on 
operating experience, to reach the required unit conditions from full power conditions 
in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems. This is an additional 
restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG- 1430.  

M12 The CTS functional test of the service water components required by Table 4.1-2, 
item 9, is expanded to identify more detail as to the content of the test requirements.  
ITS SR 3.7.7.2 requires each automatic valve that is not secured in its correct post
accident position to be verified to actuate to its correct position on an actual or 
simulated actuation signal and ITS 3.7.7.3 requires a verification that each required SW 
pump starts automatically on an actual or simulated signal. This additional detail is 
considered an additional restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M13 CTS 3.11.1 requires the emergency cooling pond to be OPERABLE whenever 
containment integrity is established as required by (CTS) Specification 3.6.1.  
CTS 3.13.1 similarly requires the penetration room ventilation system (PRVS) to be 
OPERABLE whenever reactor building integrity is required. CTS 3.6.1 requires that 
reactor building integrity be (established and) maintained whenever all three of the 
following conditions exist: (a) reactor coolant pressure is 300 psig or greater, 
(b) reactor coolant temperature is 200'F or greater, and (c) nuclear fuel is in the core.  
The proposed Applicability for ITS 3.7.8 and ITS 3.7.11 is MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 
which incorporates items (b) and (c) of CTS 3.6.1. However, the ITS requirements 
will be applicable regardless of reactor coolant pressure. This is an additional 
restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430. (For CTS 3.13.1 
requirements per CTS 3.6.2, see DOC L17.) 

M14 The CTS 3.10 requirement to place the unit in a Hot Standby condition within 6 hours 
if the secondary specific activity limits are not met is revised to require the unit to be 
placed in MODE 3 in 6 hours. ITS MODE 3 requires the unit to be subcritical, 
whereas the CTS Hot Standby required that the unit be at less than 2% of rated power.  
This is an additional restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M15 Not used.  

M16 The CTS Table 4.1-3, item 4 requirement to perform a spent fuel pool boron 
concentration verification on a monthly Frequency is revised to a weekly verification 
(during the times the Specification is applicable; see DOC L15). This is an additional 
restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430.
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M17 Appropriate Required Actions are incorporated for a condition of noncompliance with 
CTS 3.8.16 and 3.8.17. The proposed action for CTS 3.8.16 requires the immediate 
initiation of action to move the noncomplying fuel assembly. The proposed action for 
CTS 3.8.17 requires prompt restoration of the boron concentration to within limits or 
removal of the potential for a fuel handling accident. These actions are not explicitly 
identified in the CTS, and therefore, are additional restrictions on unit operation 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M18 CTS 3.9.1 and 3.9.2 contain requirements for OPERABILITY of the CREVS and 
CREACS during movement of irradiated fuel in the reactor building but does not 
include an Applicability for movement of irradiated fuel in the fuel handling area, nor 
does the CTS include ACTIONS for an inoperable train of CREVS or CREACS during 
these fuel movements. The addition of the Applicability and Required Actions is an 
additional restriction on unit operation consistent with the safety analysis and with 
NUREG- 1430.  

M19 Not used.  

M20 An additional intermediate Required Action is added to CTS 3.13.3 to place the unit in 
MODE 3 within 6 hours if an inoperable penetration room ventilation system (PRVS) 
train is not restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days. This is an additional 
restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M21 Not used.  

M22 Not used.  

M23 Not used.  

M24 NUREG Required Action A. 1 is included in ITS 3.7.1 to ensure sufficient MSSV 
capacity to mitigate an overpressure event. This action is not required in the CTS since 
continued operation for an indefinite period of time with less than 14 MSSVs is 
prohibited (see DOC Li). This is an additional restriction on unit operation consistent 
with NUREG- 1430.  

NUREG Required Action A.2 is included in ITS 3.7.1 for extra conservatism.  
Therefore, requirements for reduced maximum allowable nuclear overpower - high trip 
settings are included based on the number of OPERABLE MSSVs. This is an 
additional restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG- 1430.  

M25 An additional surveillance, beyond CTS 4.17, is included to periodically verify "in 
operation" as it is required by ITS 3.7.12. This is necessary to verify the assumptions 
of the safety analysis are met during conditions in which a fuel handling accident may 
occur. This is an additional restriction on unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430 
as modified for unit specific design and analysis. (See also DOD 35.)
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M26 CTS 4.8.1 .a. 1 requires that the turbine driven emergency feedwater pump be tested 
within 24 hours after reaching the Hot Shutdown condition following a plant heatup 
and prior to criticality. This is revised in the ITS SR 3.7.5.2 Note to require the testing 
to be performed with 24 hours after reaching >_ 750 psig. Since 750 psig occurs prior 
to reaching 525°F, this test is required to be performed earlier in the startup than it is 
currently performed. However, the proposed conditions are sufficient to allow the test 
to be performed and verify OPERABILITY earlier in the conditions applicable to the 
required equipment. This is an additional restriction on unit operation consistent with 
NUREG- 1430.  

M27 CTS 4.8.1.e.2 requires that the automatic actuation of the turbine driven emergency 
feedwater pump steam supply valves (and the associated turbine driven pump) be tested 
within 24 hours after reaching the Hot Shutdown condition (if it is not current). This is 
revised in the ITS SR 3.7.5.3 and SR 3.7.5.4 to require the testing to be performed 
prior to entry into MODE 3 (i.e., •< 280°F). Since the pump is only required to start 
(and is not required to reach full flow for this test), the test can be performed at less 
than the 750 psig required for pump flow functional testing. This assures system 
performance verification occurs prior to entering unit conditions where such 
performance may be needed to respond to an event. This is an additional restriction on 
unit operation consistent with NUREG-1430 as modified for unit specific design. (See 
also DOD 14.) 

M28 NUREG-1430 LCO 3.7.14 has been incorporated as ITS LCO 3.7.13. This LCO 
provides requirements for the spent fuel pool level that are not specified in the CTS.  
Spent fuel pool level is an assumption of the fuel handling accident and therefore meets 
the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36, Criterion 2, for inclusion in the ITS. Since the 
spent fuel pool level is currently controlled administratively, incorporation of spent fuel 
pool level is considered to be an additional restriction on operation, and therefore, 
more restrictive.

3.7-1 1VM29. The CTS 4.10.2 testing requirements have been revised to include a test to verify that 
the control room emergency ventilation system makeup flow rate is Ž300 and •366 cft 
when supplying the control room with outside air. SRP Section 6.4 Rev. 2 (dated July 
1981) recommends that this test be performed periodically (every 18 months) for 
control rooms, like ANO-1, which are designed for a pressurization rate ofŽ> 0.5 
volume changes per hour. Although the ANO-l Operating License predates the SRP, 
the incorporation of SR 3.7.9.4 will provide assurance that the control room will be 
supplied sufficient outside air to provide a pressurized environment. The addition of 
this SR is considered to be an additional restriction on operation, and therefore, more 
restrictive.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE -- LESS RESTRICTIVE 

Li The CTS 3.4.1.2 requirements for 14 OPERABLE MSSVs regardless of the power 
level have been revised to require only the number of MSSVs required to mitigate an 
overpressure event initiated at specified power levels. The specific number of MSSVs 
required for various power levels are identified in ITS Table 3.7.1-1.  

CTS 3.4.2 allows operation with less than 14 OPERABLE MSSVs for a period of 
24 hours, after which the unit must shutdown. The proposed Required Actions of ITS 
3.7.1 Condition A will allow continued operation for an indefinite period of time 
provided that reactor power is reduced to a level consistent with that provided in Table 
3.7.1-1 within 4 hours, and the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is reduced in 
accordance with Table 3.7.1-1 within 36 hours. These proposed actions will ensure 
that the relief capacity of the remaining MSSVs is sufficient to mitigate an overpressure 
event during operation with less than 14 MSSVs OPERABLE. Although this 
allowance to continue operation beyond 24 hours with less than 14 MSSVs results in a 
less restrictive requirement, additional restrictions on unit operation (i.e., required 
power reduction within 4 hours and nuclear overpower trip setpoint reduction within 
36 hours) are implemented (See also DOC M24).  

] The CTS 3.4.1.2 requirements have also been revised to allow separate condition entry 
for each inoperable MSSV. CTS 3.4.1.2 requires action to be taken in the event less 
than 14 MSSVs are Operable. Therefore, separate entry into the actions for each 
MSSV was not required. With the incorporation of ITS 3.7.1, operation with more 
than two inoperable MSSV is allowed if the appropriate actions, as discussed above, 
are taken. Separate Condition entry is required to be implemented in the ITS due to 
the structure and format of the ITS. Separate Condition entry recognizes the fact that 
MSSVs may become inoperable at different times, thus requiring accelerated actions in 
responding to the second inoperability requiring entry into the condition. Without a 
Separate Condition Entry allowance, If the Actions of Condition A have already been 
implemented due to one required MSSV inoperable, a subsequent failure of an MSSV 
four hours later would require an immediate power reduction. The Separate Condition 
Entry allowance ensures that the operator has sufficient time to prepare for and 
implement a power reduction, while the Completion Time of the associated Required 
Action ensures that the action is taken in a timely manner.  

L2 The CTS requirement (Table 4.1-2, item 4) for the testing of the MSSV setpoints is 
revised to allow in-situ testing in MODE 3 during startup. Currently, this testing may 
be performed either during the pressure and temperature reduction for a shutdown, or 
during the refueling outage by bench testing. The addition of the Note for ITS 
SR 3.7.1.1 will allow entry into MODE 3 and testing in MODE 3 during the startup 
following an outage. This is consistent with current practice at many nuclear power 
plants and is considered an acceptable method for testing of these valves. This change 
is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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L3 The CTS 3.4.2 requirements for placing the unit in cold shutdown if the other Required 

Actions are not met is revised to require only that the unit be placed in a condition in 
which the requirements for the inoperable equipment are not applicable. For the 
MSSVs, MSIVs, and MFIVs, this will require only that the unit be placed in MODE 4.  
The CTS required that the unit be placed in cold shutdown (equivalent to ITS 
MODE 5) even though the equipment was only required above 280°F. This is 
consistent with NUREG- 1430 general application for Required Actions.  

L4 The CTS 3.4.2 requirements for shutdown if one MSIV is inoperable are proposed to 
be revised to allow continued operation in MODE 3 if the isolation valve is closed and 
periodically verified to remain closed. This is appropriate since the only safety function 
of the isolation valves is closure. The Completion Time is appropriate since the valve 
isolates a closed system which provides an additional barrier for containment isolation.  
Therefore, the CTS allowed time for continued operation in MODE 3 prior to any 
action, i.e., 48 hours, is retained as the proposed Completion Time for isolation valve 
closure. Since each such inoperability will require an additional closure, a Note is 
included to allow separate entry into the Condition for each inoperable MSIV (or 
MFIV). This Note is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

] The CTS 3.4.2 requirements for shutdown if one MFIV is inoperable are proposed to 
be revised to allow continued operation in MODE 3 if the isolation valve is closed and 
periodically verified to remain closed. This is appropriate since the only safety function 
of the isolation valves is closure. The Completion Time to restore an inoperable MSIV 
to Operable status has been revised from 24 hours to 72 hours. This Completion Time 
is acceptable due to the presence of a redundant set of valves (Main Feedwater Block 
Valves, Low Load Feedwater Control Valves and Startup Feedwater Control Valves) 
in each main feedwater line. Since each such inoperability will require an additional 
closure, a Note is included to allow separate entry into the Conditions for each 
inoperable MFIV. These changes are consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L5 The CTS Table 4.1-2 (items 13.a and 14.a) quarterly exercising of the MSIVs and 
MFIVs is omitted. This exercising, while typically required by Section XI for isolation 
valves, is normally excepted for MSIVs and MFIVs since even partial stroke testing of 
these valves increases the risk of a valve closure with the unit generating power. Such 
a valve closure would result in an unnecessary transient. The normal stroke testing of 
these valves during startup following a refueling outage (see related DOC M5) 
provides sufficient verification of the OPERABILITY of these valves. This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L6 Not used.
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L7 The CTS 3.4.2 requirements for shutdown with an inoperable condensate storage tank 
(CST) are proposed to be revised to allow continued operation for up to 7 days. Two 
safety related sources of water are provided for the emergency feedwater (EFW) 
pumps. The first, and preferred source, is the "Q" CST, T-41B, which is seismically 
qualified and partially tornado protected. The second, and backup source, is the safety 
related and seismically qualified service water system. The portion of T-41B which is 
tornado protected provides a 30 minute supply of water for the EFW pumps which 
provides time for the operators to manually align the EFW pumps to the alternate 
source. Since the service water system is required to be OPERABLE (see related 
DOC M7), the extended Completion Time for an inoperable CST has no significant 
effect on safety. This 7 day Completion Time is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

Additionally, the Required Actions are revised to require the unit to be placed in 
MODE 4 without reliance on a steam generator for heat removal rather than MODE 5.  
The proposed action is sufficient to place the unit in a condition which is outside the 
Applicability of the LCO. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L8 The CTS 3.4.4 requirements for actions to be taken with inoperable EFW equipment 
include requirements for a shutdown with both EFW pumps inoperable if the nonsafety 
grade auxiliary feedwater (AFW) pump is available. This requirement for a shutdown 
is proposed to be deleted. While all available documentation may indicate that the 
AFW pump is available, its actual availability cannot be determined until the unit is 
partially shutdown to the point that AFW would be placed into service. If AFW is 
determined to be unavailable at this point, no other source of feedwater is readily 
available to support continuing the shutdown.  

The proposed Required Actions will require that immediate action be taken to restore 
one EFW pump to OPERABLE status and, if required, initiate shutdown. This 
proposed action does not remove the normal feedwater system (which is providing 
feedwater to the steam generators) from service to depend on nonsafety grade 
equipment for which there is no assurance of availability. This is consistent with the 
Bases provided for NUREG LCO 3.7.5, Required Action D. 1 which states: "the unit is 
in a seriously degraded condition with no safety related means for conducting a 
cooldown, and only limited means for conducting a cooldown with nonsafety grade 
equipment. In such a condition, the unit should not be perturbed by any action, 
including a power change, that might result in a trip." This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

L9 The CTS 4.8 Surveillance Frequency for EFW pump testing is revised to be consistent 
with the ASME Section XI requirements. CTS 4.8.1 requires EFW pump testing on a 
monthly basis. As discussed in NUIREG-13 66, Section 9.1, industry studies indicate 
that EFW pump testing on a monthly basis may be contributing to equipment 
unavailability and that changing the test Frequency to quarterly is reasonably expected 
to increase the availability of the EFW system. A quarterly Frequency is also consistent 
with the ASME Section XI requirements. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430 as modified by TSTF-101.
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Li0 The CTS 4.8 Surveillances are revised to exclude functional requirements for automatic 
actuation capability to be consistent with the requirements for OPERABILITY of the 
automatic actuation system. During these excluded operating conditions (i.e., 
MODE 4), there is more time available for operator action in response to an event 
which requires emergency feedwater initiation than in higher MODES.  

The CTS 4.8 Surveillance Frequency is also revised to exclude that portion of the CTS 
requirements for performing the turbine driven feedwater pump testing prior to 
criticality. This is acceptable since the pump is required to be OPERABLE upon entry 
into the applicable conditions of ITS LCO 3.7.5, and the testing is only a verification of 
that OPERABILITY. As indicated in Generic Letter 87-09, "it is overly conservative 
to assume that systems or components are inoperable when a surveillance has not been 
performed because the vast majority of surveillances do in fact demonstrate that 
systems or components are OPERABLE." Further, the 24 hours is consistent with the 
time allowed by SR 3.0.3 to perform the surveillance if it is discovered while in 
MODE 1 to not have been performed on schedule. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

L11 CTS 3.12.2 and 6.12.5.e require that a Special Report be submitted when radioactive 
material source leakage is identified above certain limits. This report is proposed to be 
eliminated. This reporting is not required by ITS, and is in addition to the reporting 
required of other 10 CFR Part 30, Part 40, and Part 70 licensees. The testing for 
leakage and associated corrective actions, when necessary, are retained under 
administrative controls (see DOC LA3) but the Special Report is an unnecessary use of 
licensee and regulator resources since it does not provide a significant corresponding 
benefit. The reporting criteria of 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70 provide sufficient 
information. As before, any deficiency which is reportable under 10 CFR Part 30, 
Part 40, and Part 70, will be reported in accordance with the regulations. This change 
is consistent with NUREG-1430 and the regulations.  

L12 CTS 4.8.1.c is revised to reflect that the verification of manual valve position in each 
required EFW flow path must be performed prior to entering MODE 2 rather than 
"prior to relying on the steam generator for heat removal." As discussed in the 
CTS 4.8.1.c Bases and the Bases for NUREG SR 3.7.5.5, this verification must be 
made prior to relying on the EFW system for decay heat removal following a 
subsequent unit shutdown. This change is acceptable because no appreciable change in 
decay heat magnitude will have occurred during the transition from MODE 5 to 
MODE 3. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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L13 The general CTS 3.3.5 and 3.3.6 requirements which are applicable to an inoperable 
service water train are revised to be consistent with specific RSTS requirements for an 
inoperable service water train. CTS 3.3.5 allows a service water train to be made 
inoperable for up to 24 hours for maintenance, but only if the redundant component in 
the other train is demonstrated OPERABLE within 24 hours prior to beginning the 
maintenance. However, the performance of maintenance on one train does not change 
the basis for believing that the redundant train is OPERABLE, therefore, this 
requirement is omitted. CTS 3.3.5 is marked as being less restrictive with respect to 
ITS LCO 3.7.7 because this explicit requirement is not retained in the ITS. The ITS 
Completion Times are based on the capabilities provided by the OPERABLE train and 
the low probability of a design basis accident occurring during this time period. This 
change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

The Completion Time for restoring an inoperable service water train (regardless of the 
reason for the inoperability) is extended from 36 hours to 72 hours. These Completion 
Times are based on the capabilities provided by the OPERABLE train and the low 
probability of a design basis accident occurring during this time period. This change is 
consistent with NUREG- 1430.  

L14 The CTS 4.11.5 required time for operation of the penetration room ventilation system 
(PRVS) is reduced from 1 hour to 15 minutes since the system does not have heaters.  
Similarly, the CTS 4.17.4 requirements for the FHAVS to operate for at least 10 hours 
is deleted since the system does not include heaters. Requiring the system to be 
operated for longer than 15 minutes is unnecessary since the system is required to be in 
operation during fuel movement. Much longer periods of operation are necessary if the 
system contains heaters that must operate to periodically dry out the charcoal in the 
filters. However, this shorter period of operation has been determined to be sufficient 
for determination that the system functions properly when the system contains no 
heaters. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L15 The CTS 3.8.17 applicability for spent fuel pool boron concentration has been revised 
from "at all times" to "When fuel assemblies are stored in the spent fuel pool and a 
spent fuel pool verification has not been performed since the last movement of fuel 
assemblies in the spent fuel pool." Once fuel assembly movement has ceased and it is 
verified that there are no misloaded fuel assemblies, there is no further potential for a 
misloaded fuel assembly or a dropped fuel assembly, either of which could result in a 
positive reactivity effect which decreases the margin to criticality. Other control of the 
boron concentration would be for reasons not related to assurance of the results of 
criticality accident analysis, and therefore, not consistent with the criteria of 10 CFR 
50.36 for the content of Technical Specifications. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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L16 The CTS 4.10.2.d.2 requirement to test the CREVS actuation with a "control room 
high radiation test signal" is replaced with the phrase "actual or simulated actuation 
signal." This allows satisfactory automatic system initiations for other than surveillance 
purposes to be used to fufill the surveillance requirements. OPERABILITY is 
adequately demonstrated in either case since the system can not discriminate between 
"actual" or "simulated" signals. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L17 CTS 3.13.1 requires the penetration room ventilation system (PRVS) to be 
OPERABLE whenever reactor building integrity is required. CTS 3.6.2 requires 
reactor building integrity be (established and) maintained whenever the reactor coolant 
system is open to the reactor building atmosphere and the requirements for a refueling 
shutdown, i.e., enough negative reactivity to remain subcritical by 1% Ak/k even with 
all rods removed and RCS temperature at -140'F, are not met. The proposed 
Applicability for ITS 3.7.11 is MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, and includes no requirements for 
MODE 6 (refueling shutdown condition), or for MODE 5 with the reactor coolant 
system otherwise open to the atmosphere.  

The PRVS functions to filter reactor building leakage in a post accident environment.  
In MODE 5 with the reactor coolant system open to the atmosphere, no such accidents 
are postulated to occur. Therefore, the PRVS function is not required.  

ITS 3.9.1 provides requirements for MODE 6 boron concentration. The Required 
Actions for ITS 3.9.1 provide protection by suspending activities that may initiate an 
accident and initiating restoration of the required boron concentration. These 
preventive measures are provided in lieu of actions to provide for mitigation of the 
event. Typically, the suspension of fuel movement would occur much more rapidly 
than the reactor building integrity could be established from an unexpected condition.  
Once there is no potential for an accident, there is no need to require mitigation 
equipment such as the PRVS. (For CTS 3.13.1 requirements per CTS 3.6.1, see 
DOC M13.) This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L18 Not used.  

L19 CTS 3.3.1 (I) and 3.3.4(D) require that the engineered safety features valves for the 
service water system (CTS 3.3. 1(C)) be OPERABLE or locked in the Engineered 
Safeguards (ES) position whenever RB integrity is established and when the reactor is 
critical. NUREG 3.7.8 requires that the service water system be OPERABLE during 
MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4. The ES valves, which are components of the service water 
system, are verified OPERABLE by NUREG SR 3.7.8.2 (which is renumbered and 
adopted as ITS SR 3.7.7.2). In the NUREG, the ES valves may be verified 
OPERABLE by actuation to the correct position or by being locked, sealed or 
otherwise secured in position. These expanded options for ES valve verification will be 
adopted by the ITS. This is a less restrictive condition on unit operation which is 
adopted in the ITS consistent with NUREG-1430.
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The requirements of CTS 3.9.2 have been revised to allow the control room boundary 
to be opened intermittently under administrative controls, and to allow both CREVS 
trains to be inoperable for 24 hours if due to a control room boundary inoperability.  
This condition is not allowed by the CTS, and would result in an entry into the 
requirements of LCO 3.0.3. Requiring the unit to enter LCO 3.0.3 for this condition is 
excessive, as it does not provide sufficient time to attempt a repair. The proposed 
change is acceptable because of the low probability of a design basis accident during 
any given 24 hour period and because entry into the Condition is expected to be very 
infrequent. The allowance to have the control room boundary open intermittently is 
acceptable as the administrative controls that must be implemented will ensure that the 
control room boundary can be rapidly closed when a need for control room isolation is 
indicated. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430, as modified by TSTF-287, 
Rev. 5.  

The requirements of CTS 3.13 have been revised to allow the penetration room 
ventilation system (PRVS) negative pressure boundary to be opened intermittently 
under administrative controls, and to allow both PRVS trains to be inoperable for 24 
hours if due to a PRVS negative pressure boundary inoperability. This condition is not 
allowed by the CTS, and would result in an entry into the requirements of LCO 3.0.3.  
Requiring the unit to enter LCO 3.0.3 for this condition is excessive, as it does not 
provide sufficient time to attempt a repair. The proposed change is acceptable because 
of the low probability of a design basis accident during any given 24 hour period and 
because entry into the Condition is expected to be very infrequent. The allowance to 
have the PRVS negative pressure boundary open intermittently is acceptable as the 
administrative controls that must be implemented will ensure that the PRVS negative 
pressure boundary can be rapidly closed when a need for PRVS negative pressure 
boundary isolation is indicated. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430, as 
modified by TSTF-287, Rev. 5.  

The requirements of CTS 3.4.4 have been revised to allow the turbine driven EFW 
pump to be inoperable in MODE 3 if the unit has not entered MODE 2 following 
refueling, for a period of seven days. This change is acceptable due to the minimal 
decay heat levels in this condition (MODE 3 if the unit has not entered MODE 2 
following refueling), the redundant capabilities afforded by the EFW system (i.e., the 
motor driven EFW pump), the time needed to perform repairs and testing of the turbine 
driven pump, and the low probability of a DBA during this seven day time period that 
would require operation of the turbine driven pump. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430, as modified by TSTF-340, Rev. 3.
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LESS RESTRICTIVE -- ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REQUIREMENTS 

LAI This information has been moved to the Bases. This information provides details of 
design or process which are not directly pertinent to the actual requirement, 
i.e., Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance Requirement, 
but rather describe additional unnecessary details such as an acceptable method of 
compliance. Since these details are not necessary to adequately describe the actual 
regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a licensee controlled document without a 
significant impact on safety. Placing these details in controlled documents provides 
adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The Bases will be controlled by the 
Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of the proposed Technical Specifications. This 
change is consistent with NUREG- 1430.

CTS Location 
3.3.1.C 
3.4.1.2, Note * 
3.8.16 
3.15.2 
4.8. 1.e.5 
4.10.1.a 
4.10.2.a 
4.10.2.d.2 
4.13.1.2 
4.13.1.3 
4.13.1.4 
5.2.3

New Location 
Bases 3.7.7, LCO 
Bases 3.7.1, LCO 
Bases 3.7.15, LCO 
Bases 3.7.12, RA 
Bases 3.7.5, SR 3.7.5.3 
Bases 3.7.10, SR 3.7.10.1 
Bases 3.7.9, SR 3.7.9.1 
Bases 3.7.9, SR 3.7.9.3 
Bases 3.7.8, SR 
Bases 3.7.8, SR 
Bases 3.7.8, SR 
Bases 3.7.11, Background

LA2 This information has been moved to the Inservice Testing (IST) Program. This 
information provides details of design or process which are not directly pertinent to the 
actual requirement, i.e., Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance 
Requirement, but rather describe additional unnecessary details such as an acceptable 
method of compliance. Since these details are not necessary to adequately describe the 
actual regulatory requirement, they can be moved to a licensee controlled document 
without a significant impact on safety. Placing these details in controlled documents 
provides adequate assurance that they will be maintained. The Inservice Testing 
Program will be controlled by 10 CFR 50.55a and 10 CFR 50.59. This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.

CTS Location 
Table 4.1-2, #4 
Table 4.1-2, #13.b 
Table 4.1-2, #14.b 
4.5.1.2.2 
4.5.2.2.2 
4.8.1.a 
4.8.1.d

New Location 
IST Program 
IST Program 
IST Program 
IST Program 
IST Program 
IST Program 
IST Program
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LA3 This information has been moved to the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) or the 
Safety Analysis Report (SAR). This information provides details of design or process 
which are not directly pertinent to the actual requirement, i.e., Definition, Limiting 
Condition for Operation or Surveillance Requirement, but rather describe additional 
unnecessary details such as an acceptable method of compliance. Since these details 
are not necessary to adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they can be 
moved to a licensee controlled document without a significant impact on safety.  
Placing these details in controlled documents provides adequate assurance that they 
will be maintained. The TRM and the SAR will be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59 and 
10 CFR 50.71, as applicable. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.

CTS Location 
Figure 3.8.1 
Table 4.1-3, #4 w/Note (9) 
4.5.1.1.2 (b) 
4.5.2.1.2 (c) (3) 
4.11.5

3.-91 LA4

New Location 
SAR Fig. 9-53 
TRM 
TRM 
TRM 
TRM

The requirements of CTS 3.12.1, "Miscellaneous Radioactive Materials Sources," and 
CTS 4.14, "Radioactive Materials Sources Surveillance," have been moved to the 
Technical Requirements Manual. The requirements specified by CTS 3.12.2 and 3.12.3 
are addressed in DOC-L 1I and DOC-A10, respectively. The requirements of CTS 
3.12 and 4.14 are intended to assure that leakage from byproduct, source, and special 
nuclear material sources does not exceed allowable limits. Criteria for inclusion of 
requirements in the Technical Specifications are provided in 10 CFR 50.36. The 
requirements associated with radioactive materials sources have been evaluated with 
respect to the four criteria of 10 CFR 50.36, as follows: 

Criterion 1 

These sources are not considered to be installed instrumentation that is used 
to detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation 
of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

These sources are not a process variable, design feature, or operating 
restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or transient 
analysis that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the integrity of a 
fission product barrier.
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Criterion 3 

These sources are not a structure, system, or component that is part of the 
primary success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design 
basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a 
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

Radioactive materials sources are not addressed in the ANO-1 Probabilistic 
Safety Assessment. Therefore, radioactive materials sources are not 
considered to be risk significant from a reactor safety point of view.  

Therefore, this proposed relocation is acceptable since the requirements associated with 
the radioactive materials sources do not meet any of the 10 CFR 50.36 criteria for 
inclusion in the Technical Specifications..
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3.3 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING, REACTOR BUILDING EMERGENCY COOLING AND REACTOý 
BUILDING SPRAY SYSTEMS 

A ies to t emergency ore cooling reactor bull ng emergency cjDDing and eatr bui ng spray • " /s/ems.  
O~bJecti tyfr /i, 

To fine the c ditions nece sary to assure immediate av " bility of t 
e rgency cor coolin , re nC and reactor uoldiv9 

Specification 2,34L 

3.3.1 The following equipment shall be operable whheve cont nme t . _. Tli}(.(•Lterity i,ý e~st li s)ed asetequi/'e b Spe ficio 61 

(.b, 3.5,S (A) One rea or building s y-pump and its a o ocia--t eud spra y zzl e- -- A 

(B) One train of eactor buildin emergency cooling 
• ,, .O __ (C) Two outgf •re sric ater shall be operable, pow 

r- . 7.7 CO rm depend .t essent ul b s, to p 1 ie r (un ~it and/ 

Two engineer safety feature atuated Low Pressu Injectionf% LAjTER (.•lil•-j•" ~ U 1 (P) pumps sha• be operable. -- • 

Sk.~(E) Bo l~ ow pressure i ~ection coolers and their cooling water ]-- l• 
f•. 3,•• L.O .• supplies shall be Poperable._ 

TwoBorated Wate 'Storage Tank (BW ) level instru 'nt channeA J- L.7r0 63.3hal be Iprale\ 
(G) The orated water sto ge tank shall cont;ain a level of~k 

40.2 1.8 ft. (387,400 17,300 gallons) f water havin LFT"1
a conce ration of 2470 200 ppm boron at temperature Snot less S Jan 40F. The ma .ual valve on the i scharge • 
line from t borated water torage tank shal be locked 
open.  

(H) T four reactor ilding emergen sump isolation alves 
to t LPI systew s 11 be either m ually or 
remote anually opera e. " , -

Amendment No. -,34,4-2-1-,44,4443•,171 36



3, ? 7 zlo~ ) Se. e of Ie, Sv,s Sec) LI0 tLI-(A1T7 / R, (1) The engineered safety features valves associated with each of the 4-LM above systems shall be operable or locked in the ES osition.  

3.3.2 In addition '3t3.1 above, the 5qllowing ECCS equip nt shall be 
operable when te reactor coolant 'Xstem is above 350 nd irradiated 
fuel is in the co : 

S (A Two out of three igh pressure inj ction (makeup) pump shall <tE 1R•/ > e maintained oper le, powered fro independent essenti (3,) b ses, to provide re ndant and indep dent flow paths.  

(B) Engi ered safety featur valves associa d with 3.3.2.a abo 
shall operable or locke in the ES posit n.  

3.3.3 In addition to .3.1 and 3.3.2 abo , the following cCS equipment 
shall be operable when the reactor c lant system is a ove 800 psig: 

The two core fl ding tanks shall e ch contain an in 'cated 
minimum of 13 t 0. feet (1040 t 30 3) of borated wa r at 
00 ± 25 psig. \ 

(B) Core looding tank bor% concentration shal\l not be less th 
2270 p boron.  

(C) The electrcally operated d&ucharge valves fromkthe core flood 
tanks shall e open and breakcs locked open and\tagged.  

(D) One of the two p essure instrument-channels and one N the two 
level i nstrument cha-nnels per core \1ýood tank shall be\ 
operable.  

3The reactor shall no be made critical unJless the following 
quipment in addition o 3.3.1, 3.3.2, and' .3.3 above is operable.  

(A) Two reactor building\.spray pumps and theit associated spray 
ozzle headers and two trains of reactor biding emergency 

•LMc > C ling. The two reacto, building spray pun• shall be powered 
fro operable independent\emergency buses and Ne two reactor 
builing emergency coolingtrains shall be power from operable 
indepe ent emergency buses." 

(B) The sodium hydroxide tank shall \ontain a volume of 
' 9,000 gall s of sodium hydroxid at a 
concentration >5.0 wt% and <16.5 wt 

(C) All manual valves i the main discharge lies of the sodium 
hydroxide tanks shall e locked open.  

zAJ)SR 3.27. 7 A ki 

Amendment No. 46, 49,4-4,4-64 37 
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AJo ýeS I A2-) -8

t<LA --

3.3.6 If the conditions of Specifications 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4 and 3.3,r 
cannot be met except as noted in 3.3.7 below, reactor shutdown shall be.  

'tiate and the reactor snail a e in s n condition within 3 
hours, and, if not corrected, in s condition within an 

Ladditional 72 hours._.._ 3 - 3

(B)

K L/�7Ck

.eptions 3.3.6 shall be as llows: ',o 

If the condit ns of Specificati 3.3.1(F) cannot met, reacto operation is pe issible only dun the succeeding sen days LflTEK 
\unless such compo nts are sooner ma e operable, provid •that 

uring such seven d s the other BWST evel instrument cha el sh; 
be~prab e. . t _ 

)Kthe conditions of Specification 3. .3(D) cannot be1et, reacto 
opeation is permi ible only during the succeeding sevn days Ifr~ k 
unless such component are sooner made erable, provide that 

during such seven days the other OFT vinstment channel (p ssure 

level hail be erable.  
If the conditions o Specification 3.3 (A),cannot be met"ecause 

•te train of the requi d reactor buildin emergency cooling~i LIT 
in erable but both reac r building spray kstems are operable,• restop the inoperable tra of cooling to op able status within 
days ore in at least hot stdown within the -xt 6 hours and i 
cold shut sithin the folioe n 30 hours.  

If the condition of Specification 3.3.4(A) cannot be met because 0 
o train of the equired reactor ilding emergency oling are 

i enable but both reactr building sray systems are oprable, 

res e at oleasoe t i of cooling to opeable-status w hin 7 
hor e in at least t shtdown with the xt 6 hours and i 

cold shut on within the following 30 hours.Rsoebt b 

requi ed s c ong trains tof o ln toeable status wi hin 7dasomi 

loss or be in t least hot shut wn within the ext 6 hours and i 

cold shutdown w hin the followin 30 hours.

Amemdment No. 02,145
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E) If the conditions a Specification 3.3.4(A) can t be met becaus L, 
one trac of the tor building emergeny cooling it 

\ haysofunrallosor be in at 1ea st hot shutdown within thnet6ur an 

\~~6hor n cold s hutdown within te follo wing 30 hours.Reor hnpr 

uirement cification 3 ure that below 3 dequate o 

I/term core cool g is provided. Two 4ow pressure injection/pumps are specifi' 

However, onilone is necessary to •upply emergency coola• to the reactor in Ievent ofass-of-coolant acci nt.  

The pa -accident reactor boiding emergency coolin and long-term pressure 

Iredu ion may be accompli ed by two spray units 9•by a combination of one 
c intr and one say unit. Post-accidentodine removal may be / 

c��iey oe ofhe two spray system stongs. The specified require 

asurque past-ident componts are available for both rna.  

erguov . Specification 3.3.1 assus 

the required eqs ment is operable. / .. .... /t .  

A train cons s o t o c ol r n th r sociated fans which hayi suffici 

reactor b lding emergencyc consists of two fanped frm it 

jut e ouby and enieeigold ahtiown.wti olwn 0hus 
sae rqieet Spcfcto3. asue • thteow badqateon lay 

te bctoerage ta is used for three purpose / , 

Ho A)er An n s a ecsupply abrted wateergfracienty conitionterecori 

(e ) As an alt nt wat f e ng cold n 

S(C) As ay opl of berat water fo ng the fuel tran er cana 

Sidu ng refuelng operation. ( .

Amendment No. 26, 6Z,145 38a



370,100 gallons of orated water are ppli o emorgency core cooling and reactor building ray in the event af loss-of-co lant accident. Tis amount fUlfillS requir ents for emergenc core cooling. Approximately 16,400 gallons of borated wate are required to each cold shut wn. The originay nominal Sborated water torage tank capacy of 380,000 llons is based o;7 refueling 

Svolume 
requi ents. Heaters 7intain the bor ed water supply it a temperature 

/ to prevent ystallization an local freezing of the boric acid,. The minimum required B T boron concentr ion of 2270 pp assures that the/core will be maintaine at least 1 perce Ak/k subcriti al at 70OF without any control rods 
inthe cre. / i / 
Speci cation 3.3.2 ass es that above 50OF two high presisure injection p are so available to ovide injecti water as the ene gy of the reactor 
coo nt system is inc ased.  

cification 3.3.3 ssures that a ove 800 psig both core flooding tanks are 
S nrac their design ressure is 600 t psig, they are not brought 

to the operatio 1 state until 800 psig to preve t spurious injectioA of borated water. oth core floo ng tanks are spe fied as a single co±e flood tank has insuff~cient invento to reflood the Idre. (1) 
Specification 3.3.4 assures hat prior to goipg critical the redtidant train of reactor buil ng emergency cooling and spray/train are operable/ 

The spray ystem utilize/common suction -Dines with the low piessure injection system. f a single train of equipment irk removed from eiter system, the oth r train m t be assured t'o be operable in/each system.  . /" 
The v ume specifie by 3.3.4.B is tu safety analysi 6lume and does not cont in allo4wances or inst ent-uxcertainty. 9,000 /allons corresponds so 
Sa 1vel of approxi tely 26 feet/ a temperature of P770F and a NaOH 

co5.0 wt% No maimum volume is spegified as the value sed the maximum rolume in the sadety analysis boundi the physical size/of the 
aOH tank. A• itional allowanyes for instrument/Uncertainties, as cpdtermined 

in Reference/6, are incorporated in the operatiAg procedures assoc)ated with the level i strumentation uied in the control oom. / 

SWhen the eactor is critical, maintenance . allowed per Speciffcation 3.3.5.  Operability of the speci.'ied components sh11 be based on the/results of testing as required by Technicai Specification 4 . The maintenance7eriod of up to 24 hours 's acceptable if'the operability f equipment redundot to that removed from .•ervice is demopistrated within 2 hours prior to remf~al. Exceptions to/ Specification 3 . 3 .6/permit continued/operation for seven/days if one of two BW• lev 1 instrument channels is operable or if either the pressure or level / in trument channe4 in the CFT ins ument channel is orable. / 
0 /o/ the event that the need for ergency core coolig should occur, funct oning of one train ,ne high pressur injection pump, o0 low pressure injectin pump, and both corr flooding tanks) will protect the c e and in the event oft a main 

coolant loO4 severance, iV the peak clad temperature to less than A200*F and 
the metal-water reaction t that representing ess than 1 percent o the clad.  
The service water syst consists of two in ependent but interco ected, full capaci , 100% redunda systems, to ensur continuous heat rem al. (4) 

One s rvice water p, is required for rmal operation. Th normal operating re rements are greater than the emer ency requirements fo)4owing a 
loss -of-coolant ac6ident.  
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STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

Apssure the ta/rbine tye copnetto remova veeat decayea frm herecr or. .  

Specifications 

3.iI9. 34. 1 The/feactor Aall not de heated 9bve 2 800F 4es s the fo o=in g 
con.dit us are me-..  

NH . ap!2ity to yeoe * treatby us o two-ste gene: xors 

*2. Forteen f at sta afety valves axe operable.  

3,-7,( ", 1 

140. 3. A minimumTl usable volume of 32,300 gallons of water is available in 
ee Tank T41B.  

-4.,• ,lb I0 r eLE 53,7,1I-/ 
~A.95ef 402.jr 

4 S -23-ý •i Both main steam block valves and both main feedwater isolation 
valves are operable. Pe - - _ý -/ 

3.4.2 .o onent•sequired to e operable y Specifica on 3.4.1 s 11 no _Ll 
q A. remov from se e for more 24 conse tive hour . If 

3.1 ystem not re h- -g qpo- -4 
4-1 f3? t= hour3 the reactor shall be placed in the /hoof' 

SN| condition within 12 hours. If the requirements of Specification 
| are not met within an additional 48 hours, the reactor shall be placed 

in the c-ol u n' on a within 24 hours. " 

3.4.3 Two (2) EFW trains sha operable as follows: 

1. The motor driven EFW pump and its associated flow path shall be 
operable when the RCS is above CSD conditions and any Steam 

•t• Lfo-q-- Generator is relied upon for heat removal.  

2. The turbine driven EFW pump and its associated flow path shall be 
operable when the RCS temperature is a 280°F." 

<'rf' -3.7.1 fkCT7OAJ% M0410->I 

SExcept •I•-adurxing hydrotests, with the reactor subcritical, trten-t' 
37. 1 LWO1 es e psy.emsarey vaýez may e ga d and Zwo one on head 1 L PETy k ýe re'et for the dur _ of the te• to allow the reau ed nresnfre A 

(fSýr he~est to be attjAe. -"B• 

Except that the surveillance testing of the turbine driven EFW pump shall 
be performed at the appropriate plant conditions as specified by Surveillance 

PO b0Rquirement 4.8.1.

Amendment No. 65,4, 9--, , , 
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3.4 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM 

iies to the tu n treoe c yomponent or removal of rctor decay r ht.  

To specify nimm cnditions of •e turbine cycle / uipment n~ece ary to• 
•asurethecaability to remove •cay heat from t 7•relactor core2

Specif

3.4.1 The rea or shall not h• heated ab e 280°F unless/ýe 0= g 
'"Ekco ditions are Moir 

ý1 Ca. UPbilitv Eremove e~fcay use a wo s gnea

A 4o0-1 -F2 Fourteen of the steam system safety valves are operable.  

SAL .A minimum usable volume of 32,300 gallons of water is available in -t_ Tank T41B.

4 (Dzlot,-� (I.- Q
3.1. 2 LCO 5. Both main steam block valves n--oth main feedwater isolation 

.:r•po "-3 a •ves are oper 0. .  

3.4.2 Components required to be operable by Specification 3.4.1 shall not 
172 7 R 4, B. 1 be removed from service for more than 24 consecutive hours. If the 

c-i -' system is not restored to meet the requirements of Specification 3.4.1 
,j. within 24 hours, the reactor shall be placed in the-- o - l 

condition_ within 12 hours.OF 6 -aM9 
<I•TE•) gre!4 not me~t ýwlm mLln auatii onal 48 hours /e-the reacEtor fna±± e placed 

, e a s aown o within -4 hours.  

3.4.3 Two (2) EFW trains shall be oper e as follows: 

1. The motor driven EFW pump and its associated flow path shall be 
operable when the RCS is above CSD conditions and any Steam pt q Generator is relied upon for heat removal.  

2. The turbine driven EFW pump and its associated flow path shall be 
operable when the RCS temperature is a 2800 F."

< Add

!ý4 -* Except that during hydrotests, with the reactor subcritical, fourteen of 
5 - the steam system safety valves may be gagged and two (one on each header), 

may be reset for the duration of the test, to allow the required pressure 
for the test to be attained.  

Except that the surveillance testing of the turbine driven EFW pump shall 
4 be performed at the appropriate plant conditions as specified by Surveillance 

et HO-q Requirement 4.8.1.

Amendment No. 6,9,0,494,4 , . 4-

'ications J.,

!

-3,-7.7- 9# 6-2- > -0

40 -2-'_



3.4 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

les to the turbi/e cycle components for removal oreactor decay e 

To specify mi conditions of the turbine cy e equipment necess r to S" •asurr-b can- ••ili-y - r mve decay heat ffrr the reactor core. •/ 

Specifications 6,Y y. hn0F 2, ;i / AfFl -itkV L 23 
.i .P3.4. Thn -reactor shall np be eate ove 280°F unle the o ng 

Cap ility to remove decay heat h use of two steam generatora. Z4

S• p. 1 " Fourteen of the steam system safety valves are operable.  

, ,3.l A minimum usable volume of 32,300 gallons of water is available in 
L ' -_ Tank T41B.  

3.4.2- 5. Both main steam block valves andb cmain feedwater isolatiot 

p7 •'•'• •.3 ) a. I be removed from service for more than consecutive hours. If the 
0* ci 01 system is no ~~~~~t resord to me h eurmnso cfcto .  Ab I within thhours, e reactor shall be laced in the at tdow MbO -3 
(IT~ r~e c me •n• add analir Shour elr•reactor sa .'e pace 

3.4.3 Two (2) EFW trains shall be oper ea ows: 

1. The motor driven EFW pumip and its associated flow path shall be operable when the RCS is above CSD conditions any Steam Generator is relied upon for heat removal.  

2. The turbine driven EFW pump and its associated flow path shall be 
operable when the RCS temperature is > 280IF.  

3.4. Cop ens rqui to7, be operable by 

ssExcept that during hydrotests, with the reactor subcritical, fourteen of 
wi hour the steam system safety valves may be gagged and two (one on each header, 
cmay be reset for the duration of the test, to allow the required pressure 

ftor the test to be attained.  

that the surveillance testing of the turbine driven EFW pump shall 

pf , .• ]be perfopmed at the appropriate plant conditions as specified by Surveillance 
Genmenment No..1 , elied 40 f 3 

AmnmetN. The,•),•,- turin drvnE pm 5ndisascae fo ahsalb



3.4 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM 

T specificaion 

Tospciy mnncondit~ion~sof t~he :t~ine :cycl~eequipment nec esary to] 
•ssueth~apailiy toremve dcayeat romthe reactor co.  

3.4. The reactor shall not be heated above 280F unless the following 
conditions are met: 

ý-~atkýyto=rmdie!AW b use toste; enerat aLAý 
cc ý-I ---- Fourteen of the steam system safety valves are operable.  

4 - A minimum usable volume of 32,300 gallons of water is available in 
•& 4 -1 Tank T41B.  

4A (D...l.L.d, / 
• 5 Both main steam block valves and both main feedwater isolation 
- 3 valves are operable.  

3.4.2 'omponents required to be operable by Specification 3.4.1 shall not 
be removed from service for more than 24 consecutive hours. If the •e • system is not restored to meet the requirements of Specification 3.4.1 40- I,o , within 24 hours, the reactor shall be placed in the hot shutdown condition within 12 hours. If the requirements of Specification 3.4.1 
are not met within an additional 48 hours, the reactor shall be placed 
in the cold shutdown condition within 24 hours.  

3.7..5- .4.3 Two (2) EFW trains shall be operable as follows: 

1. The motor driven EFW pump and its associated flow path shall be 
operable when the RCS is above CSD conditions and any Steam 
Generator is relied upon for heat removal.  

2. The turbine driven EFW pump and its associated flow path shall be 3-15- AM-P operable when the RCS temperature is > 2800F." 

* E-cept that during hydrotests, with the reactor subcritical, fourteen of 

the steam system safety valves may be gagged and two (one on each header), P LI - [may be reset for the duration of the test, to allow the required pressure 
for the test to be attained.  

Except that the surveillance testing of the turbine driven EFW pump shall 9,44.7-, be performed at the appropriate plant conditions as specified by Surveillance 
y Requirement 4.8.1.  

Amendment No. , 40---4• 

LOA,#ý.(



3.4 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION SYSTEM

conditions of thy turbine cycle 
ýty to remove deday heat from the

S p e c i f i c a t i o n s t - -1 - -- a i ;- -.  

~. .L, •PrPP 3.4.1 The reactor shall ont be heateg above 2800 F aless the fo owinc A 
I ( 2-- V>A l '-11nditions a met:ý"--tý- " - " <-

SA-P •40-I --f2 - Fourteen of the steam system safety valves are operable.  

3,-,( LCO 3. A minimum usable volume of 32,300 gallons of water is available in 
Tank T41B.  

. ," Both main steam block valves and both main feedwater isolation r_ !valves are operable.  

3.4.2 Fomponents required to be operable by Specification 3.4.1 shal 
3.7.4 AL e removed from service for more than 24 consecutive hours. If the T1-4 A - s ystem is riot resto 3:0 -0-_- t •h e- seut_--_T • - --• of-Snecifi tion . .  

3,7.o 8.1) B'j, thin 24 hours e reactor shall be placed in the hot shutdown 
condition withi hours. If the requirements of Specification 3.4.1 are not met within an addik4.jpal 48 hours, the reactor shall be placed in the sod t -own ' tioa within 24 hours.  

3.4.3 Two (2) EFW trains shall be operable as follows: 

1. The motor driven EEW pump and its associated flow path shall be .5m pqo- operable when the RCS is above CSD conditions and any Steam 
Generator is relied upon for heat removal.  

2. The turbine driven EFW pump and its associated flow path shall be 
operable when the RCS temperature is a 280°F." 

<'Ade (. ?-A >-1 

Vic.cept that during hydrotests, with the reactor subcritical, fourteen of q0o- the steam system safety valves may be gagged and two (one on each header), 
bmay e reset for the duration of the test, to allow the required pressure 

fo' the test to be attained.  

S0Except that the surveillance testing of the turbine driven EFW pump shall > Ifo-4- performed at the appropriate plant conditions as specified by Surveillance 
R rement 4.8.1.  

Amendment No. 1, ,4, , - 40-5- (



3.4.4 If the conditions specified in 3.4.3 cannot be met: 

. ! 1. With the motor driven EFW pump or its associated flow path 
inoperable and RCS conditions above CSD and RCS temperature < 280'F 
and any Steam Generator relied upon for heat removal, in ediately 
initiate action to resto-re-the EFW train to operable status.

2 With the RCS temperature a 280*F and one steam generator supply 
path to the turbine driven EFW pump inoperable, restore the steam 
generator supply path to operable status within 7 days or be in Ho+ 
Shutdown within 6 hours and reduce RCS temperature to < 2800F 
within the next 12 hours.  

3. With the RCS temperature > 280*F and one EFW pump or its associated 
flow path inoperable, restore the EFW train to operable status 
within 72 hours or be in Hot Shutdown within 6 hours, and reduce 
RCS temperature to < 2800F within the next 12 hours.

4. ZWith e RCS t eratu~r~e 800F., /bo EEWp s or fl paths in erable, ad the Aux' iary Fee ater 
Hot Shut wn withi 6 hours, 1d reduce CS temp 

within t next 12 hrs.

3,-,% RA U 

3 ,?,S R" 0.••1 )Oo4.,_

5. With the RCS temperature Z 280OF and both EFW pumps or their associated flow pths inoperable,•n 4e; layFew~E 2
(u~VAai•rakje,)'immed.1ately initiate aiction to restor-eone EFW train 

t e Auxiliary Feedwater pump to operable status=.LCO 3.0.3 and all 
other LCO Required Actions requiring mode changes are suspended un+dI 
one EFW train ( rie Aydiliap Feewateriu p is restored to operMAe, 
status. -- I_

+o0 f- RA /A.1 a4

* g)0/�) 5eC�n) 

+A)o#C�

Amendment No. •,4-,7

R1A AJ 
PA C.-.

13,15' 
3-3S31 ?' S RA C-1~ 

,A C-,I
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i�, Icy 3,%r (�Jjiov, 4enfl-I 6ý74h'O"
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into count a single fa, ure, pump recrculation flowseal leakage and 

In he event Of loss3 main feedwat r, feedwater is supplied by the 
rgency feedwater r, one whic is powered fro an operable emtrg ncy 

b sand one which i powered from n operable ste supply system. B th FW pumps take suct on from tank 41B. Decay hea is removed from a steam 
generator by steam relief throug the turbine b ss, atmospheric d 
valves, or safety alves. Four aen of the ste safety valves wil 
relieve the nece ary amount o steam for raereactor power.  

The EFW System s considered o be operable wnd en the components nd flow 
paths require to provide E flow to the st)6am generators are perable.  
This require that the tur ue driven EEW pmup be operable wit redundant 
steam supples from each the main steam/lines upstream of a MSIVs 
(CV-2617 a dd CV-2667) an capable of supq~ying EFW flow to e' her of the ti, 
steam g•,• ators. The m tor driven EbW Vump and associated low path to ti 

WEEh FW tyst s also requ red to be operabn le. The pipingy va ye si 
0in'sttr intoation and c ntrols in the reeuired flow path, s all also be opera e. One 6YW tr 'In, which includ~s the motor driven EFW pump, is 

requ e.d to be opera e when above CS and below 280nF wi h any steam gem ator relied up for heat r-movfl. This is becaus of reduced heat 
r val requiremen , the short dur istion EFW would be equired, and the 
i ufficient ste supply availablre in this condition o power the turbin 

en one of th required EFW trains is inoperable, ction must be take to 

restore the t in to operable soatU within 72 ho a. This condition 
hour comple on time is reaso ble, based on the redundant capabili ies afforded b the EFW system, needed for rep irs, and the low pobabilil, 
of a DEPA ccurring during t s time period.  

With tw EEW trains mnoper le, the unit mutbe placed in a mo e in which th Cdoes not apply using the AuxiliaryF dwcr um. Wih C 
taupe ture < 280OF the cay Heat'Removal s stem may bplcdIn operatic 

Wit both EEW trains i operable and the Au iliary Feedwater ump unavailabth unit is in a seni U31y degraded condi ion with only 11 ted means for co ducting a cooldo using nonsafety gr de equipment. In such a comditior t a unit should not a perturbed by any ction, including a power change, 
at might result 'a trip. The sari amass of this co ition requires ti ction be started zzundiately to resto a at least one E pump or the Auxi.  Feadwater pump t Operable status. L 0 3.0.3 is not ap licable, as it cou

force the unit 'to a lass safe con tion.

Amendment No. -,41,4,177 41



The OPERABILIT of the condensate rage tank with the min required wate 
volume ensur that sufficient wa r is available to supp t EFW operation for 
both units or at least 30 minu as. This provides ade te time for the 
operator to manually switch t EFW suction alignmen to the Service Water 
System S), if required. e SWS provides the as5 red long-term source of.  
cool water. The requir volume considers tha the EFWS of both units 
be igned to T41B simult eously. The tank ise ismically qualified and e 
r ired volume is also rotected from tornado sailes.  

The required mi Im sable volume include an allowance for losses e to Unit 2 recirculati line flow. It does ot include any allowanc or 
instrument uncert nty or for the unus e volume due to the su on piping 
configuration. his volume is equiva nt to a tank level of -10".  

The tank has ufficient capacity support more than fo hours of cooling 
flow for bo units. This capab ity is not considere o be a safety relat

Amendment No. •,4 , 41a ( 9



73r2 

1- 13 1 - -contr oom ven ation adiation nitoring annels shall be 

(•ZD " \• • opel,4 le whe ver the r 4ctor •lant 3y s e is abo t the c d LA-TER : 

• \ .~ tdo,• ond t' n or dur •'. h ,.a.n ' di,-, •ated i f -, , --1 .5.. he Ma Steam Link Radiatio Monitoring Instrume, ation all 

S<LtErF 

> •e oper ab with a 'nimu m mea ement ranlf om l -t o -- } --
T(3 ,3D) 1 .. mR/hr, enever t reactor i above the old shu 0own 

3.51.15 nitiate Nction s of te EFIC system which are b'passed at\cold utdown co ditions sha have the following minimum operabili4ty 

( II•) a. " w steam g erator pressure" initiate shall be operable when 
th main steam ressure exceeds 750 psig.  

b. "loss of 4 RC p " initiate shall be oper\k4e when neutron 
f l u x e e ed s 1 0 % p oe r . I 

mc. main fe water pumps ripped" in iate shall b6operable when 
neutron fi exceeds 10 power.  

k3,7•., Z 3.5.1.16 The automatic steam generator isolation system within EFIC shall be 14AE /Uaf 2 operable when main steam pressure is greater than 750 psig.  
R , 3,)2, 3. 2.  

#'O(LAT6i?? 63.3c) 

Amendment No. 4 -34, 6 , ., , 42b 
196



3,713 

ý, 3.8 Storage .1 _e spent f po l s a l es r c t fu T i 5 L 7 ' provisi of Speci tio 30 arnot aUabe.. A Stoage in s R egin 2 n re 3. ý of th Of

-3.7. 1rico9 

SR3,2S,I 

e ', o)

J are not applicable.  
3.8.171 The boron /concentration in the spent l pool shall be maintained F (at greater than 1600 rarts per million 
3.8.18 During the handling of irradiated fuel, the control room emergency air 3,715? 1eO.'4 conditioning systemand the control room emerqencv ventilation system 3,7,an'shall be operable -ati .  

Detailed ritten proce^res will be available f use by refu7ing personnel.  
These p ocedures, th above spec ications arthe design o9 the fuel hand1Yi21n' equip nt as descri ed in Secti 9.6 of the SAR incorporating built-in 

du~~~~~~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~p r 

ng t e r f 

e i g 
op r tonht 

w ul 
s l 

n a h~ 

inte ocks and sa ty feature provide ass ance that no ,ncident could ,ccur 
du ng the refue~n operati s that would •esult in ... ha .... .  abard to public health a~d .safety. I no change I being made i core geometry/ one flux mon' or is ufficient. is permits intenance o the instrumenýAtion. Contin(ous monitoring radiation evels and neu on flux providbs immediate ijdicationof an unsafe ndition.  

The re rement that at least one cay heat remov lo be in o,/eration ensure that (1) su ficient cocli capacity is a&ailable to remove decay heat 1 and intain the ter in the re ctor pressure v,6ssel at the reueling Itemrature (no lly 140*F), a ld (2) sufficient coolant circulation is Smantained thro gh the reacto core to minimi2/e the effects of a boron diluton ncrent and nevent boron stratification. ( :/n 
// , / / The requir-he tw decay heat req•val loops operable when there •s less 

than 23 f 't of water above the core, endures that a single failure of t/kfe operatin decay heat re0oval loop willnot result in a,complete loss of/decay heat rroval capabilit.j. With the rector vessel head removed and 23/feet of water above the core a large heat s nk is available/for core coolin.4, thus in the vent of a failur{e of the operaiing decay heat ,,emoval loop, adequate time is rovided to in iate emergency rocedures to co. l the core.  

-i 

era 
heI- 

e 
-ing 

dures to 
c~ 

h 
o e 

he shutdown ma in indicated Specification 8.4 will keep he c 
subcritical, e en with all co rol rods withd rwn from the co e.(') Altho the refuelin oron concentr tion is suffici t to maintain he core keff.- 0.99 if all thee ntrol rods we removed from e core, only few control rods w be removed at any one ti during fuel sh fling and 

<Ad 30,/• P.A- l 

'A4d) ICD IM3 07. 0e- 2 

Aiendment No. 4-, 6, , 6, .)e, m, 59a 
I-64, 4't , 196

sna-I be furthe r ricted by burnup and enrichment limits s.eci.ied in Fi re 3.8.2. Intee nt a checker dsoae fgrto deemed necesary for portion of R ion 2, vaca spaces adjan tos the faceof any f 1 assembly w ch does not et the Regio 2 burnup 
fti~~ f e o n assembly/a epac••Rgo 2. jTi wi2 pruvrn critl (non-r tricted) sha be physical blocked bef e any su feassembl y be place Region 2. is Will pre nt inadv tent el ass insertion o two adiac storage lo ions. The Provisions of sneiic.•l + '4 •ae Al•• in' h

N 

N 
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"3.7,,/

replacement-; The keff with all rods in the core and with refueling boron concentration is approximately 0.9. Specification 3.8.5 allows the control room operator to inform the reactor building personnel of any impending "uaf codto eetdfo h an oto or niaosdrn fue a oeet 

Because ofophysicalddimensionsoo the fuel bridgesboit isnhyically urn iulmpossbemfrfents.le obewti 0 eto ah te hl 

Pher specification 3equ8.6, thestn reactor building persogel tderminationis 

'on'* 
.. L~

doors and the equipment hatch may be open during movement of irradiated fuel in 
the reactor building provided at least one door of each airlock and the equipment hatch are capable of being closed in the event of a fuel handling accident and the plant is in REFUELING SHUTDOWN with 23 feet of water above the fuel seated within the reactor pressure vessel. Should a fuel handling accident occur inside the reactor building, at least one of the personnel and/or emergency airlock doors and the equipment hatch will be closed following evacuation of the reactor building. For closure, the equipment hatch cover will be in place with a minimum of four bolts securing the cover to the sealing surface.

Specification 3.8.11 is required as: 1) the safety analysis for the fuel handling accident was based on the assumption that the reactor had been shutdown for 100 hours (3); and, 21 to assure that the maximum design heat load of the spent fuel pool coolinq system will not be exceeded during a full core offload.  

Specification 3.8.14 will assure that damage to fuel in the spent fuel pool will not be caused by dropping heavy objects onto the fuel. Administrative controls will prohibit the storage of fuel in locations adjoining the walls at the north and south ends of the pool, in the vicinity of cask storage area and fuel tilt pool access gates.  

Specifications 3.8.15 and 3.8.16 assure fuel enrichment and fuel burnup limits assumed in the spent fuel safety analyses will not be exceeded.  

Specification 3.8.17 assures the boron concentration in the spent fuel pool will remain within the limits of the spent fuel pool accident and 
criticality analyses.  

REFERENCES 

( I) FSAR, Section 9.5 

(2) FSAR, Section 14.2.2.3 

(3) FSAR, Section 14.2.2.3.3

A m e n d m e n t N o . & 6 , & , 6, -7 ,4 , 
195

59b
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MINIMUM BURNUP VS. INITIAL ENRICHMENT 
FOR REGION 2 STORAGE 

4 (36, 4.1)

1.0 (0,1.4)

Amendment No. 76

2.0 3.0 4.0 (0,4.1)

Initial Assembly Average Enrichment (w/o U-235) 

59d
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3.9 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS 

Appls to the oper ility of the ontrol room g~rgency ventil tion andd ai• 

To ensur that the cont room emerg cy ventilation a air condit ning 

systemswill perform thin acceptb e levels of effi ency and rel ability.  

Specification 

3.9.1 Control Room Emergency Air Conditioning System

3,o/0 ,2AO *3,7,1io 4 1, 

"2?,/o PA All 
'3,2,/0 4 J32

1-

0

3.9.1.1 Two independent trains of the control room emergency air 
conditioning system shall be operable whenever the reactor 
coolant system is co 5 0 gaon orý during handling of irradiated fuel.  

3.9.1.2 With one control room emergency air conditioning system 
inoperable, restore the inoperable system to Operable status 
within 30 days or be in at least Hot Shutdown within the next 6 hours and in Cold Shutdown within the following 30 hours.

3.9.2 Control Room Emergency Ventilation System 

3.9.2.1 Two independent trains of the control room emergency ventilation 3,7,1 Zeo system shall be operable whenever the reactor coolant system is 
co d o o t or during handling ofirradiated fuel. roP• , 9) 

3.9.2.2 With one control room emergency ventilation system inoperable, 3,7,9 4 /•,f restore the inoperable system to Operable status within 7 days 
or be in at least Hot Shutdown within the next 6 hours and in Cold Shutdown within the following 30 hours.

<AddJ -011 ("Ind > 

<ýdd 3,")d9 C'' Csi ___________ 

<AJJ 3.7.10 

{fr#dc / co 3,7 7c /,-o /e I ed cood6  L 2 
£/fd CO ,tCAo2

Amendment No. 44,4,196 60
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Bases 

The control r emergency ventilati and air conditioniWg" system is desig• to isolate the ombined control rooms o ensure that the control rooms will rn habitable or Operations person during and followiz4 all credible acci et conditi and to ensure that e ambient air tempeýAture does not exc the all le temperature for co minuous duty rating ýdr the equipment and ins tation cooled by s system. The de onfiguration of e system is b ed on limiting the ra ation exposure to pesonnel occupying theacontrol room o 5 REM or less whole ody, or its equivalejr in accordance witthe requirements of Gene 1 Design Criteria 19 "f Appendix A, 1 0 

Unit 1 and Unit control rooms are a gle91 environmen 't for ,~argency ventilation air conditioning con mus. Since the contrp room emergency ventilation air conditioning e pment is shared betwn units, the plant status of units mmust be c dered when determinin .applicability of t specifica on./ Du/ o/// 
Due to e unique situationf the shared emergency/ventilation and air/ con ioning equipment, t components may be croOs fed from the oppowite unit per predetermined conti ency actions /procedurep/ Unit 1 may take Pedit for o rability of these s stems when configured achieve separation" and ndependence regard]. as of normal power and/ r service water contiguration.  This will be in ac rdance with pre-dete ed contingency ac ens/procedures.  
The control roo emergency ventilation stem consists of io ndependent filter and fan trai , two independent actua on channels and t Control Room isolation ers. The control room ampers isolate th control room within 10 seconds of receipt of a high radi ion signal.  

If the ctuation signal can no start the emergen ventilation recirculat on fan, erating the affected in the manual r irculation mode and iso ting the ontrol room isolation ers provides t required design functi of the co rol room emergency tilation system t isolate the combined c trol rooms ensure that-the cont 1 rooms will rremaa habitable for operati a personnel di a f o g cient conditions. This contingency acti should be put in place immediately (within 1 hour) to fully satisfy the desi functions of the control room rgency ventila~tio system.  

The control ro emergency air con tioning system (C provides tempera ur control for control room fol wng isolation of the control room :fit manuially sta ed from the Unit Control Room. The C CS consistso t independen and redundant tr that provide cooli of recirculated co rol room air. A cooling coil an a water cooled cond sing unit are provid for each sy em to provide sui le temperature con ions in the control oom for operat q personnel and 3 ety related control quipment.  

With both traIns of th control room emerg ventilation and/or rgency air conditioning inoperab , the function of e control room emrg cy air systems have been lost, requiring inmediate acti to place the reactor in a condition where the -specification does not apply.

Amendment No. 4,4a,196 61 (next page is 66)



3.10 SECONDARY SYSTEM ACTIVITY 
Appl icay niG _ , 

lApp "leS to the 1* ting condition's of se/odr ,stem activi fr 

"ObjectiveI 

To limit he maximum se ndary system a ivit 

Speci fication 

3.7,q LCO The 1-131 dose equivalent of the radioiodine activity in the secondary 
coolant shall not exceed 0.17 pCi/gm. With the secondar coolant activity 

, RA Al in excess of 0.17 pCi/gm 1-131, be in at leas . an ithin 6 hours 
P A A.Z. and in within the following 30 hours. x Eb -. 14 

BasA 

F r the purpo of determining maximum allowable econdary coolant 
ctivity, th activity contain d in the mass rele ed following the pture FPZ 

of a steam nerator tube, a team line break o side containment a d a 
loss of lod incident were onsidered.  

The who body dose is n ligible since any oble gases enterin the 
second y coolant syst are continuously ented to the atmos ere by the 
cond ser vacuum pump . Thus, in the ev t of a loss of loa incident or 
ste line break, t re are only small antities of these ases which 
w Id be released.  

The dose analys" performed to dete ine the maximum a owable reactor /'*i 
coolant activi y assuming the maxi uum allowable primay to secondary 
leakage of 1 pm as given in the ases for Speci•ic ion 3.1.4.1 indicated' 
that the co rolling accident determine the all able secondary cool t 
activity uld be the rupture f a steam generato tube. For the loss of 
load inc' ent with a loss o 205,000 pounds of ter released to the atmosprvi hte7;t 
atmospre i ief lves, the resultin thyroid dose at the -131 
dose uivalent activity imit of 0.17 pCi/gm ould be 0.6 Rem wi the 

swame eteorologicaland odine release assu tions used for the ear 
ge rator tube ruptur as given in the Bas for Specification .1.4.1.  
F the less probabl accident of a tea mne break, the ass ption is

Amendment No. 57 66



3.11 i MERGENCY COOLING POND 

Sp e fica t itn 

3.,?-8 LL e 3.11.1 The emergency cooling pond shall be operable.w nev r co ai 

q• IR •,. 1- . A minimum contained water volume of 70 acre-feet (equivalent 

N• SR 3..•. to an indicated water level of 5 feet).  

invt 2. An average water temperature of < 100iF.  

3.11.2 With the requirements of Specification 3.11.1 not satisfied, be 

3'~ A AIin the hot shutdown1 condition within 6 hours and in the cold 

•.•,8 • A.Z. shutdown condition within the following 30 hours.  

act uion •n tr sofrig te serv wa11.erovystem fromr Dardanille w eser voi / 

Operatorh an e e rgend cooling po nv etOry analysis din tabl e a n/ 

of~it the serfiecwterf syte to wthe p ond.rSeecifiailr y, pm Dretrsare e 1 

trnseror dTo he pinimumondahotd w ater vaoloes of 7 acreven t (eanquim scti 

ar tra ferreu la tri i n, t3) ev t d epen i on p pwater bay l . n fth .. me 

2.io An av~serage wter temerigwatuer of te fro 100*Fan.e eero / 

frame htween the transfer Sf the returns and suotions to the pond, lake' 
water, s pumped into the •nd, increasing level -This additional wat• is 
re red, along with thr e maintained by Technioal Specifications, to nsure 

a .5 inch pond depth,/which corresponds to 30 day supply of coo ing ware 

he values are based on worst case initial/conditions which couldbepresent 

#considering a simul aneous normal shutdo• of Unit 1 and emerge y shutdown of Unit 2 followin a LOCA in Unit 2, uoing the ECP as a heat ink. The 
measured ECP tem rteati t dsch ge from the pond is co sidered a 

corvathe a6cen gwind speed, 

and thermal ceffect othr ' t th d will essen o ally be at 
a o :o to G a con 

frmevuili rai o u oha od ad climatolondicati Zos , (2 pn 

bottom inregul -i-..i--7, (366to pielvlat h dad()oeao

Revised by letter dated 9/8/95
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3,7,/1 

"3.13 PENETRATION ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM 

Specification 

Tpliso inde pedn circity of thepenetratio n room ve ntilatt =os syste 

T e nsure shall be operable 
on r msee- 

med 
yi l r w t 

",. 
- l the af oloin g pe rfo rc e cap abili ties- 

ce 

-,r 
bi 

a. The results f the -in-plac'. cold DOP-an halonena e 
drocarbon sta at design low (* 10%) on HEPA filte and 

chrcoal adsor er banks shal show 2 99% P removal and ý 99% 
hal enated hy carbon removaN 

The r ults of 1 ratory carn sample anal sis from the 
charco adsorber a shall sho the methyl \iodide penetra ion 
cle,,ss t 5.0* when ested in acco ce with STM D380:3-1989 at 

tempera e of 300C a relativ humidity o\95%. W 

fi ters and •acoal duorbers %hen tested i itially skid after 

any aintenan• or te ing that kould affect •he air \ 

di t uio i hi h en tr t r o v ent at io cy t m 

• ,37,/1,3 f. Each circui t of the system sh all be capable of au toma tic 

initiation.  

3.13.2 If one circuit of the penetration room ventilation system is made 

or found to be inoperable 
f ora ny rea hon 

re c o eration is o 

3,7 ,11 4•,i • sible only durn n the succeeding seven da • p rfov d t t• 

0 

8 

The p 
3surh ac••ss a combinedI 

Afith ersA c ha r coal 

adsob bnk<1 li 3.e1 Cthan) 6? aincJo wtC Aoe>-- ystem 

3.13.d sig I wh re u reaets f Se cl l a i n t.1 0td 
. 3.) 

.r~ 
~t 

ti= th e r r a ndo coall dsopla ed s n he n testd sn itiolwn.. ikn d after_• 

ds 
A m e n d m e n t N o .

to ni, 
2 1 0 

6 6 c 

f.Ec0ici ftesse hl ecpbeo uoai



rpoential reactor buil penetration leakage minimize environmental Sactivity levels result•C from post accident pactor building leaks. T• 
i system consists of sea d penetratio roomstwo redundant filter tra 

yand two redundant f discharging to the t vent. The entire sycem is Sactivated by a rea or building enginee]d safety features signal~n 
initially requtr no operator action.Each filter train is c aructed 
with a prefiltes, a HEPA filter and acharcoal adsorber in ser 9s. The 

hdesign flow rr through each of tso filters is 2000 idcfmin rch is 
signlyfcantd higher than the 1.i sifm mxicnty leakage ra from dhe 

Ameno udment talakrt 0.ot pe,2r day 

charc dsrers to vre t clgin f the ilt adsorhers. The 

aradoactv adorersl ioid rEP o efficien cy of t least _90 •ent for o 

expected accide conditions. Cp eoa efficien ~is shown by a 
methyl iodide netration of loss th 5.0% when tests ar /perform d in 
accordance w SHD83189 nadTst method f• Nuclear-Grade 
Activated ata emonte f 0C and a rela ve humidity of 95t.  
The pn titon acceptance cri rion-is deterzu ad bthe following .  

,- Pe tration s afe• factor cf,2.  
*Plying a safety f tor of 2 is accept a•e btecause ASTM D3803-1989 'a a more 

i the effici. ies of th EAfil r.. an harcoal edsorber /are as specified, 
the resulting/doses will be less the 10CMRIOO guidelin 'for the accidents/ 
analyzed. •eration of the fanssignificantly different f m the design flow/ 
will cha.n the removal effi~c of the HEPA filters• charcoal adsorbe 

if one/circuit of the pene ation room ventilation s tem is found to b• 
inopPable, there in not• immediate threat to the/containment syste• 
performance and reactor/operation may continue f• a limited period• time 
while repairs are be ma de. // 

Sz "Amendment No. -4., 210 66d
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3.15 FUEL HANDLING AREA VENTILATION SYSTEM 

ppcie toatheeel of effiitny and t/e elihandlin/g e vetli s tm 

Specification 

, "15"1 The fuel handling area ventilation system shall be in operation 
T-7,17- LC(J whenever irradiated fuel handling operations are in progress in the 

L 4..y Ifl lo ing or m he apu i1 i uieq andishall have the...  -) ,/ Z,z ------ fofollowing ýpa rfoanoce ýcapaitlies;

3.15.2 
3,7,/L~ FA A. I

a.- Ftshaulbs of to in-plate cold an0d dlogenale ocarbw.  
d .Thetp a esiur d op cr lot) on ndPA ilter.a clht r aroal bascshall show •99V DOP removal an• 99V halogenatealadore 

b. The res It~s of laborat carbon sample anysis shall show be 
! methtyl i ide penetrati• less than S.0%wh tested in accor ac 
•with ASTH 3803-1969 at a emperature of 30*C~n a relative 

d.Tepsure rOP. cross he combned HEPA filiters harcoal \ 
adsorbe banks sha be lean than inches of water a system 
designf w rate (±1 ).  

a. r distr ion shall uniform with *20% across HEPA filters 
charcoal duorbers vii tested initia ly and after any 

ma enance or testing that ould affect t air distributio 
with the fuel dling area vetilation sy em.  

If the requirements of Specification 3.15.1 cannot be met, irradiated 
fuel movement shall not be started as 
qy --t ro v~rx c e) e provisions of

Bases 

The uel area ventila-o system is desi ed to filter the auxili 
bu ding atmoop ere during fue handling operatio)s to limit t• release f A2 
a ivity shou a fuel handl accident occur./The system c),ns;ii s of 0ne 

rcuit cont~ning two exhau t fans and a filt train. Thqfan. are / 
redundant only one is r quired to bq oper ing. The f ter train conrist• 
of a pref ter, a IHPA f il r -• ýha eea1 aldorber in 1ri;s. '

Amendment No. , 66g
0
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High efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters are installed before the 
charcoal adsorbers prevent clo!gg of e iodine absorbers. The 
charcoal adsorber are installed to redu e the potential releas f 
radioiodine to environment. The -place test results sh id indicate 
a system leak ightness of less t 1 percent bypass leak for the 
charcoal ad rbers and a HzPA of jency of at least 99 rcent removal of 
DOP parti lates. The laborat carbon sample test r ults should ensure 
a radio•tive methyl iodide eval efficiency of at east 90 percent for 
expecod accident conditio. Acceptable removal eiciency is shown by a 
metbl iodide penetrati of less than 5.0% whk ets are performed in 
a %ordance with ASTM D 3-189 'SadrdTaMethod for Nuclear-Grade 

tivated carbon, a a temperature of 30Cdd a relative humidity of 95 
The penetration ac cane criterion is da ermined by the following 
equation: 

Allowable [ loot - methy2. iodi officioev for charcoal credit in accident analysis 
Penetrati safety factor of 2 

Appl Ig a safety factor of is acceptable because ASTM 3903-1989 is a mor 
ac ate and demanding te than older tests.  

If the efficiencies o the HEPA filters and charc 1adsorbers are as pecified, 
the resulting doses ill be less than the 10C 0 guidelines for e accidents 
analyzed. opera onof the fans significant different from th design flow 
will change th removal efficiency of the PA filters and chazoal adsorbers.  

Amendment No. -14F210 66h



Table 4.1-2 
Minimum Equipment Test Frequency 

Test

4. Main Steam Safety Setpoint

4 Aun 
One Va e Every 18 \onth 

(Valýýver~j8 Mftl'

(3.4� 

S� �3.1�-,2 9. Service Water 
Systems

Funct ning 

-F uunctioin-
Every 18 Months

L _/ame as TCw1 i re 1

Notes: 

"eak testing fo each valve shal be individually ccomplished to 
monstrate opera ility following ach refueling, f1owing each te eR 

th plant is place in a cold shutd wn condition if sting has not een 
acco lished in the receding 9 mont , and prior to turning the va e 
to se ice after main nance, repair o replacement.  

2 •)Whenever 'ntegrity of a p ssure isolatio valve listed i Table 
3.1.6.9 ca not be demonstr ed the integri of the remaini valve in 

ch high p ssure line havi a leaking va e shall be dete ined and 
r orded dai . In addition, e position of ne other valve ocated in 
the igh press e piping shall recorded dail .

Amendment No. 10, 20, 90, Order dtd.  
4/20/81
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Table 4.1-2 (Cont.) 

Minimum Eouinment Test Freauencv

I= %%It

I

Amendment No. A, ZL, 1$, erder 
dated-4JU0O47 ýJ, 152

:3. z
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Table 4.1-3 

MINIMUM SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS FREQUENCY

Item Test Frequency

Q e~eh mak9OP (h.  

a Gros Radiolodi a./leekly )(7) 0 uI 
Co, entration TJ

b. Isotopic Radioiodine 
Concentration (4)

b. Monthly (7)(10) 

\ IATrO

4ZA rC-R • Sodium Hy xi de So '~um Hydroxide Qrterly an afw C•: t Tank Sample C<>c tration " ~mk eu • 
¢•a~av•s•a~Note ve -- XP 

(_ ) A gross radi activity analys shall consist f the quantita v 
/LAT• easurement o~k the total radio ,ctivity of the rimary coolant •n units 

p Ni/gm. Ttheo toal primar~y cool t activity sha IJ be the sum of he 

•qB de ssed beta-ga a activity and he total of al identified gas us 
acti ities 15 min es after the pr ary system is ampled. Whene r t 
gross adioactivity oncentration exeeds 10% of th limit specife i 

the Spe fication 3. 4.1 or increase by 10 pCi/gm am the previo 
measured evel, the fr uency of sampli g and janalyzi shall be 

increased a minimum o once/day until asteady act iv ylvli 
established.

Amendment No. 1, 30, 121
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<L ArETM> 

(3 .qB~)

A radioc mical analysis hall consist of e quantitative m surement 
the activ y for each radi nuclide which is identified in the rimary 
coolant 15 inutes after th primary system i sampled. The ac ivitiet 
for the indi idual isotopes all be used in t determination oa .  
radiochemical nalysis and ca ulation of Z and odine isotopic a ivf 
hall be perfo ed if the measu ed gross activit changes by more an 

p i/gm from the revious measure level. The gami energy per 
di integration fo those radioiso opes determined t be present shal 1 
as iven in "Table f Isotopes" (1 67) and beta ene y per disintegra' 
shal be as given i USNRDL-TR-802 Part II) or othe references using 
the e ivalent value for the radioi otopes.  

In addit n to the week measurement, he radioiodine c ncentration 
shall be termined if t measured gro radioactivity c ncentration 
changes byore than 10 p i/m from the evious measured vel.

F- .- , 4 1 (4) Iodine isotopic activities shall be weighted to give 1-131 dose - 4-Tr, 

~A YC) equivalent activity.  

' C',V8) (• In ad tion to e weekly easurement, he radioi dine concedration 
sha be deterined if t re are indi ations th the primay to 
s ondary co ant leaka e rate has creased b a factor ct 2.  

. C• Whenever t e steady state r ioiodine or g ss radioactivity 
-A T- • concentrati of prior opera on is greater han 1 percent bu less thi LA TO 

10 percent o Specification 3. .4.1, a sample of reactor coola t shall 
ý7.4) taken within 2 hours of any re ctor criticali and analyzed r 

radioactive iodi es of 1-131 thr ugh 1-135 and ross radioactivi as 
ell as the coola t sample and an lyses required y the above.  

Wh ever the steady tate radioiodi e or gross rad activity 
con ntration of pri operation is reater than 10 ercent of 
Speci ication 3.1.4.1, a sample of re tor coolant s 11 be taken prio 
to any eactor criticalty and analyze for radioacti iodines of I-l: 
through -135 and gross adioactivity a well as the co lant sample an( 
analyses equired by abov_ 

, . (7) Not required when plant is in the cold shutdown condition or refueling~j TAI 
<.LATER ,pp I7 shutdown condition.  

(3. 43_,') (8) 02 analysis not required whenklant is in the old shutdown cý ditim LATER 

<LATER'3\ or refulinre so tdown condition.. ta 

L•,3 Afl. ...... r ýquired,. ýonly ýwhen f~uel is _inth~epoolýdpri t.. ns, g- -I..RI"

3 ,i,q A@, "(10) Not required when not generating steam in the steam generators.  
The fo owing shall required un ' the end of C le 2 operati n: LATEK 

a. Gross adioiodine sh 11 be determ ed at least th e times per ee! 
during wer operatio

Amendment No. 12

2. .M3
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4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM AND REACTOR BUILDING COOLING SYSTEM 
PERIODIC TESTING 

•.5.1 Emergenc-y\Core Cooling Sys~ems 

O rC'T&R -- Ap• licabilIi ty LATER• 

N•'• IApp Il s to periodic tsting requiremen for emergency c c re cooling syste s.  

To verif that the emerg cy core cooling ystems are oper le.  
Specificati t n 

4.5.1.1 sItem Tests 

4. .1.1.1 Hiý Pressure Injee Lion System 

(a) nce every 18 rno ths, a system st shall be condu ted to 
monstrate that he system is op rable. A test si nal 

wi 1 be applied to demonstrate act ation of the high 
pre sure injection stem for emer ncy core cooling 
ope tion.  

(b) The te t will be consi ered satisfacto if control boar 
indicat'on verifies tha all components have responded to 
the actu tion signal pro erly; all appro Hate pump 
breakers hall have opene or closed and 11 valves shall 
have compl ted their trave 

5.1.1.2 Low Pressure In'e ion System 

(a) Once every 18 months, a system test shall be conducted to 9, 3, 1, 3 demonstrate that the system is operable. The test shall 
be performed in accordance with the procedure summarized 

( 3 ~ ,below: 

(1) test signal w 11 be applied o demonstrate 
a uation of the low pressure i *ection system r 
em .ency core co ing operation.  

(2) Verification of the engineered safeguard function of 
S .•.,,ýLT the service water system which supplies cooling water 

to the decay heat removal coolers shall be made to 
demonstrate operabilit of the coolers.  

(b) he test w• I be consid ed satisfac ry if control board LAS 
ATEi> /ndicati 0verifies tha-iT componrts have r sponded t the act tion signal roperly; allppropriaT pump Tr " 
(3•) / breake shall have pened or cl6 ed, and a; valve s all k 

have mpleted the travel. -

Amendment No. 10, 25 92



5.1.1.3 Core Floo *n System 
\A / (a) Once ev y 18 months, a sy em test shall be onducted to i 

0s/ demonstra e proper operatio of the system. ring this 
| ?!f test, veri ication shall be de that the chec valves in 

the core fl oding tank dischar e lines operate p operly , 

(b) The test will e considered sati factory if contro board 
indication of re flood tank lev 1 verifies that al1 
check valves ha opened.  

4.5.1.2 Co onent Tests 

4. .1.2.1 Pumps 

Approxi tely quarterly, the high pressure an low pressure 
injection umps shall be star d and operated verify proper 
operation. Acceptable perform ce will be indi ted if the 
pump starts, operates for fifte minutes, and th discharge 
pressure and low are within ± 1 of the initial evel of 
performance as etermined using te t flow paths.  

4.5.1.2.2 Ives - Power Op rated \ ~(a) At 1 tervals not to wxceed three mo t s ah engine ered afet y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ v i n t h •eran c c o e c o i y s t e m s a n d e a c h / 

ngineered !fety feate valve assa iated with emergency co e 
( coo ling i• te servi c ewat e syste ("which are /designed to 71en i #i I= 

" < I-A TE P--• in the e ent of a L A shall be 1 sted to ye ify operabi l ty .  

S(37 (b) The ceptable p formance of each power perated val will be 
th motion is ndicated up actuatio y appropri e si nals.  

hemrency •re cooling systems are the principle reactor safety /features in t ~f event of a loss of coolant acc-ident. The removal of hehe from the co provided by these systems is /signed to limit core damaa .  
The high •ressure injection system under iormal operating condition,/has 

one pu operating. At least once per onth, operation will be ro ated to 
anoth high pressure injection pump. This will help verify tha the high 
pres re injection pumps are operabl. I 

T requirements of the service ter system for cooling wa r are more 
evere during normal operation an under accident conditi s. Rotation of 

the pump in operation on a mo hly basis will verify tha two pumps are 
operable.  

The low pressure injecti pumps are tested singular y for operability by 
opening the borated wa r storage tank outlet valvs and the borated wat 
storage tank recirc lV e. This allows water to pumped from the bora d 
water storage tank rough each of the injectio lines and back to the 
'tank.

Amendment No. 25 93
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- AT 7-V

kation of th:/engineered sal Sservice wa r system which 
ing emergen' coolers shall) 
bility of $ie coolers. /r

______'___ (3) The test will be considered satisfactory if o1 rd LA3 
tio er a coponents have responded to TW 

the actuation signal properly.  

4.5. 2.1 um~sLATER 

S~~pumps shall •e started and o rated to verify roper 
S~~operation. A ceptable perfor nee will be ind cated if the 

pump starts, o rates for fift n minutes, and e discharge 

ressure and fl are within ±1 of a point on e pump head 

At in rvals not to e ceed three mon s each engineer safety 
featur valve in the eactor building spray and react buldngeer ency~n colgs e a---ch ingineer-ed •aety - LA----

ye assoc te with eactor bu ding emer ncy r-

bu•iodinlem•e• n coo syeme have be appopi tested .o verify 

Howev the alowab e tofservic wt er eqiemns ortereco 

ta i is prb 

ot reactor bule g en mergency cs ling u ystem andt actor buildingr a pray 

system are re rdant to each Smer in p rovedmng ost-accident comXing of 

the reactor uildin atmos p her to prevent theuildng p r from ,xceedln&•a design pr Puesu . As a result this redudn in olng 

capabili . the allowable t of service t' e requirements Xr the reactor 

buildin¢ emergency cool~g system have b~haporaey dutd 
ewr ,the allowable dut of service t" e requirements for the reactor , 

buil Ig spray system/have been maint nedconsistent th that assigne• 
ot r inoperable en ieered safegua /equpil en since the reactor bui ing 

rys yse lo rvie eh m for removin /odine from the/ 
reactor buildin atmosphere.

Amendment No. Z$,01,145
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Addition of a iocide to service water performed during reactor A 
building em gency cooler surveillance to prevent buildup of Asian c /ms.  
in the coo ers when service water is umped through the cooling coii4.  
This is erformed when service wate temperature is between 60F anGY 80F 
since this water temperature r ge Asian clams can spawn and poduce 
larv which could pass through s rvice water system strainers.  

delivery capability of on reactor building spray pump a a time can 
tested by opening the va e in the line from the borate water storage 

tank, opening the correspo ing valve in the test line, a starting the 
corresponding pump. Pump discharge pressure and flow i icationt 
demonstrate performance 

With the pumps shut wn and the borated water stor e tank outlet closed, 
the reactor buildin spray injection valves can eaA be opened and closed 
by operator action. With the reactor building s ay inlet valves closed, 
low pressure airoor smoke can be blown through e test connections of the 
reactor buildi spray nozzles to demonstrate hat the flow paths are open. //i 
The equipm t, piping, valves, and instru entation of the reactor buil/d i 
emergenc cooling system are arranged s that they can be visually 
inspect . The cooling fans and coilsiand associated piping are loco'ed 
outsid the secondary concrete shiel Personnel can enter the re tor 
buil g during power operations to nspect and maintain this equilment.  
The ervice water piping and valve outside the reactor buildin are 
in ectable at all times. Opera onal tests and inspections 11 be 

rformed prior to initial star p.I 

Two service water pumps are rmally operating. At least once per month 
operation of one pump is s fted to the third pump, so sting will be 

unnecessary.  

As the reactor buildin fans are normally operatin starting for testing 
is unnecessary for th se verified to be operating 

Reference 

FSAR, Section 6

Amendment No. 25.64,102.145 97
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4.8 EMEGECY F•EEDWATR PUMP TESTING 

.ovrF=]? atPl'me-ecy feedwate r p um Sn. asie avsAe 

operable. /// 
Specification

4.8.1

1z 3 , : 

1z~ 3j7, 

SR? 31'~

2. (ar/least/once Vir 31 •aV-3by verifying that the -moto'r die oF um perates f1'!or / n of 5 I 
"u m Z Ie aý7Ceel~es a disc arge pr u re i>- 120 psi 
t a~lwo 5'0 _U th 6ugh thely.1gt 1. : l?>,- a h. I 

b) At least once per 31 days by verifying that each valve =t ( (manual, power operated or automatic) in [each EFW flowpth A a .that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in positi-r\ 
is in its correct pos".  

C) Prior to uRnB:M"qn••-- " 0 • asqnr rfr•••-.•- /L•_ whenever the elan i5as d 

EK D E 5, verify proper alignmen tb e va~l ve fon >each, 

MODE- 01 r rquredEEWflo pahwhich if mispositioned may degrade /•t 0 )EFW operation, from the 'Q' condensate storage tank to each S~steam generator.  

1ýatoný ýýlngec m ae7e\ /alve in •c lw~htru t letoec•Plt ~ L DA, k

ey At least once per 1u months by functionally testing each EFJ 
train and: 

1. Verifying that each automatic valve in each flowpath 
actuates automatically to its correct position on 
receint of an actual o•r simul-l • ,• 4 4 1

<'ALU SI 2.7 ,.3,Jo4e

< Add

osJO
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5 (L, 37,S, 1 

f. q

2. Verifying that the automatic steam supply valves 
associated with the steam turbine driven EFW pump 
actuate to their correct positions upon receipt of an actual or simulated actuation__signal._ iT~s bm-•• 

3. Verifying that the motor-driven EFW pump starts 
automatically upon receipt of an actual or simulated 
actuation signal.  

4. Verifying that feedwater is delivered to each steam 
generator using the electric motor-driven EEW pump.  

5. Verifying that the EFW s stem ca be perated/ _nually overri~ding aufonma c 3i~nals to 46he EE 
v ave .- " '- "

emrec dae umps are o erable. Verifica ion of correct oper tion 
wlbe ebtfrm the control room instrume tation and direct v sual 
osra noftepms. T• cycling of the •rgency valves assus a 
vavn aiiywU :call~e upon to function• Testing of the tu ine dri,| 

EFW p is delayed until s itable test condi ons are establisheu. This 
defer al is required becau e there is insuff ient steam pressu to perforr 
the est at 2800F. Testi g may occur at a I wer steam generat pressure it 
op ational experience ows that sufficie steam pressure t perform the 

urveillance Requir nt 4.8.1.c ensure that the EFW sys is properly al.  
by verifying the f w paths to each s am generator prio to relying upon al 
"steam generator f r heat removal aft more than 30 day in Cold Shutdown o.  
below. Operabil/ty of the EkW flow aths must be d strated before suffi! 
core heat is g -rated that would equire the operat n of the EFW system 
a subsequent utdown. This requirement is reasona e, based on engineer 
judgment, in iew of other admin strative controls to ensure that the fl w w 
are operabi . To further ensur EFW system alig nt, flow path operabilit 
verified f lowing extended o ages to deter /ne no misalignment of va yes 
occurred. This SR ensures t t the flow path om the 'Q' CST to th steam 

The f ctional test, perf rmed once every 18 months, will verify at the 
flow ath to the steam g erators is open d that water reaches he steam 
gen rators from the eme gency feedwater sy tem. The test is do e during 
a tdown to avoid the: cycle to the rgency feedwater noz les on the 

eam generator due the lower temper ure of the emergenc feedwater.  

The automatic actu ion circuitry tea ng and calibration 11 be performe 
per Surveillance ecification 4.1, d will be sufficien to assure tha 
this circuitry w1I perform its mt ded function when c led upon.

Amendment No. - 177 105a
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4.10 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY VENTILATION AND AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEM 
SURVEILLANCE 

lie /""/it"/ 

Appl o to the uev.illance "•the contrd1 room eme/g cy ventilat..4on and ai " 

oom rgency ven lation and ir conditioning systems.  

Specification 

4.10.1 Each train of control room emergency air conditioning shall be 
demonstrated Operable:

a. At least once per 31 days T. a st ýgeredý b (,by. L 

1. Starting each unit and 

2. Verifying that each unit operates for at least 1 hour 
and maintains the control room air temperature -840F D.B.  

b.-At least once per 18 months by verifying a system flow rate 
of 9900 cfm iV0%.

4.10.2 Each Control Room Emergency Vent-ilation System shall be demonstrated Operable: 

orbesan /er fy ng t~ttesse prtsforatest5 
mnutes.

b.

3-70,Z 
< 'ATER> 

(5•.0)

At- least once per 18 months or' 1)after any structural intenancee on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or 2) ollowing significant painting,, fire, or chemical release in any ve tilation 
zone communicating with, the system by: 

1. Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place esting acceptance, criteria and 'hses the test. procedures ,of Regula ry 
,,\Positions C.5.a, C.5.c, an.d C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52, 

NRevision 2, March 1978, and the system flow rate is 2000 cfm 0% 

2. Ver ing within 31 days after% Ioval that'a laboratory analys a of a re esentativexcarbon sample'\obtained in\accordance\with 
Regulato Position C45.b of Regulatory Guide X2, Revisi\on 2, March 1978, eta the l'boratory testipg criteri of ASTM\ 
D3803-1989 wh tested at'\30*C and 95% ýVlative h iity for a 
methyl iodide pe tration o 0'4' \ \7 

5a 2.5% for 2 inch arcoal a rber beds, o 

b. :90. % for 4 inch char aI adsoýrb b bed

3. Verifying a yatem flow rate o 2000 cfm 0% during system 
operation whe tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

Amendment No. 44,2,6 , 196
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3,7,/0

C. ter every 72 hours of chrcoal adsorber'1 erantion by Ierif*n 
h in 31 days caer reoa ta a laboratoraalss 

rep sentative car n sample obta ed in acco-r ihR t 
Poi nC.6.b of Re atory Guide .5,2, Revision _ arh2.8 meets e laboratory tsting criteria of ASTH D380 18 hn se 

at 300c 95S relativ hmi-dity for a thyl iodide enetratio of: 

1. :5 2. 5 fo 2 inch charc I adsorber b ,or 

2. :! 0. - -re bes

,4+Ljej Sg 37,77,q/~K I

Amendment No. 196
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The frequ cy of tests and s)ample analysis are necessary to show that the 
HEPA fil rs and charcoal Xdsorbers can perfoi'as evaluated. /4he charcoal 
adsorb efficiency test/rocedures should ow for obtain! at least two 

samp a. Each sample ould be at least inches in d tr and a 
1 equal to the tc)kes of the Tests of the areoal dsorbers 

DO. aerosol s 1 be performed in ccordance with SI N510 (1975) 
Standard for Tea _ of Nuclear Ar. eaning System,- Any HEPA filters 

found defective al be replaced th flters qual ed according to / 
Regulatory Pornion C.3.d of atory Guide 1.5 If laboratory test esults ae unacce•p o, all charcoal orbents in the system shall be repl with 
charcoal aoabent qualified cording to Re tory Guide 1.52.  

The ape ility of the co rol rocm inerg air conditioning Sy esensure 
that e ambient air t rature does not ceed the allowable rature for 
the pment and ins tatian cool by this system and th ýControl Room 11 

r habitable for erations perso elduring and followi al credible 

Operation of systems for 15 m 'utes every month wil emonstrate ope'rability 
of the emerge cy ventilation an emrgency air condit ning systems. •ll 
dampers and ther mechanical d isolation systems 1 be shown to operable.  

If signi. cant painting, f e or chem~ical releas Occurs s :uch th the HEPA 
filter o charcoal adsorb could become cont pated from the 1umes-3, 
chemicals or foreign ma rial, the same tests d sample ana sis shall be 
performed as required r operational use. * e determinat n of 
significant shall be de by the operator duty at the of the 
incident. Knowledgeable staff members 3 uld be consul d prior to ma ng 
this dete=rination. , /

Amendment No. 196 108a



4.11 PENETRATION ROOM VENTILATION SYSTEM SURVEILLANCE

Specification 

a'4.11.1 At intervals not exceed 18 months, the p ssure drop across the 
combined HEPA filt s and charcoal adsorber b1ks shall be 

<LATC-" demonstrated to be 1 s than 6 inches of water system design L..  
(S.flow 

rate (t 10%). 
o. 

a c hr bs\e 

4.11.2 nitially and after any m ntenance or testing that uld affect 
t air distribution within the penetration room venti ation 
sys m, air distribution sha be demonstrated to be un orm within 
±20% ross HEPA filters and c rcoal adsorbe ,

SZ '3.i, I.

4.11.3 At intervals not to exceed 18 months, automatic initiation of the 
penetration room ventilation system shall be demonstrated.

4.1 4a The tests and sa le analysis of Specifiation 3.13.la, b, & c.  
shall be performe at intervals not to ex ed 18 months or after 
very 720 hours of stem operation and fol wing significant 

pinting, fire or che ical release in any ven ilation zone 
co unicating with the stem.  

b. Cold D testing shall als be performed after ea complete or 
partial placement of the H A filter bank or afte any structural 
maintenanc on the system housg 

c. Halogenated h rocarbon testing sh I also be performed ter each 
complete or par a] replacement of t charcoal adsorber b k or 

•. after any structu I maintenance on t housin

4.11.5 Each circuit shall be operated at least .I hour every month. is• 
(test sh-aZI Be coqdidereýVsatisf~ctory iicontroi boar /indic tion} 
Iverifi•d that aylI comp/nents 44ve res/nded p perly ~o the/ / 
•ctua•fi on sigyl. f- -

-TRAS&

Amendment No. 10, 19, 25 109
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The penetrationM ventilation system is designed fo colra ct and irce potent al rea or building p dtras ion C gedabygexc .to am of ess fnvironment mact t Presure dreshultr from post accid t reacto perd ma ht tst f a a enetration roytptwo r anit 
filterfies and two ae danor r e"charnrng to ea unit t. The 

adtore re eficie aties b pro reactshouldal frotiing ataur eardstftwo 

feat a. signal and I sho ly r res no operato actioni d 

S eqa tothe systhmic notso ofterated, a tsodic t t is requiredo 
funcaogn. d thyro refr igerm wd, onsp tedP fio sucr th" i as 

Pwateroiol, o bter rfoe in macc c' with datSe oraio (1the5) 'Sandacr Tsta of ucl,,earAir, cbanin Syst tem. ya orP fies 
found deo acti a 1tbe replaced thfilter quanif cacoalrding tof 

logatr6 Poesiton_ I.3wdtr of ayter G•ide flow ra. e diacllt eathl 

thatd reoafl fficiency tdrest shal e pefred accordxces wiaoutho 

for3- gn flabotratorte re sult aet unn tblae all ce pro d hs to Sons w system perfa•-be re•laci dith rcoal adsorbent r 

aie ac ording tot 
ardin•/0

0per io°_n_ of the Systeach month for l hy rwill demonstrateo prability oRe actve systei"comrnents and the t andaadsorfeva stem. T c 

a i ca r nt paicnt es f rorch e s shca l el or such at he HEPA ie or Earc adlorber could be e onthaminated fr the fumes, 

cemicals tor reig mterialof the med tests and sahe canalsi ashabe 

perforledas heqired for operatign use. The dete nionrba of th signoifcan shall be made by h opeao . .... ...on mdu a cte of te icDent.. 3nowldgeabo e at afy h erae s ould be u•sa u thed pri o ma king 

thi dtbrermnat ion.ytm erpacdwt lasret

'Amendment NO. 14,a4,",210 109a



4.13 EMERGENCY COOLING POND

To verify t•( 

pinventorf 
i 

S pec if ic at io n

4.13.1 The emergency cooling pond shall be determined operable:

3.7 3.2

SR 3.2 ?,93 

SA 3),?, 8,

1. At least once per 24 hours by 
water level is 2 5 feet.

verifying the pond's indicated

2. At least once per 24 hours during the period from June 1 through 
September 30 verifying that the pond's average water L LAI) 
temperatureat po i of isch~.(ge frA the p d is within 

3. At least once per 12 months b m-aki n soundirgs of k ,e pond nd jes 
verifying (an aveL- 'e o 6 5 fe an tVat[the contained water 
volume of the pond is within-its simit.  

4. A l nce per 12 months byI7 isual ins týion of th ýse ý A 
stone rap) aJ .fed o-n heg ank, of Ehe ond and of, e conc 
covered embilank men r a that the earth portionsyof the stone covered embankments and the spillway:

I. Have not been eroded or undercut by wave action, and 

2. Do not show apparent changes in visual appearance or other 
abnormal degradation from their as built condition.  

d quireme snof catih 4.13 provide liverification o a 
u ent wo t er inventory ne heemergency copt e u pond to han ve a DBA 

with a con #•rrent fa ilure of/the Dardanelle Vsrvir. This s cification ensures t t Specificat io n j.111 is met. Z Onit r ng temper ture only 
pot tial to reach •e temperature 

1 it. Soundings ase performed to nsure th water volume i within limits a d that the indicated level is in cative 

d an equivalento 
Jater volume for ccident mitigatin. 

The measure ECP 

emperature 
at he discharge fr the pond is con a dered a conserxtivee 

_ average of topi1a pond conditio• since solar gai , wind speed. •d thermal current eff wts houhut t• pond will essen ally be at eq fibrium conditions udrinta st gnant conoitions. Visual inspec ions are/ performe t nueaypscldgaai 
swti acc table limits t• 

enable aEPt uf~ issft uc o. A ngin ring evaluatia msr 

be penges 

in visual 

apD arance or other 
no ra degr t o d etermine 

operability. 
he 

Amendmt . .. . .. I..

I
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4.4RADIA E MATERIALS SOURCES S /R ANCE 

rad active material sources.  

To assure that leakage f m byproduct, source, and speci nuclear 
radioactive material s rces does not exceed allowable imits.  

Specification 

Test for leakage nd/or contamination shall be erformed by the licensee or 
by other perso specifically authorized by e Commission or an agreement 
State, as fo ows: 

1. Each ealed source, except startu sources subject to core flux, 
con ining radioactive material other than Hydrogen 3, with a 
h f-life greater than 30 day and in any form other than gas sh 1 be 
ested for leakage and/or c. tamination at intervals not to ex ed six / months./ ...  

The periodic leak test equired does not apply to sealed ources that 
are stored and not b ng used. The sources excepted f m this test 
shall be tested for eakage prior to any use or tran er to another 
user unless they ye been leak tested within six nths prior to the 
date of use or ansfer. In the absence of a ce ificate from a 
transferrer in cating that a test has been ma within six months 
prior to the ransfer, sealed sources shall t be put into use until 

3. Each se ed startup source shall be lea tested within 31 days pr6 r 
to be g subjected to core flux and f lowing repair or mainte ce to the urce././ 

4. a periodic leak test does not pply to the boronometer ource.  
This source shall be tested fo leakage at least once pr 18 months.

Amendment No. I 1,lb110b



4.17 FUEL HANDLING AREA VENTILATION SYSTEM SURVEILLANCE

Specification

g(4-.o 4.- <ATE~7-

.17.1 At interval not to exceed 18 onths, pressure dr across the " 
combined HEP filters and charc al adsorber banks s all be 
demonstrated t be less than 6 i hes of water at sy em design 
flow rate (±10% -L.T0K 

4.17.2 Initially and afte any maintenance testing that coul affect 
e air distributio within the fuel h ndling area ventil ion 

s tem, air distribut 'on shall be demon rated to be unifor within , S±20 across HEPA f ilte sand charcoal ads rers.  

4.17.3 a. T tests and sample nalysis of Specifi ation 3.15.1.a, b, & 
c s all be performed within 720 system op rating hours prior to i 
irra iated fuel handlin operations in the uxiliary building, 
and p ior to irradiated el handling in the auxiliary building 

llow g significant pain ing, fire or chemi 1 release in any 
ventila 'on zone communicat g with the system.  

Cold DOP t ting shall also be erformed prior to irradiated 
fuel handli in the auxiliary ilding after each omplete or 
partial repla ement of a HEPA fil er bank or after a 
tructural mai enance on the syst housing.  

c. Ha genated hydro rbon testing shall Iso be performed ior 
to radiated fuel andling in the auxi iary building afte 
each omplete or par ial replacement of charcoal adsorber 
bank after any str tural maintenance the system housi .

Bases 

S2incethe f el 7 handling ea ventila on system y be in op ation wh( 

c 

fuel is s red in the ol but not ing handl its oper ility mus 
v r if 0 t ? rm 
verified efore handl' g of irradi ed fuel. peration o the systeo I 

t p c i 

Ze 

t0he 
f 
I' i t2 ed sy 10 h7our before irra ated fuel ndling ope ations and erfrmanc of 

c P n ts t f i I t r I 
ation 4 17 will demon / rate oper ility of t active sy;/.  p4c 

om nents and th filter and dsorber sy ems.

Amendment No. 10, 10, 25 llOh
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Pressure drop across 5)e combined HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers of less than 6 inch of water at th system design flow rate will indicate that the iters and adso ra are not cloggld by excessive amounts of fore Matter. Pres e drop and air tribution should 
be determined nce every 18 mO hs to show syste performance,2 
capability.  

The tre ency of tests sample analysi -are necessary to ow that the HERA lters and charc 1 adsorbers can erform an evalua d. The charcoal ads ber efficiency st procedures a uld allow for ob ining, at leap w s les. Each s e should be at ast two inches diameter and3;tw 
ength equal to e thickness of obed. Tests o the charcal Vsorbers with halogenat hydrocarbon re igerant and of HEPAL filte ank with lOP aerosol 11 be perfo in accordance h ANSI N510 7S) "Standard r Testing of Nu ear Air Cie Systems. HEPA filters fo.und do ctive shall be placed ih f ers qualified ccording to Regula r- Position C.3 . of Regulato Guide 1.5S2. R5.cioactive meth iodi removal effici cy tests shal a performed ino/accordance wit ASTM D3 3-1989. If lab atory test re ts are unaccepta~ble, all char al a sorbents in thes'iY~stem shall b "replaced with 91arcoal adsorbe s alified accordimg to ASTH D3)03-198. : 

0

Amendment Nor - ~f 110i
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assumed to be r leased into the react r building through breaka 

S\ in the reactor c •lant piping. Subseq nt pressure behavi•4 is 

A-r determined by the ilding volume, engi ered safety feature and LATC7L_ th combined influ e o enegy surces d het sinks. (1) 

Leaka through all fluid enetrations not ser ng 
accide -consequence-limiti systems is to be nimlzed by a 
double b rier so that no si le, credible failur or malfunction 
of an acti component can res t in loss-of-isola on or 
intolerable eakage. The inst d double barriers ake the form 
of closed pip g systems, both in de and outside the eactor 
building and va ous types of Isola on valves. (2) 

Sre sect nf .2.ea o LA 
viromen in st-acidnt nditons Itmay yo per

Los

Amendment No. 171 113



6.12.5 Special Reports 

req~baal of iceithin the t~ie period specifi for each rrrt. The 7(•Co) repor 4ts.hall bes~b itt~ed cove?±a the act~ivi~ti dentified be~ow purs t

•k Toper le Reactor 5es 
Level M onit ari System s, T l 3.5. -1 

1. noperable Leg Level Me ueet Systems, able 3.5.1L~o 
(3.3 D) M. Ina able Main St Line Radiat Monitors, Spe ication 5.1, 

Table 33.55.1-1.

Amendment No. #,•'1,•,i,4 , 
• • 9,199 146a



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"R" - Relocation of requirements: 

Relocating requirements which do not meet the Technical Specification selection criteria to 
documents with an established control program allows the Technical Specifications to be reserved 
only for those conditions or limitations upon reactor operation which are necessary to adequately 
limit the possibility of an abnormal situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the 
public health and safety, thereby focusing the scope of Technical Specifications.  

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the Technical Specification selection criteria in 
10 CFR 50.36 have been relocated to other controlled license basis documents. This regulation 
addresses the scope and purpose of Technical Specifications. In doing so, it establishes a specific 
set of objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating restrictions 
should be included in Technical Specifications. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: 

Criterion 2: 

Criterion 3: 

Criterion 4:

Installed instrumentation that is used to detect and indicate in the control room a 
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

A process variable that is an initial condition of a design basis accident (DBA) or 
transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the 
integrity of a fission product barrier.  

A structure, system or component that is part of the primary success path and 
which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that 
either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission 
barrier.  

A structure, system or component which operating experience or probabilistic 
safety assessment has shown to be significant to public health and safety.

The application of these criteria is provided in the "Application of Selection Criteria to the ANO- 1 
Technical Specifications." Requirements which met the criteria have been included in the 
proposed improved Technical Specifications. Entergy Operations proposes to remove the 
requirements which do not meet the criteria from the Technical Specifications and relocate the 
requirements to a suitable owner controlled document. The requirements in the relocated 
Specifications will not be affected by this Technical Specification change. Entergy Operations will 
initially continue to perform the required operation and maintenance to assure that the 
requirements are satisfied. Relocating specific requirements for systems or variables will have no 
impact on the system's operability or the variable's maintenance, as applicable.

5/01/2001ANO-1 G3-1



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

License basis document control mechanisms, such as 10 CFR 50.59, 10 CFR 50.54(a)(3), and ITS 
"Section 5, "Administrative Controls," will be utilized for the relocated Specifications as they will 
be placed in other controlled license basis documents. This would allow Entergy Operations to 
make changes to these requirements, without NRC approval, as allowed by the applicable 
regulatory requirements. These controls are considered adequate for assuring structures, systems 
and components in the relocated Specifications are maintained operable and variables in the 
relocated Specifications are maintained within limits.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures, systems, 
components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical 
Specifications as identified in the Application of Selection Criteria to the ANO- 1 Technical 
Specifications. The affected structures, systems, components or variables are not assumed 
to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to mitigate accident or transient 
events. The requirements and surveillances for these affected structures, systems, 
components or variables will be relocated from the Technical Specifications to an 
appropriate administratively controlled license basis document and maintained pursuant to 
the applicable regulatory requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or change in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and 
adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the affected requirement will be relocated to an 
owner controlled license basis document for which future changes will be evaluated 
pursuant to the requirements of the applicable regulatory requirements. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

5/01/2001ANO-1 G-2



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"A" - Administrative changes to requirements: 

Reformatting and rewording the remaining requirements in accordance with the style of the 
improved Babcock & Wilcox Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG-1430 will make the 
Technical Specifications more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.  
Application of the format and style will also assure consistency is achieved between specifications.  
As a result, the reformatting and rewording of the Technical Specifications has been performed to 
make them more readily understandable by plant operators and other users. During this 
reformatting and rewording process, no technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the 
Technical Specifications were made unless they were identified and justified.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the existing Technical 
Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no technical changes to 
existing requirements. As such, this change is administrative in nature and does not 
impact initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of accident or transient events.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not significantly reduce the margin of safety because it has no 
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative in nature. As 
such, there is no technical change to the requirements and therefore, there is no significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.

5/01/2001ANO-1 G-3



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"LA" - Less restrictive, Administrative deletion of requirements: 

Portions of some Specifications provide information that is descriptive in nature regarding the 
equipment, system(s), actions or surveillances. This information is proposed to be deleted from 
the specification and relocated to other license basis documents which are under licensee control.  
These documents include the TS Bases, Safety Analysis Report (SAR), Technical Requirements 
Manual, and Programs and Manuals identified in ITS Section 5, "Administrative Controls." The 
removal of descriptive information is permissible, because the documents containing the relocated 
information will be controlled through the applicable process provided by the regulatory 
requirements, e.g., 10 CFR 50.59, 10 CFR 50.54(a)(3), and ITS Section 5, "Administrative 
Controls." This will not impact the actual requirements but may provide some flexibility in how 
the requirement is conducted. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved 
continues to be maintained in an appropriately controlled manner.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements from the Technical Specifications to other 
license basis documents which are under licensee control. The documents containing the 
relocated requirements will be maintained using the provisions of applicable regulatory 
requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and 
adequate control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 

safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to be transposed from the 

Technical Specifications to other license basis documents, which are under licensee 
control, are the same as the existing Technical Specifications. The documents containing 
the relocated requirements will be maintained using the provisions of applicable regulatory 
requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin 
of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"M"1 - More restrictive changes to requirements: 

The ANO-1 Technical Specifications are proposed to be modified in some areas to impose more 
stringent requirements than previously identified. These more restrictive modifications are being 
imposed to be consistent with the improved Babcock & Wilcox Standard Technical 
Specifications. Such changes have been made after ensuring the previously evaluated safety 
analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive technical changes have been made to 
achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and remove ambiguities from the specification.  

The modification of the ANO-1 Technical Specifications and the changes made to achieve 
consistency within the specifications have been performed in a manner such that the most 
stringent requirements are imposed, except in cases which are individually evaluated.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 5 0.92(c) as quoted below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change provides more stringent requirements for the ANO-1 Technical 
Specifications. These more stringent requirements are not assumed to be initiators of 
analyzed events and will not alter assumptions relative to mitigation of accident or 
transient events. The change has been confirmed to ensure no previously evaluated 
accident has been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to 
ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent 
with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change does impose different requirements. However, 
these changes do not impact the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated for ANO-1.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The imposition of more stringent requirements prevents a reduction in the margin of plant 
safety by: 

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit, 
b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant equipment, 
c) Increasing the applicability of the specification, 
d) Providing additional actions, 
e) Decreasing restoration times, 
f) Imposing new surveillances, or 
g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.  

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 3.7: Plant Systems 

"Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 
determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1OCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

3.7 LI 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The number of main steam safety valves (MSSVs) required to be OPERABLE is reduced based 
3- on the number required to perform the safety function at specific power levels. In addition, 

separate condition entry for each inoperable MSSV is allowed. The MSSVs are considered as 
potential event initiators through inadvertent opening and depressurization of the secondary 
system. Current Technical Specifications only require 14 MSSVs to be OPERABLE. The 
control of inoperable MSSVs will be the same as controls for the currently allowed inoperable 
MSSV. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant increase in the probability of an 
accident previously evaluated. The MSSVs also provide overpressurization protection for 
decreased heat removal events. Requirements are included to reduce reactor power well within 
the time frame during which the MSSVs were previously allowed to be inoperable with no action.  
Reducing the high flux trip setpoint provides assurance that sufficient MSSV capacity is available 
to mitigate the effects of an overpressure event during operation with less than 14 MSSVs. A 
reduced power reactor trip will result in consequences within those of previously analyzed 

3- accidents. Allowing a separate Condition entry for each MSSV does not involve a significant 
increase in the consequences of an accident since appropriate compensatory measures are 
contained in the proposed ITS requirements. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant 
increase in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are to be taken. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for MSSVs is based on the capability to prevent an overpressurization event.  
The methodology for determination of the number of MSSVs includes a reduced reactor power 
trip setpoint to limit the thermal energy required to be relieved. Therefore, the change does not 
involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L2 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The MSSVs are considered as potential event initiators through inadvertent opening and 
depressurization of the secondary system. The control of inoperable MSSVs will be the same as 
controls for the currently allowed inoperable MSSV. Therefore, the change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability of an accident previously evaluated. The main steam safety 
valves (MSSVs) are proposed to be allowed to be setpoint tested in MODE 3 during startup.  
Currently the MSSVs are required to have met the surveillance requirements, including setpoint 
testing, prior to heating the reactor above 280°F. The MSSVs will still be required to be 
OPERABLE with their setpoints properly adjusted (prior to heatup above 280°F). Plant 
experience with setpoint adjustment provides reasonable expectation that the MSSVs are capable 
of performing their safety function to prevent an overpressurization event. Also, performing this 
test at conditions closer to actual operating conditions minimizes any potential for inaccuracy due 
to differences between test conditions and operating conditions. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant increase in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure compliance with the limiting condition for operation. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for MSSVs is based on the capability to prevent an overpressurization event.  
The plant experience with MSSV setpoint adjustment is incorporated into procedures which 
provide assurance of proper adjustment, and if needed, confirmation of the setpoint early in the 
startup to maintain the capability of the MSSVs to perform their function. Therefore, the change 
does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L3 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The change in the Required Action does not result in any hardware changes. The change also 
does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event 
since the function of the equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not change (and therefore any 
initiation scenarios are not changed). The change provides consistency between the Required 
Actions and Applicable conditions for the LCO. Further, the change of Required Actions does 
not significantly increase the consequences of an accident because the change does not affect the 
assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions, or change the 
response of the core parameters, from that resulting from the original analysis.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken, for unit conditions 
during which analysis assumes the equipment to function. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The Required Actions are revised to be consistent with the 
Applicability for the equipment. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in 
the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L4 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes. The closed main steam isolation valves 
(MSIVs) or main feedwater isolation valves (MFIVs) are not assumed to be an initiator of any 
analyzed event. The consequences of any event occurring with the valves already closed will not 
be significantly increased since the isolation valves are already in their required position, and the 
closure time is zero which is less than the assumed closure time if the valves were open.  ] 
The Main Feedwater Block Valve, Low Load Feedwater Control Valve and Startup Feedwater 
Control Valve associated with each MFIV provide a redundant means of isolating the main 
feedwater flow in the event of a main steam line break (MSLB). Revising the allowed outage 
time to restore an inoperable MFIV to Operable status from 24 hours to a Completion Time of 
72 hours is acceptable due to the presence of this redundant isolation capability, and due to the 
low probability of an MSLB occurring during any specific 72 hour period.  

Therefore, the proposed change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change allows continued operation in these conditions since the valves have already 
performed their safety function. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The pertinent margin of safety associated with the isolation valve closure is provided by the time 
associated with the closure of the valves following an event. Since inoperable valves will be 
closed and maintained closed, the required closure time will be met and the change does not result 
in a significant reduction in a margin of safety.  

Revising the allowed outage time from 24 hours to 72 hours does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin to safety due to the presence of a redundant means to isolate the main 
feedwater flow in the event of an MSLB, and due to the presence of appropriate compensatory 
actions in the event an MFIV and any associated Main Feedwater Block Valve, Low Load 
Feedwater Control Valve or Startup Feedwater Control Valve is inoperable.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L5 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The main steam isolation valves (MSIVs) and main feedwater isolation valves (MFIVs) are used 
to support mitigation of the consequences of an accident; however, they are not considered the 
initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As such the proposed revision of the Surveillance 
Frequency will not significantly increase the probability of any accident previously evaluated.  
Since the function of the isolation valves continues to be verified on a periodic basis, and the 
valves continue to be required to be OPERABLE, the change of the Surveillance Frequency will 
not reduce the capability of required equipment to mitigate the event. Therefore, this change does 
not involve a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety associated with the MSIV and MFIV is provided by their closure capability 
following an event. Since testing will continue to confirm the required parameters for these 
valves, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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3.7 L6 

Not Used.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L7 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does not result in any hardware 
changes. The Completion Time for performance also does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment, 
or limit for the parameter, does not change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not 
changed) and the proposed Completion Time extension is short (and therefore limits the impact 
on probability). Also, an extension of the Completion Time provides additional opportunity to 
restore compliance with the requirements and avoid the increased potential for a transient during 
the shutdown process. Further, the Completion Time for performance of Required Actions does 
not significantly increase the consequences of an accident because a change in the Completion 
Time does not change the assumed response of the equipment in performing its specified 
mitigation functions, or change the response of the core parameters, from that of the analyses 
considering the original Completion Time.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed Completion Time has been determined appropriate 
based on a combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the 
function or parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the short extension of 
the Completion Time interval does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L8 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The current Technical Specifications require a shutdown if both emergency feedwater (EFW) 
pumps or their associated flow paths are inoperable, and the nonsafety related auxiliary feedwater 
(AFW) pump is available. However, the AFW pump is not required to be tested or verified to be 
available on any periodic basis. A change is proposed to not require the shutdown depending on 
the nonsafety related equipment, but rather leave this option to the licensee based on current 
knowledge of plant equipment and capability. Inoperable EFW equipment is not considered as an 
initiator of any previously evaluated accident. Therefore, the change does not increase the 
probability of an accident previously evaluated. Previously evaluated accidents do not depend on 
the nonsafety related AFW pump to mitigate consequences. However, as with any system, if it is 
available to mitigate an accident, it may be used. Therefore, the proposed change does not 
involve a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed Required Action to initiate restoration of reliable safety 
related equipment has been determined appropriate based on a combination of the time required 
to perform the action, the relative importance of the function or parameter to be restored, and the 
potential impact of failure of nonsafety related equipment. Therefore, the propose Required 
Action does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L9 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The emergency feedwater (EFW) pumps are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an 
accident; however, EFW is not considered as the initiator of any event. Therefore, the proposed 
revision will not increase the probability of any accident previously evaluated. Since the function 
of the EFW pumps continues to be verified on a periodic basis, and the pumps continue to be 
required to be OPERABLE, the change of the Surveillance Frequency will not reduce the 
capability of required equipment to mitigate the event. As discussed in NUREG-1366, Section 
9.1, industry studies indicate that EFW pump testing on a monthly basis may be contributing to 
equipment unavailability and that changing the test Frequency to quarterly is reasonably expected 
to increase the availability of the EFW system. Therefore, this change does not involve an 
increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety associated with the EFW pumps is provided by their flow capability 
following an event. Since testing will continue to confirm the required parameters for these 
pumps, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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3.7 L10 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The emergency feedwater (EFW) pumps are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an 
accident; however, EFW is not considered as the initiator of any event. Therefore, the proposed 
revision will not significantly increase the probability of any accident previously evaluated. Since 
the function of the EFW pumps continues to be verified on a periodic basis, and the pumps 
continue to be required to be OPERABLE, the change of the Surveillance Frequency will not 
reduce the capability of required equipment to mitigate the event. This change also excludes 
requirements to perform functional testing of the motor driven EFW pump and it's associated 
train during MODE 4 when any steam generator is relied upon for heat removal. This presents 
requirements which are consistent with those proposed for the actuation system. During 
operation in this MODE, the time period for response to an event which requires emergency 
feedwater initiation is sufficient to allow for operator action. Therefore, this change does not 
involve a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety associated with the EFW system is provided by its capability to provide flow 
to the steam generators following an event. Since testing will continue to confirm the required 
parameters for the system, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of 
safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L11 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any changes in hardware or methods of operation. The change in 
the submittal of "after the fact" information is not considered in the safety analysis, and cannot 
initiate or affect the mitigation of an accident in any way. Therefore, this change does not involve 
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will impact only the administrative requirements for submittal of 
information and do not directly impact the operation of the plant. Thus, this change does not 
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety is not dependent on the submittal of information. Therefore, this change 
does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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3.7 L12 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change in the conditions of the Frequency for the performance of a Surveillance 
Requirement does not result in any hardware changes. Neither the EFW system flow path 
verification, nor the EFW system flowpath configuration are considered as the initiator of any 
previously evaluated accident. Therefore, the change does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence for initiation of any previously evaluated accident. The Surveillance will 
continue to provide timely recognition of EFW system impairment thus providing the operator an 
opportunity to provide system restoration. Further, the Surveillance will continue to be 
performed prior to operation that would result in sufficient core heat production that would 
require operation of the EFW System during a subsequent shutdown. Therefore, the proposed 
change to the conditions of the SR Frequency does not significantly increase the consequences of 
any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Therefore, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Therefore, this change 
does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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3.7 L13 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does not result in any hardware 
changes. The service water system is not considered as the initiator of a previously evaluated 
accidents. Therefore, this change does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for 
initiation of any analyzed event. Further, neither the reason for the inoperability nor the 
Completion Time for performance of Required Actions significantly increases the consequences of 
an accident because the change does not change the assumed response of the equipment in 
performing its specified mitigation functions.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed Completion Time has been determined appropriate 
based on a combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the 
function or parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, neither the reason for 
the inoperability nor the short extension of the Completion Time interval involves a significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.
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3.7 L14 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change in the Surveillance Requirement does not result in any hardware changes.  
The ventilation systems are not considered as the initiator of any previously evaluated accidents.  
Therefore, the change does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of 
any previously evaluated accident. The ventilation systems are considered in the mitigation of 
consequences of some accidents. However, the length of time for operation of the system during 
surveillances is still sufficient to verify proper functioning of the system. Therefore, the proposed 
change to the Applicability does not significantly increase the consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper functioning of the system through surveillance.  
Therefore, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will still ensure proper functioning of the system through surveillance.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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3.7 L15 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change in the Applicability and Required Actions does not result in any hardware 
changes. The analyses of concern are for a misloaded fuel assembly and a dropped fuel assembly.  
The spent fuel pool boron concentration is not considered as the initiator of either of these 
previously evaluated accidents. Therefore, the change does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence for initiation of any previously evaluated accident. However, the spent 
fuel pool boron concentration is considered as an initial condition in the analysis of consequences 
of these accidents. Therefore, the Applicability will continue to include those conditions during 
which there is potential for these accidents, and the proposed Required Actions will initiate action 
to remove this potential. Therefore, the proposed change to the Applicability does not 
significantly increase the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken, for conditions during 
which there is potential for a fuel handling accident. Therefore, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken, for conditions during 
which there is potential for a fuel handling accident. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L16 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The phrase "actual or simulated" in reference to the automatic initiation signal, has been added to 
the system functional test surveillance test description. This does not impose a requirement to 
create an "actual" signal, nor does it eliminate any restriction on producing an "actual" signal.  
While creating an "actual" signal could increase the probability of an event, existing procedures 
and 10 CFR 50.59 control of revisions to them, dictate the acceptability of generating this signal.  
The proposed change does not affect the procedures governing plant operations and the 
acceptability of creating these signals; it simply would allow such a signal to be utilized in 
evaluating the acceptance criteria for the system functional test requirements. Therefore, the 
change does not involve a significant increase in the probability of an accident previously 
evaluated. Since the function of the system functional test remains unaffected the change does not 
involve a significant increase in the consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated is not 
created because the proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation and it does not 
involve physical modification to the plant.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Use of an actual signal instead of the existing requirement which limits use to a simulated signal, 
will not affect the performance of the surveillance test. OPERABILITY is adequately demon
strated in either case since the system itself can not discriminate between "actual" or "simulated." 
Therefore, the change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L17 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change in the Applicability and Required Actions does not result in any hardware 
changes. The analyses of concern are for a misloaded fuel assembly and a dropped fuel assembly.  
The penetration room ventilation system (PRVS) is not considered as the initiator of either of 
these previously evaluated accidents. Therefore, the change does not significantly increase the 
probability of occurrence for initiation of any previously evaluated accident. Also, the PRVS is 
not considered in the mitigation of consequences of these accidents. Therefore, the proposed 
change to the Applicability does not significantly increase the consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken, for conditions during 
which there is potential for a fuel handling accident. Therefore, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken, for conditions during 
which there is potential for a fuel handling accident. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS

3.7 L18 

Not Used.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L19 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change will introduce the option to lock, seal, or otherwise secure the engineered safeguards 
(ES) valves for the service water system when OPERABILITY is required. Before this change, 
the only option was to lock the valves in the ES position. The method of verifying ES valve 
position is not an accident initiator and no hardware changes are proposed; therefore, the change 
does not significantly increase the probability of an accident. Expanding the methods available for 
verifying ES valve position does not significantly increase the consequences of a previously 
evaluated accident since the valves of interest are still placed in proper position for their safety 
function.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the unit (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal unit operation.  
Prompt and appropriate compensatory actions will still be taken in the event of an accident. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since expanding the 
methods of securing the ES valves in their actuated position has minimal impact on the availability 
of the systems. Furthermore, valve position surveillance, regardless of method of verification, is 
considered sufficient to provide system availability in the event of an accident.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

S3.7 L20 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change will allow the control room boundary to be opened intermittently under 
administrative controls, and will allow both trains of the control room ventilation system 
(CREVS) to be inoperable due to a control room boundary inoperability for a period of 24 hours.  
Neither CREVS nor the control room boundary are the initiator of any accident analyzed in the 
SAR. Therefore, this change does not result in a significant increase in the probability of an 
accident previously evaluated.  

The CREVS and the control room boundary are intended to provide a habitable environment for 
the control room operators in the event of an accident that results in the release of radioactivity to 
the environment. The allowance to open the control room boundary intermittently is acceptable, 
because of the administrative controls that will be implemented to ensure that the opening can be 
rapidly closed when the need for control room isolation is indicated, restoring the control room 
habitability envelope. Allowing both CREVS trains to be inoperable for 24 hours due to an 
inoperable control room boundary is acceptable because of the low probability of an accident 
requiring control room isolation during any given 24 hour period, because entry into this 
Condition is expected to be an infrequent occurrence, and because preplanned compensatory 
measures to protect the control room operators from potential hazards are implemented.  
Therefore, this change will not result in a significant increase in the probability of an accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the unit (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal unit operation.  
Prompt and appropriate compensatory actions will still be taken in the event of an accident. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since: 1) administrative 
controls will be in place to ensure that an open control room boundary can be rapidly closed when 
a need for control room isolation is indicated; and 2) an inoperable control room boundary that 
renders both trains of CREVS inoperable is an infrequent occurrence, the probability of an 
accident requiring control room isolation during any given 24 hour period is low, and preplanned 
compensatory measures to protect the control room operators from potential hazards are 
implemented.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.7 L21 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change will allow the penetration room ventilation system (PRVS) negative pressure 
boundary to be opened intermittently under administrative controls, and will allow both trains of 
the PRVS to be inoperable due to a PRVS negative pressure boundary inoperability for a period 
of 24 hours. Neither PRVS nor the PRVS negative pressure boundary are the initiator of any 
accident analyzed in the SAR. Therefore, this change does not result in a significant increase in 
the probability of an accident previously evaluated.  

The PRVS and the PRVS negative pressure boundary are intended to collect and process 
potential reactor building penetration leakage to minimize environmental activity levels resulting 
from post-accident reactor building leaks. The allowance to open the PRVS negative pressure 
boundary intermittently is acceptable, because of the administrative controls that will be 
implemented to ensure that the opening can be rapidly closed when the need for PRVS negative 
pressure boundary isolation is indicated. Allowing both CREVS trains to be inoperable for 
24 hours due to an inoperable PRVS negative pressure boundary is acceptable because of the low 
probability of an accident requiring PRVS negative pressure boundary isolation during any given 
24 hour period, because entry into this Condition is expected to be an infrequent occurrence, and 
because preplanned compensatory measures to minimize environmental activity levels resulting 
from post-accident reactor building leaks are implemented. Therefore, this change will not result 
in a significant increase in the probability of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the unit (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal unit operation.  
Prompt and appropriate compensatory actions will still be taken in the event of an accident. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety since: 1) administrative 
controls will be in place to ensure that an open PRVS negative pressure boundary can be rapidly 
closed when a need for PRVS negative pressure boundary isolation is indicated; and 2) an 
inoperable PRVS negative pressure boundary that renders both trains of PRVS inoperable is an 
infrequent occurrence, the probability of an accident requiring PRVS negative pressure boundary 
isolation during any given 24 hour period is low, and preplanned compensatory measures to 
minimize environmental activity levels resulting from post-accident reactor building leaks are 
implemented.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

E11113. 7 L22 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The change in the Condition and Required Action does not result in any hardware changes. The 
change also does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence for initiation of any 
analyzed event since the function of the equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not change 
(and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed). The change provides consistency 
between the Condition, Required Action and Applicable conditions for the LCO. Further, the 
change of Condition and Required Action does not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident because the change does not affect the assumed response of the equipment in performing 
its specified mitigation functions, or change the response of the core parameters, from that 
resulting from the original analysis.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken, for unit conditions 
during which analysis assumes the equipment to function. Thus, this change does not create the 
"possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The Condition and Required Action are revised to be consistent with 
the Applicability for the equipment. Therefore, the change does not involve a significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.
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